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2 Whereupon,

fs 3 JARED WERMIEL, W. JENSEN and E. LANTZ,

O
4 called as . witnesses by counsel for Nuclear Regulatory

5 Commission staff, having been previously duly sworn by the

6 Chairman, resumed the stand, were further examined and<

.
7 testified as follows:

1

8 BOARD EXAMINATION

9 BY DR. JORDAN:

10 0 First I have a few general questions concerning

11 the staff's philosophy on the question of safety of BEW

12 plants following a feedvater transient, and the ability of

13 the various systems to mitigate the consequences of a
1

'

14 f eedwater transient.
*

*

15 First of all, I ga the'r both the Licensee and staff

16 assume a feedwater transient is one of the expected

17 transients that must be protected against, and the

18 protection ' systems involved are primarily the emergency

19 feedwater systems, the high pressure injection system or

20 emergency core cooling system as you wish, and then finally
1

21 the decay heat removal systems.

22 Does that in general represent the position of the

23 staf f ?

() 24 Perhaps many of my questions will be addressed to

25 Mr. Werniel, but any of the gentlemen can answer. So would

I

.

.
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(~'y 1 you keep the microphone in front of you, because I'know you
,,

2 will be answering a great majority of my questions.

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, I think yourf,

.V
4 characteriza tion is generally correct.

5- 0 All right. Now, then, I have been puzzled off and

6 on, as has been apparent from the beginning of this hearing,

7 as to whether the staff and the Licensee have had a

8 consistent position on these various measures to mitigate

9 the consequences, and the one that has been puzzling me

10 most , I guess, is the emergency f eedwater system , and the

11 question has arisen a time or two, is the emergency

12 feedwater system one of the engineered safety features, and

13 theref ore , must it be safety grade? And if that is the

14 wrong wo:d, tell me so. What word do you use for a system?

15 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I would use the word engineered

16 safety features for any system that is required to mitigate

17 a pa rticular design basis accident or transient, and in that

18 context, I would say emergency feedwater is an engineered

19 safe ty f eature system. Our current practice is that an
i

20 engineered saf ety feature system therefore is a safety grade

21 system .

22, C Fine. Fine.

23 I quass I was hoping that would indeed be the

. 24 staf f 's position .-

25 Now, then, what puzzles me, I guess, in the pa st

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(~} 1 the emerger.cy feedwa ter. system has not always been so
V

2 considered.
,

3 Now, can you explsin why that is, and is this --

}'

4chas the change in. attitude come about as a result of.TMI or

5 what?

6 A' (WITNESS WERMIEL) The change -- in the past, I

7 would chararterize the auxi_ _.iry feedwater or emergency'

8 feedwater systems more as viewed as a system important to

9 safety, and the criteria applied to its design were perhaps

10 no t as well defined or as stringent as they are today.

11 There was in progress before THI 2 in the context of the

i 12 Standard Review Plan and other documents a gradual upgrading
i

13 of - auxiliary _ or energency f eedwa ter.

I 14 0 I~see. This was going on'before TMI 2.
i

15 .A (WITNESS WER5IEL) Yes, yes it was.

| 16 0 Were new plants, f or example, were construction

17 permits required to have saf ety grade -- engineered safety

-- safety grade emergency f eedwa ter systems?,

19 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. That was our intent, to

i

20 have a safety grade or engineered safety features emergency I

!
'

21 or a uxiliary f eedwa ter system.

22 C I See+
<

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) When exactly the feeling of

() 24 this upgrade to safety grade to really occurred, I am not

25 entirely sure. I do not know whether it was --

O
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f7 1. O I don't think that is important. Fine, I see.q)
2 All right.

3 A (WITNESS.WERMIEL) Since TMI 2, though, there have

v
4 been additional -- there has been an additional feeling for

5 upgrading, particularly wi th respect to its reliability in

6 the areas of its reliability.

7 0 Is it not apparent that the emergency safety

8 features -- that the auxiliary f eedwater system is a very

9 important system in following a feedwater transient? It is

10 the main heat sink for removing core hea t.

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct. .It is the

12 syst em relied on to mitigate any consequences as a result of

13 loss of f eed wa ter.

14 Q Yes. Good. How -- and again, just as a matter of

15 philosophy, how did it happen that this was not really

16 recognized perhaps earlier? Can you speculate even on tha t?

17 'A (WITESS WEREIEL) Yes, I can speculate. In the

18 past , our review -- this is the overall NEC review of

19 accidents -- tanded I believe to concentrate on the primary

20 system, and direct emergency core cooling systems and the

21 like.

22 0 Was it a feeling that the emergency core coolino

23 system would really take care of'anything?

(] 24 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Well, yes. I think we tended

25 to concentrate a lot on things like the large LOCA, large

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 brea k LOC A, . and then we recognized a smaller LOCA could

2 occur, but we could still mitigate that with the EPI

3 system. I do not know that we -cle really thinking about

O-
4 long term core cooling with respect to the secondary side.

5 0 I am certainly not being critical of the staff or

6 the Licensee in this respect because I must say that I

7 myself was undoubtedly slow to realize the nature of this,

8 and in the last few years I have become somewhat of an

9 advocate of a dedicated heat removal system, and I think it

10 1s the thing that is going to come one of these days.

11 Bat on the other hand, I am not at the stage yet

12 where I would say that you should not be licensing Tuc1 car

13 plan ts. I am by no means making that -- and I know the

14 staf f j s not either, but as I sa y, my feeling has switched

15 over th ? yea rs , too, and it has always been my feeling that

16 the mos: likely accident, and long before TMI, that the most
]

17 likely accident would be a failure to remove afterheat.

18 !Tuclear plants are unique and different from coal
<

19 plants in that you can shut down a coal plan t but you cannot

20 shut down a nuclear plant. Some of our systems, by the way,

21 I have been involved in design of controls and systems for

22 research reactors, including the MTR. It was our intent,

23 then, to make the removal of hea t af ter shutdown as

() 24 concpletely reliable as possible. And in this "egard, by the

25 way, one of our f eelings is that a system that is operating

O
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(~N 1 is probably the most reliable system, and in fact, .one case
(/,

2 where the design of .ne system -- the system required

- 3 exceedingly high reliability electrical power, we went to

%)
4 diesels, of course, but we used the diesels.for the main

5 system so that if there was any doubt when the diesels

6 f ailed , then the backup system was the more reliable system,

7 namely TVA power. But rather than using diesels for backup,

8 we did it the other way around, and I believe you do improve

9 reliability.

10 And this was touched on a little bit yesterday

11 when Mr. Pollard brought up the fact that if you use a

12 system for startup e.nd shutdown, it does give you more tests

13 and more chances to see it operate. So there could even be

14 a case made f or b1ving the emergency feedwater system

15 operating fall time. But it isn't that way, so let's now-go
.

16 in to the question, is the emergency f eedvater system

17 adeq ua te and reliable, and I think I will ha ve a fairly

18 lengthy set of questions to you concerning this.

19 Now, I notice you sometimes do speak for the staff

20 in giving the staf f 's position.

21 Now, would you say just how this comes about?

22 Are you able to say, for example, that the staff-
,

23 believes, for example, that the emergency feedwater system

() 24 is adequately reliable in ECW systems?' You cannot surely be

25 expressing the view of the entire staff. There must be

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(} 1 other peo ple with dif f erent opinions now. So how is it_you

2 speak for the staff?

3 DR. JORDANa- r. Baxter-I know is anxious to say

.O
4 something. Please do.

5 MR. BAXTER: One point of clarification. At the

6 end of you question it implied that emergency feedwater

?; systems are part of the BEW design and part of the -B&W ''SSS ,

awhich is my understanding they are no t. They are not

9 designed by Babcock and Wilcox. They are designed by the

10 individual site architect engineer to meet BCW's criteria.

11 DR. JORDt.N: This is not part of the' package,

12 then , of the steam supply system , and I had not realized

13 th at . ,

.

14 MB. BAXTER: So 'there are differences.'

15 DR. JORDANS Yes, yes, I appreciate you pointing

16 that out because you are exactly right.

17 BY DR. JOBDANs (Besuming)

18 0 All right. And so therefore I do notice that

19 there is a table in the NUREG reports comparing the various

20 systems, and it does-of course make differences.

21 I notice Davis-Besse, for example, there are

22 differences among the various systems, and you point out

23 some thing that is certainly correct, but I just had not

() 24 thought of it that way, so t! it I better not refer therefore

25 to BEW systems, excepting that EEW systems I guess all do

O.
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f) 1 have the.once-through steam generator, isn't that right?
s_-

2 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Tha t is correct.

3 Q I see. Very well.,f-
' V

4 And it was the opinion of the staff that this --

5 and the Kemeny Commission and others that this did result in

6a more sensitive system, a system that required more certain

7 and quicker response from the operators and the mitigating

8 systems, and I do not think I need to ask you your opinion

9 on that. I believe this has been documented.

10 Now, then, let's go back to the question. How is

11 it, for example, that you are able to say the loss of

12 emergency faedwater folloVing a main feedwater transient is

13 no t an accident which must be protected against with safety

14 grade equipment ? - -

15 Now, is this your opinion, is this the staff's

16 opinion ? Is it everybody's opinion in NRC or what?

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) It is the overall staff opinion

18 that any saf ety grade system is not subject to total

19 failure, only a single failure. We do not postulate the

20 total loss of a system that is classified safety grade.

21 -Q No matter how poor the design is? No matter how

22 'nor the design is, if there are two -- if it meets those

23 criteria ?

I) 24 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is my. understanding. The

25 very fact that it is safety grade in our minds means that it

O
4
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.( ) 1.is not a poor system, that the c riteria to which it has been

2 designed are adequate to assure its reliability and
,

/-
3 operability.

U
4 0 Well, perha ps the wearel word then is the

5 criteria, that the staff continually upgrades the criteria

6 if .they reel it is not adequate to meet -- is this the

7 situ ation , that the criteria continually a re changed, or are

8 you relying on the General Desion Criteria, and that'is it?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, it is more than just the

10 General Design Criteria. We have a specific application of
!

- 11 the General Design Criteria and I think that application

12 does evolve and change as we learn more, and -- from various

13 -- in various ways f rom tests, say, at the LOFT facility or

( 14 things like that, Licensee reports, reliability' studies,

15 things like that.

16 0 Do you have any feeling, of all the engineered

17 safety features, are they all equally reliable?

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I have absolutely no f eel a t
,

19 all.

20 C You hate no feel at all? You would say that the

21 emergency f eedve ter system , for example, or the diesel

22 genera tor systems are equally as reliable as the protection

23 systems?

() 24 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I would~not say they were

25 equally reliable. I do not know that we have analyzed the
,

O
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1 reliability of individual systems. We have analyzed the

\.

. reliability ofesome auxiliary feedwater sy#. ems. I think

_ 3 there are inherent features cf certain types of mechanical
'

kJ
4 components that make them maybe more or less reliable.

1

5 0' So you say you have analyzed the reliability of

6 auxiliary feedwa terf systems?

7' A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, we have.

8 0 Are you going to presen t that in this case as

9 evidence?

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know whether_the --

11 0 I see. You don 't think it is necessary.

12 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) NUREG-0611 and 0635, and then

13 the BCW reliability reports are --
'

/"N
(/ 14 Q Do you claim the BCW reliability report analyzes

15 the ' reliability? I mean, the BCW report.
I

'
16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) What it does for certain

i 17 postulated ' events, it attempts to rate or to categorize

18 these particular plants into an array to establish a

19 relativa feel for where they stand.

20 0 So they could be all bad or all good.

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Relatively speaking, yes.

22 0 See-

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) We had no goal in mind. We do

() 24 not know what constit utes a reliable system. We were trying

25 to find out where we can make improvements based on what we

O
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('T 1 learn in this f ashion.
V

-2 0 'All right. Now, you speak for the entire staff in

3 saying this?

4, A' (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am speaking f or myself. I

5 cannot say what other people have in mind.- I only know what

6 I have seen-and what I have done.

7 0 Do,you know any studies at all that have been

8 taken -- that are being undertaken by the reliability

9 analysis group -- I was trying to recall the name of the man

10 from TVA who recently came.

11 F. S . WEISSs Michaelson.

12 BY DR. JORDANS (Resuming)

13 0 Has Michaelson looked into this at all, do you
, -

s/ 14 know , and what has he found?

15 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know that he has. I
|

I 16 know we have a staff at NRC that does look e.t it and do

17 reliability analyses and reliability work.

18 0 But it is not important to your job of deciding

19 whether the system is adequately reliable. You can say -- I

20 believe you say it is reliable, and --

21 A .(WITNESS WERMIEL) In the current context that we

22 use reliability studies, I guess we have determined that we

23 think it is reliable. Whether or not there will be

() 24 additional erk in this area I am not sure. And whether

25 this additional werk will be applied in our safety reviews,

I'T l
: (s
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y{ ) 1 I just do not know.

2 0 Are you faciliar with the staff studies and work

3 over the past few years on ATWS, that is A-T-W-S?_

O
4 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not very familiar with

5 ATWS at all, no.

6 0 Are'you aware that the protection-system must be a

7 safety grade system? By the protection system now, I'mean

8 the system that detects over -- excess power above a certain

0 level and calls for the scram and other actions. Now, is

10 this . b uil t o n to sa f e t y g ra d e cri te ria ?

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not aware.
.

12 0 You are not aware.

13 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) About ATWS at all.

14 Q None of the others?

15 A (WITNESS LANTZ) to.

16 MR. CUTCHIN: Dr. Jordan, we will have a witness

! ;7 coming up on the next item who is very familiar with

18 protection system criteria .
.

19 DR. JGRDAN: I am very familiar with protection

20 system criteria .

21 MR. CUTCHIN: But if you were interested in

22 getting an answer that was evidence --

23 DR. JORDAN No, I am not interested in getting an

() 24 answ er . I am trying to find out what these folks understand

25 about reliability in order to be making the conclusions that

O
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{} 1 they are.

2 MR. CUTCHIN: 'I *.hink, Dr. Jordan, I am not sure

3 this will help you, but the staff, as I believe you are

O 4 aware, in deciding on the adequacy of the design of.the

5 emergency feedwater system judges it today against the

6 criteria set forth in SRP 10.n.9. Then there are others who

7 are doing long' tern studies to look at the need fcr further

aimprovements, as has been said here. But today, for this

9 p.' a n t , as well as for others, compliance with the current
.

10 criteria is viewed by the staff to provide a sufficiently

11 reliable system for operation today. That is not to say

12 that they are not always locking for the need for further

13 improvements.

) 14 DR. JORDAN: It is your interpretation, then, of

15 the Commission's order that sufficiency is determined by.

16 meeting past criteria?

17 MR. CUTCHIN: No, that is not necessaril! my2

18 interpretation, sir. I look at this particular Commission's

19 order to give this Board the authority to inquire into that

20 an d to make whatever recommendations it believes are

21 appropria te to the Commission.

22 -DR. JORDAN: All right.

23 CHAIBMAN SMITH: That does not exactly answer Dr.

() 24 Jordan's question. However, ve understand wha t our
1,

25 su th orit y is. He was wondering what the staff's position is.

i

,
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1 MR. CUTCHIN: I will have to defer to the witness,{ }.
2 but my understanding is they are judging these systems today

3 against these criteria, and are requiring prior to restart
' l,)
''' 4 the kinds of upgrades that grew out of 0578 and other places

5 in the short term, and it is indeed, I understand, the

6 staff's position that compliance with those short term

7 recommendations which were indeed staff recommendations,

8 provide suf ficient reliability to allow the plant to restart.

9 DR. JORDAN: Okay. Well, we will have to go into

10 it then.

11 I guess the staff has been very selective in their

12 criteria, so apparently there is a great deal of judgment

13 involved in what criteria will be chosen and wha t will,not
14 be chosen, and I will be going into some-of the

15 recommendations of some of the staff's documents and asking

16 you whether you believe that those recommendations should be

17 implemented or not, and why not.

18 ' Enf D R . JORDAN: (Resuming)

19 0 And were you members, by the way, of some of these

20 task forces that were involved in the writing of documents,

21 such as NUREG-0560, the generic assessment for BEW reactors,

22 or the NURE3-0667, transient response of BEW design reactors?

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I was not.

.() 24 A (VITFESS L Ani'Z ) No.

25 A ' WITNESS JENSEN) No.

O
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() 1 Q All right. .

2 (Pause)

3 BY DR. JORDAN: (Resuming)

let ae first. turn to a document that was just4. Q _

5 issued a few days ago, dated October.21, 1980, Seismic

6' Qualification of Auxiliary Feedwater Systems. It is a

7 letter to all operating pressurized water reactor licensees

' 8 and signed by Darrell Eisenhut. I think we all' received

g it. There is _4ust one sentence out of it which is all I am

10 going to look at. It.says, "Since the TMI accident, ve have

11 been reviewing AFW systems for all operating PWRs to assess

12 the need to backfit design and procedural modifications.

13 Our review has been based on a deterministic evaluationk

14 primarily against the SRP" -- that is, the Standa rd Review -

|

15 Plan - "in conjunction with a reliability study using event

16 a nd f a ult tree analyses to determine dominant .f ailure modes. "

17 Now, what I am asking of you, would you please4

18 describe t hese reliability studies using event and f ault

; ig trea analyse = to determine the dominant failure modes?

20 A (WITNESS WERXIEL) Fine. The EuW reliability'

'
21 analyses that were previously referenced do contain event --

22 well, they contain fault trees for the particular system.
,

[ 23 0 Yes. ;

.

() 24 A (WITNESS WERMIEl) And these fault trees are-

25 applied to the three pr stula ted events. From these fault
>

!(:)
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|

{
1 trees, the dominant failure modes were then established and

|

2 documented, and we have attempted ' to address them in our i

.

3 upgrades of these systems.

4 0 Good.

5 A (WITNELS WERMIEL) A similar technique was also

6 perf ormed on the Westinghouse and CE plants.
,

a 7 Q But the Westinghouse and GE plants --

8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) CE.
:i

g 0 Westinghouse and CE plants.

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Combur* ton Engineering.

11 0 Studies were put out under the staff aegis, and

12 presumably theref ore had sta f f review , or do they again in

13 those cases just take the licensee 's --

( 14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) The NUREG-0611 and 0635, and

15 associated reliabiliLy studies referenced in them were

16 perf ormed by the staff and staff consultants. In the case

17 of the BEW plants there as a meeting with the BEW owners

18 grou p at which time it was decided that BEW would perform

; 19 the reliability analyses and NEC would review it.

20 0 Can you tell me the extent of the NRC review and

21 the results of the NRC review?

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Tha NRC review was performed by

23 the probabilistic analysis staff. I have seen a draf t of

( )) 24 the results of that review, and that draft concurred in the

25 methodology tha t BEW used when they did th e reliability

O
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(v~}
1 analysis and confirmed the recommenda tions for improvement

'

2 it reliability based en +he identified dominant failures.
s

3 C I see. They agreed , then, tha t the BCW plants

(3'~) 4 were in general more reliable than the other plants. I

5 believe that is what the BEW study shows.

6 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, it doesn't, I don't

7 believe, at all. I believe the B&W study shows, with the

8 disclaimer- identified in Appendix B, that the BEW plants,

9 their auxiliary feedwater systems, tend to fall in the mid

10 range of the Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse plans.

11 Q And the staff agrees. The reliability staff

121ocked a t tha t and agrees --

13 A (WI'2 NESS WERMIEL) Under the assumptions BCW tsed,
A
(,) 14 we generally concur in tha t recommendation. There are

15 diff erences, I believe, identified by the Licensee in

16 certain approaches taken by BEW and taken by the staff.
!

17 0 All righ t.

18 The Licensee has said that they do not believe a

19 common mode failure is a dominant method, th a t they believe

20 component failure was the dominant failure mode, and this

21 was presented here, and the staff agrees with this?

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not sure I quite

23 understand if that is exactly what the Licensee said. My

.() 24 understanding of what is_ dominant is a single failure source

25 1n a component. That is the' dominant --

O
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f'T . 1 0 The staff believes that the dominant mode of
V

- 2 f ailure is ~ a single failure.

3 A- (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct. Then there

O
4 are other common mode f ailures that once you have eliminated

5 the. single failure sources would be the dominant point of

6 unreliability , particularly those common modes associated

7 with humzn error or the operrator.

8 Q I see.

9 So then you do agree with the' Licensee that

10 f ailure of component is the dominant failure mode.

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, I believe that is what

12 these reliability studies have intended to point out.

13 (The Boar'd conferred.)

( 14 BY DR. SMITH 4
7

15 0 3r. Wermeil, you referred to a disclaimer in the

16 appendix of 'the report.

| 17 Would you describe tha t more thoroughly, please?

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. I an referring to BAW

19 1584, Appendix B. I believe one of the examples is

20 identified as dif f erences in a pproach. It is with respect

21 to the half capacity pumps, and I believe that was pointed

22 out by.the Licensee. BEW in their study assumed that both

23 half capacity, pumps were required for mission success. In
;

() 24 the NRC reliability evaluations, mission success was

25 accomplished in, I don't know whether it was all of them,

(
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'N 1 but in a large number of the. Westinghouse and CE plants with(J,

2 only one of the half capacity pumps,-and when you apply that^

,d

i. 3 same reasoning to the B&W design for TMI-1, you do get
i

^ <4 improvement in'its placement relative to where it stands now.

5 BY DP. JORDAN: (Resuming)

|

6 0 So the staff reliability then would credit it with
j

7, higher reliability.

8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. I think BCW points that

9out, that the staff would tend to show some slightly higher

10 reliabilities for the Westinghouse and CE pumps.

11 Q Didn't you say as part of your testimony that

12 common cause f ailure mode as a result of operator error

13 still remains as the dominant source of system unreliability?
f*h
(~/ 14 A (WITN7SS WERMIEL) Yes, I think I did.-

15 Q How does that square with your saying a moment ago

16 that you felt that the single f ailure criterion wac the

17 dominant. source of unreliability?

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I believe the context of my

19 statement was that once you have eliminated the single

20 failure sources, then this becomes the dominant source.

21 0 What else is there, in essence? .

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) There are other potential

23 common mode type failures.'

() 24 0 I see.

25 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Certainly an environmental

(i

,

1
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(v~}
-1 ef f ect would be a common'cause failure.

2 0- A what, a common cause -- yes, yes,

3 Have you seen the IREP study, I-R -E-P , on Crystalg_y
G

4 River?

5 A . (WITNESS WEBMIEL) No, I have not. I do know that

6 there was one- performed.

7 -Q All righ t.

8 4 (WITNESS WERMIEL) I also believe there are others

9 either under way or being planned.

10 (Pause)

11 Q Can you assure me that the IREP study or any study
.

12 perf ormed by the raliability group, Mr. Michaelson 's group,

13 would agree that a single f a. '.ure is the dominant mode as

( 14 compared with common mode failure?;

15 I guess I am questioning what I believe the staff

16 cannot be -- it seems incredible to me at the moment anyhow
,

17 that the NRC staff 's positin --

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I believe Nr. Lantz --

19 A (WITNESS LA.NTZ) The LER data substantiates that
i

20 by a big margin. You can see it from the LER data.
;

21 0 I guess in my looking at the LER data I reached

22 exactly the opposite conclusion.

23 A~ (WITNESS LANTZ) Vell, you do not have the data on

() 24 the single f ailures. The large majority of the LEE data is

25 single f ailures.

O
+

,
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rw 1 0 Oh, well, you say -- well, maybe I am beginning to
V

2 understand, then. I am talking about the.doeinant failure

3 mode for the entire system, not the dominant failure mode

'# 4 for. one component. I mean dominant failure of one train.

5 Now I.am beginning to understand, of course, if

6 that is what you meant. '
>

7 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I think I was speaking of

8 it with respect ~ to the entire, system, and I don't know that

9 it is documented anywhere that this is'the case. But we do
J

10 identify points of a single failure source as being very

11 important and then address them accordingly and try to deal

12 with them.

13 0 But now, then, doesn't this mean-that you have to>

() 14 have simultaneous single f ailures in two trains in order to

15 get failure of the system?

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, no t necessarily. In the

17 case of the -ICS interf ace with thue flow control valves, for

18 example , a single f ailure , I belie ve , there is a single

19 failure mode within that particular component that would

20 tenporarily leave both valves closed.

21 0 I see.

22 So ycu are saying that failures outside of the

23 sy st em, single f ailures such as a fire or a short of the

4

(v~}
24 cables or something like this would be a dominant mode.

25 7 .(WITNESS WERMIEL) I would characterize a fire as

O
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('N 't a. common cause failure, since it could affect both~ trains.
\_),

2. Q- All righ t. Then tell me. You mentioned one, the
,

.

3 IREP , the Integrated ICS, the Integrated Control.,,y

. V
4 A' (WITNESS WERMIEL) There are other exsmples I can

5 think of, cases where suction supplied to 'the pumps is

6 provided through a line with a single valve in it in certain

7 p '.an ts . If that single valve is lef t closed: inadvertently
,

8 for some reason or whatever, then you do sta rve all

9 auxiliary feedwater pumps for suction supply, and that can

10 consequently cause a failure of the whole system. And we

11 are addressing that in the plants that have that particular

12 design. *

13 0 Do you call those single failure modes?

14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I'believe that is how they have

15 been characterized by the reliability _ analyses g aople , as -a

16 single f ailure source.

17 0 I guess I am a little skeptical of your definition
,

18 of single f ailure. Do we need to start looking at what is

-

19 meant by looking at single failure criteria?

20 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, I was just going to say I

.21 think maybe the single failure as applied in reliability is

22 maybe interpreted dif ferently than it is applied in the

23 saf ety review.

() 24- 0 All right.

25 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am beginning to see that

A(>'
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- 1 perhaps from our discussion. I had not really thought of it
-

2 bef ore, but certainly the single failure that was identified

3 in the ICS was in the same f ashion, but perhaps the valve I
> !

- 4 mentioned might be viewed as a common cause in certain

5 cases. It may be just a matter of se ma n tics .

6 C But now, then, you are sayinc that the reason the

7 emergency feedwater system, one of the reasons -- the reason

8 it is judged to be safe is it meets the criteria for safeti

9 systems.

10 A (WITN.?SS WERMIEL) And in addition, we have

11 addressed other points of unreliability that may not have

12 been picked up by the criteria in the SRP as a result of

13 this reliability analysis.

(oj 14 0 I guess this raises a number of questions, and I

15 vill not be able to keep them all in mind.

16 Ace you sayino that now it is necessary to go

17 beyond the SRP in order to -- and the General Design

18 Criteria in order to decide whether the system is adequately

19 reliable ?

20 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I think we recognized that we

21 have learned a lot from the reliability study that was not

22 necessarily part of our previous review. This single valve

23 I speak of, for example, in the past it is an always open

24 locked valve, so we never assumed it to fall, but now when'

25 you look at it with respect to reliability and potential for

7
. /
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1 an error by the operator or some other means, it becomes a

2 problem or something we --f eel should b e a ddressed.

3- 0 I think you and I are approaching maybe a little

4 bit better understanding, because to my mind, that would

5have been a failure outside.of the system itself, and I

6 would have called it common mode failure.- But I guess --

7 A (WITNESS ~WERMIEL) It is not a single --

8 0 It is not a single failure in the sense that the

~

gsingle failure criterion as usually expressed in IEEE 279 --

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct. It is a

11 little diff eren t.

12 0 All right.

13 Now, then, we are making progress.

| 14 You agree that there a re other f ailure modes which
!

15 ar e no t even included in the single failure criteria which

16 must be addressed, and.that the staff has addressed these

17 other things, and that these have come about because of

18 reliability studies.

19 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, definitely. I do not

20 think there is much attention -- in the past I don't think

' 21 there was much attention paid to the poten tial f or an

22 operator error, and reliability studies definitely point

23 this thing out with resulting improvements in procedures and

24 tech specs, and in that aea.

25- Q Yes. Okay. Fine.

O:

.
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- /"s 1 Put now I think perhaps we are arriving'again at,
G).

2 let us say, the staff position. Th'e staff position then is

3 that the emergency feedwater system -- and I may eed up --

O 4 we will be talking about more than just the emergency

.
5feedwater system because I am really concerned about the

6 main feedwater transient protection, and there are other

7 mitigating systems, too. But at the moment, the emergency

8 feedwater system was judged to be adequate and reliable

9 because, first of all, it did meet the criteria, GDC 44,

10 among others, it met the requirements of Standard Peview

11 Plan 10. -- would you fill in the numbers?

12 A (WIT"ESS 'J ERMIEL ) 10.4.9.

13 0 -And it also met additional requirements stemming

14 from reliability studies. -

15 A (WIT 3FSS WER5IEL) Tha t is correct. I am sorry if

16 I confused you in the past.

17 Q Okay, yes, yes. No, I am really trying to pin you

18 down as to exactly what is involved in your statement that

19 it is adequately reliable.

20 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I: think we tried to outline

21 this whole approach in the restart SER. Iodo nct know if .e,

22 did a goed job or not,'but that was essentially what we were

23 trying to indicate, I think.

(]) 24 0 The restart SER is a fairly compact document, and

25 it 4s impossible ftir you or anyone else to say all the

(~%-,

v

'
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[}
1 things you have said this morning, even -- there is no wa y.

2 A (WIINESS WERMIEL) I couldn't have cotten it in

3 there.

O
4 0 But now I cather you arrive at this, that it does

5 meet the riteria, the recommendations of the Standard Review

6 Plan , recomenda tions resulting f rom the analysis of the

7 Crystal River, TMI accidents and so forth, other

8 recommendations that have been made and agreed to by the

9 staf f, some of those, anyhow.

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. There were a number of

11 other recommendations that were made as a result of Crystal

12 River, I believe in Document NUREG-0667, and I do not think

13 we have addressed those yet. I do hot know what the

() 14 schedule for implementation of that is.

15 Q We are going to get to those recommenda tions.

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Some of that I think has been

17 addressed. i

|

18 0 We will get to those. |

19 A (WITNESS WEPMIEL) Okay.

20 Q But it still -- is it a matter of engineering

21 judgment on the part of the staff that it is adequately

22 reliable rather than have a demonstration of reliability

23 from the standpoint of a numerical goal?

() 24 A (WIT |iESS WERMIEL) That is correct. We have no

- 25 numerical goal at this time.

O
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1 Q All right.

2 (Pause) .

.

3 BY DR. JORDAN: (Eesuming)

4 Q Let's, however, despite the fact you do not have a

5 numerical goal, let's consider the past reliability of the

6 emergency feedwater systems. I believe you identified

7 something like eight or nine failures of the emergency

8 feedwater systems when challenged, and something on the

9 order of 200 reactor years.

10 Who was this?
.

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) r. Lantz i'l that.
i

12 O All right. So that the numbers are close enough

13 and it-is not a matter of quibbling, 8 out of 200 is the

() 14 order of 1 out of -- what ir, it, 25? The past reliability
,

15 indicated about once out af 25 as the emergency feedwater

16 syst em reliability .

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Tha t is on a per reactor year

18 basis.

19 C Per reactor year basis.

20 Now, is it the sta f f 's position that a reliability

; 21 in a redundant system that has a failure rate et one out of

22 25 is adequate?'

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know.

24 Q As long as it mee+s the criteria, that is all that(}
25 1s required is this --

O
.
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1 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Up to this point, and at this2

2 time that is my only basis of judgment. Whether or not that

3 type of reasoning gets applied in the future, I do not know.
'V

4 BY MR. SMITH: (Resuming)

5 0 It has to ba assumed that once during the
.

6 operating life of the reactor that the event will occur.

7 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Certainly the reactor will last

8 at least 25 years.

9 BY DR. JORDANS (Resuming)
4

10 Q All right, now, you are familiar with the St.

11 Lucie decision. Which one of you --4

12 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I wrote the answer to part 6K,

G I think.

i 14 0 And you said essentially that the appeal board was

k 15 wrong.

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know I said they were
,

17 wron g.
.

18 0 I can hardly interpret it otherwise.
p

19 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) What I am sa ying there is the

20 cource for the number that they assigned I believe the

21 number itself came f rom a document that is not reant to be

22 3pplied to operating systems within the plant. It.was meant

23 to be applied --

24 0 We will get to that in just 3 moment.

25 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Okay.

O
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{} 1 C That is the reason why they are wrong. It must be

2 that.

3- A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Tha t is - - yes, tha t is my

O 4 understanding. That is part of, I guess, a

5 misinterpretation by the Board.

8 0 Now, this error by the appeal board, how will this
:

7 be rectified? Will this be reviewed -- has this been
,

I 8 reviewed by the Commission yet?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I don't have any idea.

10 DR. JORDAN: I ask the staff lawyer, has this

11 decision been reviewed by the Commission?

12 !R. CUTCHIN: Sir, I do not know what the status
,

13 of ALAB 603 is.

14 DR. JORDAN: You were not expecting any questions

15 on this today?

18 dR. CUTCHIN: Not for a legal --
,

1

!

17 DR. JORDAN: I see. I think it is going to be

18 very much a legal ma tter.

19 MR. CUTCHIN: That particular decision, if I

20 recollect it, it went to a matter tota 21y different from the

21 reliability of feedwater systems. It went to the
,

l

22 reliability of the grid.

23 DR. JORDANS It went to the reliability of diesel

O- 24 generators which they said had a reliability of something
-3 -u

25 11ke 10 or 10 per reactor year, very much more
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1 1 reliable than the reliability figures we are now talking

2 about here.a

3 - MR . CUTCHIN: I an not sure we have talked about

4 an absolute reliability level here, sir.
<

.

5 DR. JORDANS Yes, the only reliability level we

6 have at the moment is the reliability based on past

7 expe rience.

8 Now, if there is evidence that tha t is entirely

g wrong, then I would be swayed, but I guess lacking such

10 evidence --

11 MR. CUTCHIN: I hate to get into a legal argument

12 with you, sir, but I think what you are doing here is

13 assuming that because 'you have a f ailure rate of 8 out of

14 200 reactor yesrs in systems that existed as they existed

15 prior to improvements of the type that have been made since

16 that time, that that data is still statistically

17 me&ningf ul. I do not know what the answer is with respect

18 to whether we believe that number would be greatly changed.
i

19 I doubt it has been greatly changed, but I do not know that

4
20 that data is indead statistically reliable.

4

21 DR. JORDANS Possibly it has, and if it has, then

22 grea t, I would love to see those.

23 MS. CUTCHIN: But your concern then is --

f) 24 DB. JO R D A!'s That we are now depending upon
v

25 redundant systems with a reliability of something like 1 in

O
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(} 1 25 per' _ reactor year' f or protection. Past experience without

2 adequate demonstration that the reliability is indeed

3 grea tly improved.

O
4 Now,'if that was the case I would want to listen.

5 Now, Mr. Baxter would like to address this.

6 -Mr. Baxter.

7 MR. BAXTERs I don't know that I can address the
1

8 improvement, but we did have testimony by Mr. termiel

9 yesterday at least that of the four data points that are

10 described in their testimony, two of those failures could

'

11 not occur at TMI 1, and that the majority of those were in
,

!
12 syst ems which were used for auxiliary startup and shutdown

13 of the reactor.

14 So it is no t clear to me at all we have a failure

15 rate from history that. applies to this.
,

16 DR. JORD4Na It is not clear that the f ailure rate

17 at TMI would be so high , tha t is _true . But I just do not
i

18 see any sound evidence -- you see, we are just entirely in

19 the wrong ballpark is what I am worried about.

20 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Let's have the failure rate.

21 ~ DR. JORDAN: Make it a tenth'as much.

22 MR. BAXTER: Excuse ae?

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Just_for the purpose of inquiry,

() 24 as a basis for Dr. Jordan 's inquiry, 'let's assume a .more

25 f avo rable f ailure rate. Let's assume one in 50 years.

O
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([) MR. BAXTER: Mr. Capodanno testified that we had1 -

2 ten manual actuations at TMI 1 and we had no failures.
.1

. 3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The record is not closed. The
C

4 record is open on the determination of the reliability of

5 the emergency feedwater system at TMI 1. In the meantime,

6 Dr. Jordan is inquiring based upon some information he has

7 in the record. He is going to and he should.
,

8 DR. JORDAN: Mr. Baxter, let me say with respect

9 to the ten tests. I discount that almost entirely. I do not

10 believe it demonstrates anything so far as ope.ational

11 experience is concerned because that is the way tests work.

I
f2 WITNESS WERMIEL: I would point somethinc out, if

13 I could . The failure rate for diesels that you point out as
O
ki 14 a basis is a theoretical basis. There has not been a

~

15 reliability study that I am aware of such as ve cite here

16 for auxiliary feedwater systems. I do not think there has

17 been an LER search such as has been done here to come up
i

! 18 with a comparable failure number.

19 DR. J3RDAN: I an sorry, I disagree with you. I

20 can quote some articles for you, a study that has been

21 published -recently in the Journal of Nuclear Safety on the

22 failure rates of diesels, and it is pretty bad, I assure-

23 y o u . The actual experience in use, when called upon, is not

24 good .

25 MS. WEISS: Dr. Jordan, before we left the

(
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1

(]) 1 subject, since everybody else has said something with regard
|

~

: 2 to the applicability of the historical failure rate data, I

. 0just wanted to point out that this witness has testified-

4 that it is his opinion that the system will not he greatly

5 improved- upon conversion to saf ety grade.

6 MR. CUTCHIN Dr. Jordan?

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH With respect to the system as it

8 exis ts, with respect to itself, not systems in general, Ms.

9 Weiss, I think was his testimony.

10 MS. WEISS: This -- well, yes.

11 DR. JCRDAN Yes.

12 MS. WEISS: It is premature to artue.

j 13 DR. JLEDAN: What you said is significant. I
'

|
'

14 think it is relevant. So that is right.

|

15 Well, the improvements we will get into, but how '

|16 significant they are from the standpoint of reliability, I
|

17 think -- well, I guess I am almost inclined to agree with |

I

'18 some of the people that improvements on some of the

tg environmental effects, if they are rare events, would not

20 result in a significant improvement in overall reliability.

21 On the other hand , when we a re dealing with a system which

22 is challenged at the ra te of three per year, and feedwater

| 23 transients, according .to the staff documents, occur in BEW

. () 24 systems. a t th rate .c f 3 per Year.

; 25 BY DE.' JORDAN: (Resuming)

|

.

~
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(]) . 1 0 Do you agree with that?

2 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I have seen tha t, yes. That

3 has not been the operating history of TMI 1, however.
. O-

4 C All right.

5 L (WITNESS WERT1IEL) TMI 1 has not had anywhere near

6 that ryte of operating history.

'

7 0 Wha t is the f ailure -- what is the frequency of

8 feedwater transients at TMI 17 -

.

9 A (WITNESS WEBMIEL) I do not know that TMI 1 has

to actually experienced a single total loss of feedwater

4 11 transient in its entire history.

12 0 How about TMI 27 How about there?
.

.13 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) We had the one.

14 0 Is that all there has been in all the years of

15 operation of TMI 1 and 2, just a single --
,

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Tha t is my understeiding.<

17 0 --failure of the f eedwater.

18 7 ('a'ITNESS WERMIEL ) That is my understanding.

19 0 Very well.

i

20 But even so, I would not -- if it is true even, I j

21 would not necessarily consider it significant because one
,

1

|
22 out of ten is not a very - significan t. number when it comes to

l

23 a statistic, statistical estimate of probability. So I do

(]') 24 no t think it is very convincing.

'

25 Well, now, with respect to staff's position on i

O
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(')T
1 reliability, you say that numerical goals themselves -- you

~

2 say the appeal b 2.a was wrong in taking as a numerical goal
-6

3 the 10 or whatevets that that is not a staff goal for-~s

4 internal sys' '.

5 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct.

6 - 0 Now, I don't know how to get at this, but I have

7 folleved very closely over the past several years the

8 staf f's analysis and requirements wi+.h respect to protection
i

! 9 systems. Inere have been in something like 500 years of

10 commercial operation of protection systems 1 ATWS event.

11 The staf f has argued, and I must say in contrast to the

12 manuf acturers, that that has statistical significance, and

13 that the ATWS, the protection systems either have to be
A
(J 14 im proved , because that would be -- they would claim that is

-4
15 a ma ximum reliaa lity of something like 10 per reactor

16 year. The staff says that is not good enough. Their goal
-6

17 1s 10 for protection system reliability, a nd that they

18 either must improve the reliability or put in mitigation

19 systems to handle it. That seems to me a clear case where

20 the staff is indeed setting a goal for an in ternal system

21 a n d requi rin g changes of nuclear plants, all kinds of
-6

22 nuclear plants to mes t a reliability goal of 10 overall,

23 they feel would be mitigating systems, and I believe it may

| () 24 indeed in the case of TMI require an additional safety valve

25 ta relieve the pressure in case thera is an ATWS, so that an

()
'

.

I
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() 1 ATWS event.would have a failure rate so far as meltdown is
-6

'2 concerned, or a Class 9 accident, of less than 10 .

3 Now, you are not familiar with this. On the other
,

4 hand, I say to you that this is a staff position, and it

5 seems to be entirely .i ncon sisten t with what you are saying

6 now about esercency feedwater systems.

i 7 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) All I am saying is I was no t

8 aware of that, and I am not aware of any goal, numerical

9 goal applied to the emergency f eedwa ter system.

10 0 With respect to emergency feedwater systems, you

11 may well be right. I would say isn't this, then, a major

12 error tha t has been uncovered? The appeal board has pointed

13 out that it is not enouch that we have a redundant systen

( '')'- 14 meeting the single failure criterion if that system itself

15 is not reliable, and I want to point out to you some of the

16 language. The appeal board does quote the staff criteria
i

| 17 with respect to the single failure standard, and I am going
i

18 to read a little of that.

19 I will resd the en tire paracra ph , and this is nov

20 page 41 from the ALAB, A-L-A-B -603 in which they say, "As H

I
21 we explained in our order of May 3,.the single failure

22 standard appears in Commission criteria which according to

23 their own introductory terms, one, are incompletely

() 24 developed ; t wo, establish only minimum requirements; and

25 three, reflect the expecta tion that additional or different

O
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'

' 1 criteria will_have to be identified and satisfied in the)
2 interest of public safety in unusual situations." They go

3 on , "For the reasons cited above, we conclude that the
,

4 circumstances present here call for such additional
,

5 seasurer. The diesel genera tors employed for emergency

6 onsite power can only be characterized as relatively

7 unreliable pieces of equipment. Blind reliance on the

8 single f ailure criterion, that is, simple redundancy, does

9not provide an adequate degree of plant safety and public

10 protection in this state of sffairs."

11 They go on, "In short, the probability of a
-4

12 complete loss of ,.C power is in the range of 10 to
*4

i -5

13 10 It-is therefore unacceptably high relative to.

() 14 accidents and other events considered incredible for ' design
-6

15 purposes which have a probability no greater than 10 "
.

16 Fow, as I say, this was on the basis of a criteria

17 of diesel systems with an established record of better than
-2

18 10 per year anyhow, overall, and they claim -- they say
-3 -4

19 -- they refer here to figures of 10 to 10 to
- _c

20 10 It seems to me that in view of the fact that the !.

.)
21 emergency feedwater system is such an important system, that

22 we must have some basis for believing that the probability
i
!

23 of successf ul operation when challenged must be surely .tuch
|
|

. '') 24 less than 1/25 per year, particularly when they are being

25 challenged on the average at a rate of something like th ree
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(}
1 per year.

2 Now, as'I say, in contrast to the protection

2 system which is being challenged once in 500 reactor years,.

4 this was before the Browns Ferry event, as beino an

5 unacceptably high rate, so if the appeal board is wrong,

6 then we need somehow to have tha t demonstrated to me.

7 (The Board conferred.)

8 BY DR. JORDAN: (R esuming )

9 0 It is easy to get mixed up. As the Chairman has

10 pointed out to me, something that I have myself caught a
-2

' 11 time or two, it is per demand failure of 10 per year,
,

12 f ailure rate per year; since the demand in the case of

13 blackout is fairly low, the,overall failure rate per year
r~s
(-) 14 was somewhat, therefore, less.

15 Now, here we are dealing, in contrast, however,

16 with a demand rate of 3 per year and a failure rate of 1/25,
1

17 which would by simple multiplication be 3/25 per year, about |

18 1/10th per year, which is, to my mind, if the figures are y

19 right, is an intolerable situation.

20 M9. ROBERT ADLER: Dr. Jo rd a n , we are having a lot-

21 of trouble correlating your use of units and the correlation

22 between f ailures per reactor yea r and failures per demand in

23 the system. It seems to us thad. it is more appropriate to

(). 24 use f ailures per demand on the system than per reactor year.

25 DR. JORDAN: It may well be,.but on the other

O
V
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~

1 hand, the Commission's criteria are expressed in failures

2 per reactor year. Their goals f or systems outside of the
-6

3 internal systems, as was mentioned, is 10 per year, and
(1

4 the number that you get per year, it depends upon the demand

5 rate as well as upon the failure rate.

6 MR. DORNSIFEs When you are looking at overall

7 risk , you cannot multiply two units together. You multiply

8 -- you cannot multiply the number of failures per year of

9 main feedwater times failure rate of demand, and in this

10 case, the f ailure rate per demand may be a factor of ten

11 less.

i 12 DR. JOROANs True. All rigt.t.
i

| 13 MR. DORNSIFE That is the point we are trying to

14 m a k e . --

,

15 DRs JORDANS You have a point.

16 Would you try to express for me, then, a rate per

17 year -- hoe would you arrive at it?

18 MR. DORNSIFE I don't know. Maybe the- witnesses

19 could expresc their f ailure rate per reactor year in teras

23 of f ailure rato per demand. I do net know.

21 DR. JORDANS All right. I guess if the witnesses
.

22 would like to do this -- I see a reluctance on the part of

23 the witnesses to get into failure rates , but-if they would

() - 24 11ke to express it'in terms of failure rate per year, that

25 would be fine. I wouli like their numbers.

O

'
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(} 1 WITNESS LANTZ: I cannot do that ior you.

2 BY DR. JORDAN. (Resuming)

3 0 Well, my numbers may be wrong. I expect to be,.

k_)
4 corrected if so. .But I think there is just no question

5 about the -- we are talking about different orders of

6 magnitude than we are talking about in the case of 6

7 protection systems, scram systems, and for which the NRC

8 staf f has already expressed their unhappiness.

9 Now, the appeal board, let me say now, this is not

10 the end of the . story. The appeal board did not say that St.

11 Lucie was inadequately safe. They pointed out -- and here

12 the parallel is very good -- they pointed out that even

13 though there was a failure of the diesel systems, that the
p.
. (,/ 14 plant could stand a diesel failure if it was repaired on the

15 order of three hours, I believe, and so therefore they

16 should take that into account. And then I beli9ve that

17 there was testimony presented tha t if they did take into

18 account the possibility of cetting the system back in and

19 there were estimates made of how quickly they could do that,

20 then the overall system ra te was a tolerable rate.

21 And we have now -a somewhat similar situation

22 here. We have the backup, the mitigation of the high-

23 pressure injection system which gives us some time to repair

-() 24 the energency feedwater system, but this has not been

25 considered, and.as I say, what to my mind, this amounts to

O
()
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4

1 f ailure . modes and .af f ects analysis, and overall' '

y
*

2 demonstration tha t the system on the whole will perform

3 adequately'saf e. Eut in view of the appeal board situation,

O:
4 if I- reject your reliance on the criteria, a s I do 1 - the

'Smoment, then there is still a possibility of a demonstration-

6 that the overall safety criteria are being met. And in
,

7 essence, I kind of leave it there, that I 3eed either a

8 demonstration that the appeal board is wron;! or- that the

9 overall criteria -- tha t the overall system reliability is

} 10 high enough, that there is good-reason to believe that the
4

11 safety of the public is adequa tely protected. And I find it
.

12 missing ~ here at the moment.

13 Yes?

14 A (WITNESS LANTZ) If we take your numbers and we
~

15 say .04 failures per reactor year, and just for purposes of

16 demonstration we use three demands per reactor year --

_17 0 Yes.

18 A (WITNESS LANTZ) And you have to divide, so the '

19 number comes out like .01.
1

20 0 All rich t .

~

21 A (WITNESS LANTZ) Failures per demand, right?

22 0 Right. Okay.
!

23 'A (WITNESS LANTZ) And that is very -- that is.like
'

-2

(^ -24 1 times 10 which is very similar to --_ ,,

N
. -2

25 - 0 10 cer year.

O
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| (~ } - 1 A (WITNESS LANTZ) -Y e s . .

2 0 Per demand or per year?

3 A (WITNESS LANTZ) Per demand.s

4 Q Then you have to multiply that by 3 to get per

1 5 year, if there are three demands per year.

6 BY ME. SMITH: (Resuming

7 0 What do you end up with?

8 A (WITNESS LANTZ) It would be .03.

9 DR. JOBDAN .03 per year failure rate.
,

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Per year.

11 DR. JOEDANs We are quibbling now over small
-5 -6

12 numbers. We are so far from the 10 or 10 that the-

13 appeal board believes is necessary as a demonstration, and

( 14 that the staff has relied upon in many other situations, and

15 particularly, as I say, in the case of the protection

16 system , that we -- well, I am sure that you must say that

17 the overall reliability, including the high pressure

18 injection system and the time to improve and fix the

19 emergency feedvater system,-that overall the reliability is

20 adequa te.

21 But it.would take a demonstration, it seems to

22 m e . Otherwise, I don't see how you arrive at the

23 conclusion. Possibly you can arrive-at a conclusion that'at

I'l 24 the moment there is demonstrated adequate protection for the
Ae

,

I

25 health and saf ety of the public. !

i

l (~\
\_)'

'
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1 CHAIRMAN SEITHs Mr. Dornsif e, could I ask you for

2 a better explanation of the point that you were making?

r- 3 Is it your point that the fiture to be considered

4 ha to take into account the number of main feedwater
i

5 failures, too?

6 MR. DORNSIFEs No. 'I just noticed that many of

7 the incidents that were reported were failures on using the

8 system for startup. The system demanded for startup may be

9 five or six times a year. So that would, instead of making

10 the number -- sa y if tha t were the average, instead of

11 making the f ailure rate one for every 25 years, you would

12 multiply that times 6, and it would be one per every 150

13 demands would be the f ailure rate, and then if you multiply
O
V 14 that by the number of demands, or number of times the system,

!

15 is required per year, then you get an overall failure rate'

1

16 pe r yea r .

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But my point --

18 MR. DORNSIFEs Which is much lower than we have

19 been talking about, which what I think --

20 DR. JORDAN 4 That is the number the a7 peal ;oard

21 and the Commission has been relying on.
-

22 MR. DORNSIFEs I think you were using failure of

23 main --

24

25

O'
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f'% 1 MR. BAXTER: And that is not what all the 25
Q

2 events are.

3 DR. JORDAN: That's right. That's right. Okay.
C')
''

4 All right. As I say, I am willing to go back and

5 listen to better numbers, but what I need now is a

6 demonstration that, a) the Appeal Board is wrong or -- and

7 therefore that the staff witnesses this morning have -- are

8 cortect in relying entirely upon the criteria for
i

4 g protection, and that this in itself will be a demonstration

10 of the adequacy -of the proposed fixes or some sor: cf a

11 demonstration.

12 Now, the licensee still promises he is going to

13 come in with further testimony, but I think he realizes now

I) 14 tha t he has a rather tough burden. But nesertheless, you

i 15 see exactly what the problem is, so I would say think it

16 over ca ?f ully before you do come in with testimony. And I

17 just feel that the staff that to come back.

I
18 MR. CUTCHIN: I understand your problem. You have

19 given us some options. You are saying we have to show you

20 it is wrong to have a numerical goal, or if there is a

21 numerical goal, it should be something different from what

22 the Appeal Board set out; and you are looking for some

23 numerical comparisons it sounds like to me.

( }. 24 DR. JORDAN. I don't know but what -- you see, it

25 may well be tha t the overall reliability of this system,

A
U
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1'taking into account all the things that are being proposed,
- (u)T

'

<

2 is indeed adequate. It may well be. I have no way of

3 knowino this a t all. But we must have something on the

)>

4 record to show it.

5 MR. CUTCHIN4 And you feel comfortable with

6 numbers.

7 DR. JORDAN: I feel comfortable with numbers, yes.

8 3R. BAXTER: May I comment on the numbers and what

9 led the Appeal Board -- it may provide background at least

10 for how we viewed the decision.

1* It is my reading of that decision that the Appeal

12 Board was only inspired to investigate the probabilities of

13 this event, i.e., the total loss of all AC power, because of
,

() '

14 th e St . - Lucie plant. There was a relatively high

15 probability of the loss of off site power because of the

10 peninsular geographic conficur ation.

17 And in the absence of evidence I am aware of --

18 and maybe that is what we have to come up with -- that the

19 demand rate for emergency feedwater is comparable, it is not

20 clear to me that the Appeal Board decision stands for the

21 fact tr.a t one must always do a probabilistic analysis.

22 DR. JORDAN: That is right. I agree. And if it

23 were not but for the many statements in the various

() 24 Commission-documents to the effect that the we have a--

25 special situation with respect to BEW systems and with rates

DO
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() 1 of challe. 9, namely loss of main feedvater, .with the high

2 challenge rat'e it seems.to me that the situation here is

3 very nimiliar.

O
4 We have a challenge ra te which is perhaps higher

5 than they had at St.,
_

Lucie, and a relability figure which is

6 lo wer.

7 33.'EAXTER: It seems to me maybe the first level
,

8 of inquiry, though, is whether the preliminary conclusions
t

9 reached in May 1979 by NUREG-0560 are valid. I recognize<

10 this is not testimony. It is not going to count for

i 11 anything, but for whatever it is is worth, in the Rancho
i

12 Seco proceeding Mr. Capra testified that subsequent

13 investigations have shown the frequency of feedwater

14 transients for R&W plants are between those of CE and-

15 Westinghouse plants.

16 MS. WEISS: Mr. Capra testified?

17 MR. BAXTER: Yes. They now fall in the middle.

18 And I am not sure there when he said feedwater transients he

19 was not speakinc for the demand rate for emergency feedwater

20 or all f eedwater transients. But it is not clear to me any

21 mo re that we do have a special situation with B&W plants.
;

22 DR . JORDAN Maybe i::a t is right. Maybe that is

23 the answer. I don't know.

() 24 MR. CUTCHIN: I think it.is clear you are not

25 happy with the. story you have heard so f ar, and we have to

O
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(). I tell you a more convincing story.
,

2 D9. JORDAN That is right.

3 (Board conferring.)-
,

4 CHAIR. MAN S ITH: We are going to take our morning

5 break, 15 minutes.

6 (Brief recess.)

7 BY DR. JORDANS

8 C Do you have a copy of NUREG-0667?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, I do.

10 0 Would you turn to page II-2 and II-3? I am coing

11 to read a few paragraphs which are en titled " Findings," and

12 these findings will be in part the basis for my concern that

13 BCW plants are in a somewhat special category.

14 The first finding of this task force reads as

15 follows: "It was confirmation that BCW designed plants are

16 more responsive to secondary side perturbations than other

17 pressurized water reactors. Finding 2: The once-through

18 steam generator design is technically sound. However, it

19 requires a highly interactive and responsive control system,

20 1.e., the integrated control system. Threes A high degree
I

! 21 of overall plant interaction is inherent in the integrated

22 control system and the once-through steam generator. Four:

23 Based on the dasign f ea tures and the faster response of BCW

() 24 plants during transients and upset conditions, the operators

25 ma y be recuired-to take more rapid action and have a better

A
V
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(} 1 understanding of instrument response.than opera'. ors on

2 plants having other designs."

3 Now, this report was published in'May or 1980

O 4 Were any of fou lavolved in this report?

5 A (WITSECS WERMIEL) No, sir, I was not.

6 A (WITNESS LANTZ) No.

7 A (WITNESS JENSEN) No.

8 (Board conferring.)

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: My concern with Dr. Jordan's

10 questions out of 0667 are that he read four findings of
J

11 which bring into question the once-through steam cenerator

12 system, and my memory of the report -- I did not know he was

13 going to ask questions on it, but my cro m o r y of the report

) 14 goes on to an additional finding. And that is, because of

15 the sensitivity, recovery is more achievable faster to which
,

16-- I cannot find it right there but I felt that the four--

17 items he read shoold be read also in company with the-

18 findings which are favorable as far as the once-through

19 steam generator system is concerned.

20 Apparently the finding I wac referring to, the
.

21 small . inventory in the once-through steam generator which

22 created some of these problems also has a plus to it, and j
i

23 that is their recovery is faster and easier,.too. And I

() 24 think that that aspect of it should have been included at

25 this time.
4

DU
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1 DR. JORDANS Perhaps the staff will.be able to
)

2 find that for us.i

. 3 CHAIRVAN SMITH: None of this, of course, is'

() 4 evidence. I just pointed out to him that the^ finding was
|;;-
i

'

5 there, and Dr. Jordan agreed that if he could find it, it

6 should be put 'in at - this time.

[ 7 MR. POLLARD: .I see there is some reference to

8 advantages in the paragraph preceding where Dr. Jordan

9 started reading on page II-2, but it does not say

10 specifically what the advantages are. There is a sentence

11 that says, "However, replacement of the once-through steam

12 generator does not appear to be a practical or necessary

13 action f or operating plants, especially when weighed against

() 14 certain other safety advantages of the OTSG.";

,
15 CHAIR?.AN SMITH: Let's let the observation stand.

.

16 If it is in there, it is in there. I will find it in due

17 course.

18 BY MR. JORDAN: (Resuming)
,

19 Q The reason I bring this up now is to ask the
i

20 witnesses in view of the fact that this was written quite

21 some time ago has there been any developments within the

'

22 staf f to have changed these findings?

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) None that I am aware of.'

(]) 24 .0 You do not particularly have any position

25 different from that?

O
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('T 1 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No.-

V
2 0 All righ t.

- 3 MR. CUTCHINs Dr. Jordan, it may be helpful to/~T
V

4 note -- and this is a place I will step in -- this was a

5 task force document, and based on those findinos they made

6certain recommendations for improvements. And as I,

7 understand it, many of the improvements that have been

8 incorporated as staff requirements stem f rom or a t least are

9 identical to some of the recommendations in here. And I am

10 not sure how many of them or whether these witnesses knov

11 all or them, but Mr. Wermiel may well be able to give that

i 12 comparison. He can say whether he can or not.

13 DR. JORDAN Ycu have made the observation tha t I

14 was really seeking . And ! gather that it is the staff

15 position tha t although not all of these recommendations have

16 been adopted in the document which you circulated to the

17 parties, that they have all been considered by the staff,

18 a n d those that are -- upon consideration felt must be

i 19 adopted have been put into the final documen t. ,

1

20 Is that stated correctly?

21 MR. CUTCHIN: I can only state that that is my

22 understanding , that these recommendations have been

23 considered, and those that have 'een felt necessary for
'

() 24.short-term implementation have been somehow reflected in the

25 staf f requirements.

.
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(~N 1 I think it is interesting to note as well on page4

\_/ !

2 II-2 that in spite of all these recommendations, the task

3 torce clearly stated right above where you started reading. -.
4 the general fi.ndings thr.t even the task force itself does

. 5 not believe that plant shutdown of B&W plants is even

6necessary or desired with regard to public health and safety

7 until these things are fixed.

-

8 DE. JCRDANs Yes, fine.

9 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Snith, I think the reference you

10 had in mind may be on page VII-7.
.

-11 (Paure.)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHz That is generally it. My problem

13 was I was under the mistaken impression that Dr. Jordan had

() 14 read some but not all of the findings, and my memory was

15 incorrect that one of the findings was the espid

16 recoverability after a feedwater transient; and you are
;

17 referring to the ganeral subject matter, yes.

18 BY DR. JORDANS (Resuming)

19 C The staff who prepared this document refers in

l
20 several cases to our event tree / fault tree studies. Are

2

21 those the ones that you think are the BEW studies?

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not sure. Do you know

23 where they are ref erring to 'that? It is probably something

([ 24 more than that, Dr. Jordan. |

25 0 W?ll, I was looking on page VI-3. They say "The !
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D''T -
1 core melt probability and public risk' associated with, the

'

2 Crystal River- plant are dominated by transient initiated

3 accidents." That-is in itself not new.

O'
4 At the bottom of'the page ther say, "The IREP

5 Crystal River study.has tentatively concluded that

i 6 transient-induced' accidents are highly significant

7 contributors to the likelihood of core meltdown in the

S 8 Crystal - River plant. "
,

g And presumably it means tha t there has been --

10 that the IREP' study last May had progressed far enough to

11 have made such conclusions. And so I guess I am really

12 vondering why it is that the IREP study has not come out or

13 ha s it cea.w out? And wouldn't it be helpful under these
,

( 14 circumstances to have the conclusions of that study?

15 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know if it has come

16 out yet or not.- I do know it was delayed.

17 0 Well, I want to go back to just a few of the

18 recommendi tions sta rting on page II.4.;

19 MR. CUTCHIKs Dr. Jordan.

20 DR. JCRDANs Yes? 1

21 MR. CUTCHINa The Board question number 3 asks
|

- 22 some questions about the status of IREP. I cannot give you i

|
23 information that is beyond tha t. " hat existed at the time

() 24 the staff' filed that document on 10-14 I can only refer

25 you to that from my .snowledge of the current status of

\.
'
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l

1 IREP . But at that time a draft report of the IREP study on j( ,

%
l

2 Crystal River 3 had been submitted to the staf f in May of |

!

3 '80, an three reviews were made.

(AI
' 4 The reviews identified some deficiencies in that u

:

5 draft report, some of which the staff believed to be

i
6 significant. There was at the time of the writing of this )

7 response to the Board question some negotiations going on |
!

8 with the contractors to define a work scope and schedule for

9 the revision of the draf t and its publication; and it said
I

10 a t that time completion of the IREP study on Crystal River 3
,

1

11 was not expected until early calendar year 1981.

I
12 DR. JORDANS I see. '

.

i 13 BY DR. JORDAN. (Resuming)

() 14 0 Among th e recommendations.I will just point out a-

i
15 f ew . Well, first of all can you tell me for each one of i

i

16 these recommendations does the staff document which is
,

I
17 supposed to index anything to anything, does it have in it |

,

18 the actions taken for each one of these recommendations? !

19 MR.'CUTCHIN: I was just looking for that piece of

20 paper amceg those I b rough t to the hearing room this

21 morning. The one that we were going to havo Mr. Capra put

22 together to come, I believe we said, December 16, yesterday,

23 to see for myself whether 0667 was one of the documents

("T 24 in cl ud ed . 1

\_/ i

25 I believe it was, but I would have to confirm it |

/"N
V
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O 1 by looking at the piece of paper.
V

2 DR. JORDAN Okay. All right. I am going.to ask

- 3 one or two questions just to get the staff position.

4 BY DR. JORDANS (Resuming)

5 0 It says on page II.7 " Prompt followup actions

6 should be taken on the recommenda tions contained in

7 B A W-15 6 4. " That is the integrated control system

8 reliability analysis.

9 Do 'you know whether there have been prompt

10 f ollowup actions or not?

l 11 .A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I do not.

12 0 Well --

13 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I believe there will be a-

(h'

s/ 14 witness on that subject at a later date.

15 0 I do understand the staff's position that these
,

16 recommendations have been considered -as part of their

17 overall rece:menda tions, and when we get to that particular

18 portion of the testimony I will ask him questions as to why

19 some recommendations were not adopted. And so that is in a

20 sense a warning, and I will not try to go into it now with

21 these witnesses here.

22 MR. CUTCHIN: You.are going to be, you say, asking

23 -M r . Ca pr a a t the time he testifies why some of these were

() 24 and why they were not.

25 DR. JCRDANs Tha t is, presumably there are reasons

O
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1 why some were included and some were not, and I am going to

2 try to get-a feeling for that.

3 MR. CUTCHIN: Yes, sir. I will relay that.

b'/ 4 DR. JORDAN: Okay.

5 (Pause.)

6 BY DR. JORDAN (Resuming)

7 0 There is one finding that I particularly want to

8 poin t out to you, not for your opinions but it bears on the

i9 things that have been said this morning; and this is on page '

I

i

10 4 of NUREG-0560, and I will read the finding at'the top of |

11 the page, or recommendation at the top of the page. These

12 are recommends t ions now .

13 That recommendation reads as follows: "All

() 14 classes of operating plants should be reanalyzed using j

15 f ailure moda and effects analysis to iden tif y realistic

16 plan t interactions resulting from failures in non-safety

17 systems, saf e ty systems and operator actions during
i

18 transients and accidents. Associated analyses should be
;

tg perf ormed . for a suf ficient time duration to establish that a

20 stable plant condition had been reached, including natural

21 circulation. Explicit consideration should be givan to the

22 effects on the loss of onsite or offsite power."

23 And I bring this recommendation up as one which if

(".]- -
24 the staff has followed throuch on that recommendation, I

s

25 would like to know dhat the progress is, and if they are not

O
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| (N 1 following 'through on that ;o m ai m.J a tio n , I guess then I
%,)>

i 2 would like to' know why not. And I presume you are not in a

3 position this morning --

I )
4 A (JITNESS WERMIEL) I do not know the details of

.

5 our ef fort in this area. I do know- as part of IREP we are
;

f 61ooking at other types of plants other than B&W plants. I

!

i 7 do not know how extensive that program is though. I know '

8 there is --

9 0 You are looking at other plants?

j 10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. There is an IREP study

11 under way , I believe , at this time for the Calvert Cliffs

12 Nuclear Power Plant, which is a Combustion Engineering

| 13 designed facility.

()- 14 DR. JORDAN: Well, I believe that covers my

15 questions to these witnesses. I turn it back to the

16 Chairman.

| 17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any further questions?
i

18 Ms. Weiss? Mr. Pollard?

19 MR. CUTCHIN None from the staff.

| 20 CHAIRMAN SMITHS You have some?

l 21 MS. WEISSs Yes.

22 CROSS ON BOARD EXAMINATION

| - 23 BY MR. POLLARD 4

24 0 If ' we could go back briefly to Standard Review(}
25 Plan 10.u.9, if you look on page 10.4.9-5 near the top of
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'

(g 1 the page -- I am sorry. I cannot locate mine right now to
%-)

2 tell you. There is at the end of a paragraph a sentence

3 which reads, "The secondary reviewers should conduct their

4 review in accordance with the Standard Review Plan sections

i5 in their areas," or something to that effect. -

|
6 Could you read it for me? I . ave lost mine |

7 temporarily.

!

8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. "For those areas of-

9 review identified in subsection 1 of this SRP section as

10 being the responsibility of other branches the acceptance

i 11 criteria and their methods of application are contained in

12 the SEP sections corresponding to those branches."
1 '

13 Is that what you were referring to? .I
!

() 14 0 Yes. Thank you.

15 And is the Instrumenta tion and Control System j.

l
|

16 branch one of those secondary review areas? i

1

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, it is.
!

4 18 0 And am I correct that in their review of the |

19 auxiliary f eedwater system , instrumentation and controls

20 that they would refer to sections 7.3 and 7.4 of the

21 Standard Review Plan?

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, that is my understanding.-

23 0 On page 10.4.9-2 of the Standard R eview Plan, item

("% 24 13 states that "The system satisfies the recommendations of
O

25 Regulatory Guide 1.62 with respect to the system capability

O
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p) 1 to manually initiate protective action by the auxiliary
's

2 feed water system."

3 Is it correct that Regulatory Guide 1.62 describes

O
4 a method acceptable. to the staff for complying with a

5 requirement'of IEEE standard 279?

6 A (WITNESS WERHIEL) I am not sure. That is not the

7 type of a detailed review that I do myself.

8 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

9 0 Do you know in the Instrumentation and Control

to branch when they review the auxiliary feedwater system

11 instrumentation and controls, do they apply the requirements

12 of IEEE standard 279?

13 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, I believe so.

14 0 Now, when Dr. Jordan was asking you questions I

15 believe you stated -- and correct me if I am wrong -- that

16 the staff does not postulate a total. failure of the safety

17 grade systen in its evaluatio:., is that correct?
,

l

18 A (WITNFSC WERMIEL) That is correct.
]

19 0 And is the converse true, that you do postulate

20 the failure of a system which is not safety grade?

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, in current practice.

22 0 Now, as I understand from your testimony, at the

23 time of restart the emergency feedwater system will not be

() 24 fully safety grade.

25 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) It will be fully safety grade

.

~.)
'
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(~) 1 with ' respect to feedwater, transients, and small break LOCAs.
\_/

2 0 But it would not be fully safety grade, for

3 example, for high energy line breaks.

O
4 A (WITNESS WER5IEL) Certain high energy line breaks.

5 ' O And certain main steam line breaks?

6 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes.

7 0 So that at least for those accidents it would be a

8 design basis to postulate total failure of emergency

9feedwater.

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes.

11 O Am-I correct, then, that for those accidents the
!

12 staf f is relying upon the bleed and feed mode of high

13 pressure injection to protect or to cool the core?
m(,) 14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, in the interim.

15 0 If I could explore just a f ew questions with

J16 respect to the -questions Dr. Jordan a sked you in trying to i
1

17 determi. ne extent of what you mean by the single failure .

.1

18 criterion as applied in plant reviews versus reliability

- 19 analyses . And I believe you stated that there are some

20 components in the plant for which typical reviews would not

21 postulate their f ailure , and I think the example you gave

22 would be a system, for example, which had a ( smmon suction
1

23 line to all the emergency feedwater pumps with a valve which

{v~) .
24 was supposed to be locked open.

25 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, but that is not the case

O
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.1 with TMI-1.

2 0 Yes, -I understand that. I am just exploring the

3 bases for your statements. Not right now on Three Milen
()

4 Island Unit 1.

5 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct.

6 0 This example that you gave of a single valve whicha

7 is supposed to be locked open and that you do not postulate

8 it being in the closed position, is that because tha t would

9 be termed a failure of a passive component?

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. I believe that is how we

11 would view that particular situation. We would view it as a

12 passive item.

13 C And am I correct that the staff 's meaning -- let

14 me start over -- that the staff. interprets the phrase

15 " passive com ponent" to be a component which does not require

16 mechanical motion as opposed to a passive component being

17 one that is incapable of mechanical motion?

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) The definition of "parsiva

19 componen t" is not clear, I do not believe, in any of the NEC

20 documentation, and I do not know how individual review

21 area s, review branches of NBC applT the term " passive

; 22 comp onent."

23 0 Let's stick within your' review area and sticking

th 24 with this example, clearly the example you gave of a common

25 valve suction line, that clearly is a component that is

p.
LJ
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(~3 1 capable of being closed , is it not?
t,J

.2- -A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes.

3 - 0 But it is'not supposed to be closed.,,

V
4 A That~is right. It is designed to be in a fixed

5 position at all times.

6 0 Okay. And then you further testified, if I

7 recall, that although these types of failures were not
t

8 normally considered in your area of review, reliability

9 analyses have shown that perhaps they should be consi'dered

10 as credible f ailures.
-f

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEl) That is correct.

12 0 In judging whether or not the reliability of a

13 system is adequate 'would you agree that a system which is

() 14 challenged more frequently would require a higher

15 reliability to be acceptable than a system which is '

16 challenged less frequently?

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I would not agree fully with

18 th a t . I think it would depend on the nature of the
i

i

19 challenge and the subsequent consequences of a failure of

20 the mitigating system to function.

21 0 Yes, you are quite correct. Let me compare then

! 22 two BCW plants and their emergency feedwater systems.

23 Assume in BCW plant A the main feedwater system has a

() 24 failure rate twice as high as the failura rate of the main

i 25 feed water system in B&W plant B. Would you agree in

O
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() 1 general, therefore,.that the eme gency feedwater system in

2 the plant which has the higher f ailure rate per main

fS 3 feedwater- would have to be somewhat more reliable than in
V

4 the other planti

5 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Not really. I think I would

6 m o r e o r l e s s v'a n : to find out why the one particular plant

7 had si ch a high challenge to its emergency feedwater system,

8 why it was experiencing so many feedvater transients, rather

9 than merely crying to establish that its emergency feedwater

10 system should be better than another.

11 0 So there are two ways to solve the problem:

12 either improve the reliability of the main f eedwater system

13 gr improve the reliability of the emergency feedwater system.

n'' . 14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. I guess that's how you

15 could look at it.

13 0 Thank you.

17 You also, as I recall, testi...ed that to your

18 recollection there has only been one failure of the,

19 emergency feedwater system in the entire operating life of

20 Three Mile Island Unit 1 and 2. Is.that correct?

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, that is not correct. It
,

22 was my understanding that there was only one feedwater

23 transient. I believe that is what I said.

() 24 0 Only one main f eed wate r transien t.'

25 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Richt. Of TMI-l and TMI-2. I

O
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gS $|think that's wha t I said.
%.)-

.

. ;

2 0 MY point is on what did you base that statement 7 i

3 Did you do a review of the history of operation of-the main |
:

\ 4 feedwater systems at both Three Mile Island units?
,

'

5 A- (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I did not. I did at one

6 time scan NUREG-0560 for TMI-1, and I noted a reference
|

>

^

7 there to certain feedwater upsets, but none of which I could |

8 decide in my own mind were actual f eedwa ter transients.

9 (Counsel fcr UCF conferring.)
i

1

- 10 MR. POLLARD: Ms. Weiss has a few questions.

11 BY MS. WEISS 4
j

12 0 I am not sure with all the NUREGs that we |
*

13 discussed this morning that I am completely clear on wha t
:

()'
1J appears in each. There was a discussion of the reliability*

15 analyses done by at least three of the vendors -- CE -- done

16 for CE plants, Westinghouse plants, and BCW plants.

17 Staff, if I understood your testimony, did the

18 review f or Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse. BCW did

19 the review of BEW plants, and then the staff reviewed that.
4

20 Is the review complete yet?

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I believe the review of the BCW

22 relisbility analysis for the emergency f eedvater systems is

23 complete. As I say, I have seen a draft version, and I do

24 not know what the status of the final report is on that.{}
25 0 But it doesn't -- the results of that review do

OV
,

.
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1not appear in any of the NUREGs that we discussed this

2 morn.tn g .

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Fo, they are not documented in

O 4 a - NUREG.

5 0 Okay. You mentioned that the staf f concurred in

6 the methodology, at least in the draft you saw, in the

7 methodology used by Bli, and that it concurred with the

8 recommendations made for improvements. Isn't that your

9 testimony?

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes.
,

11 O Would you tell me whether or not they concurred iny

12 the results of the use of the methodology? I was just

13 wondering whether you had chosen your words very caref ully

O 24for some oertice1er reeson er wee there somethino thet you

15 know of that they did not concur in?

16
,

i

17
~

18
.

19

,
20

;

21 ;

22

23

O 24
V

25
.

O-
1
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.( ) 1 LA (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not remember everythingi-

2 that was in the draft. What I was, I guess -- what I am

3 really not entirely sure about is how they viewed the7-.g

(m)
4 discrepancy identified by BCW in A ppendix B. I just don't ;

!

5 recall what they said about that.

6 0 Could.you tell me, if you know, what the !

7 recommendations were for improvements? |

'
8 A :(WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. One recommendation was to

9 attach the interf ace in the control system with the ICS

|
10 system , removal of tr.. suction strainers, and I believe in j

|

11 the case of a,itotal loss of offsite power and all onsite AC, |

12 a modification be made to the steam supply to rievent a
|
|
'

13 potential degradation of the steam pressure or an overspeed

14 trip of the turbina-driven pump in the event of failure full
1

|15 open of he control valve, the steam control valve.
l

16 C Those were all done, to your knowledge? '

.

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) If I can refer back, I can see

18 if there were any others.
,

19 C Sure.

20 A (WITNFSS WERMIEI) Okay.

21 (Pause.)

22 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) There are others. There was a

23 concern with potential system failures due to preventive

() 24 maintenance outages affecting one pump, coupled with

i 25 component failures affecting both the other pumps.

O
i
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'O 1 There was a concern with potential human error
%d

2 when testing the motor-driven pumps to leave the manual'

3 motor-driven pump discharge valve closed.

4 And then there was a concern with potential steam

5 supply inadequacies as a result of stuck-open safety valves;

6 on the steam supply line and failures associated with the

7 stea m em'ission valves.

8 0 Is that all?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is it.

10 0 Were there any recommendations associated with

i 11 those last three concerns?

12 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Well, they have been identified

13 as areas that should be -- you know, something should be

14 done about.
'

15 0 But no specific --
.

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No specific statements about

17 what to do about them.

18 'O With regard to the discussion about dominant
,

19 f ailure modes and your judgment that a single failure in

20 component is the dominant failure, you have talked some with j
i

21 Dr. Jordan and Mr. Pollard about the definition of single |

! 22 failure in the context of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B --

23 Appendix'A, excuse me.

O 24 Do you have any -- hcw would you define a single
V

25 failure in the context of reliability analysis? Just any

'f3O
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1 component failure?-

. ~/
|

2 A (WITNESS.WERMIEL) Yes, I believe tha t that is i

!
3 basically correct. I think they view any potential single 1

O\' 4 component f a'ilure within the system that negates thet

5 system 's capability- to do its f unction as a single f ailure.

6 0 So really, just the common English meaning of the !

7 term would be the one that you apply in that context? )
l

8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is right. I think it is !
,

I9 somewhat broader than the one we would use in our safety <

,

i

10 reviews,
l

, 11 0 Okay. Now, would you agree, though, that the area

|
12 of g reatest uncertainty with respect to the reliability |

13 analyses is the area of human error? In other words, that

() 14 is the area where you really know least about how close you
.

15 are to f ailcre rates, to estimating failure rates?

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is my feeling, yes.
|
'

17 Q Do you have any idea of the range of uncertainty?

18 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I do not.

19 Q Just a couple of questions about'your response on

20 the St. Lucy, that general question. With regard to your

| 21 interpretation of Commission precedent, I take it to be your
|

| 22 interpretation that the probable -- that the numerical
i

i 23 safety goal has never been applied to any situation outside
!

.
- 24 of an external hazard situation, like a plane crash or a

25 missile- or an earthouake?
|

. .
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,

()'T .
1 A (MITNESS'WERMIEL) I believe Dr. Jordan mentioned

x

2 we now have applied it to ATWS.

3 0 ArWS7 Do-you know of i-.y others?

v
4 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) -No, I don't. I didn't even

5 realize we had applied it to ATWS.

6 0 Well, did you write that portion of the testimony,
4

7 that first paragraph, yourself, or did you consult with your

8 attorneys ?

9 A '(WITNESS WERMIEL) No. I wrote the first

10 pa ragraph. I believe you are referring to my answer to 6K?

11 0 Yes.
i

12 A (AITNESS WERMIEL) No, I wrote that based.on a

13 little bit of background work that I did on my own.

14 0 Did you include in that background what the survey
;

,

15 of past agency precedent, past appeal board and Commission

16 decisions, licen su. 7 board decisions --

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No.

18 0 And I assume that'your answer was reviewed? You
%

19 know, you obviously -- your superiors and your attorneys

20 took a look at it?

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Oh, yes.

22 0 Did anybody, to your knowledge, during the course

23 of tha t review, take occasion to review Commission

O 24 precedent, eppee1 soerd end Comnieeien decie1one, 11ceneing

25 board decisions?'

(~/T
i

s._

i
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('/S 1 A (WIT 14ESS WERMIEL) Not that I am a ware of.
\_

2 Q Just, I think, one more question. There has been

3 some discussion of the f ailure ra te ' historically , quite a-.

k )s
4 bit, of emergency feedwater systems and the failure rate of

5 TMI-1 and TMI-2. There is not any evidence, is there, that

6 the emergency feedwater system for Three Mile Island Unit 1

7 is significantly different in the statistical sense, that

8 its reliability is significantly different from the average

9 plant?

10 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not sure what you mean by

11 " average plan t . " I don't know that there is an average

12 plan t. We cite such a broad range of relial.lity for the

13 three cases that -,

14 C Let me try it again. There is going to be, I

15 think, quite a bit of discussion from today onward about the

16 extent to which you can apply these hictorical failure rate

17 data. Is there any reason that you know of why those data

18 cannot be applied to Three Mile Island Unit 1 in the way in

19 which they were applied today?

20 3R. BAXTER: The data in the question meaning the

21 data for all nuclear power plants?

12 MS. WEISS: That is right.

23 WITNESS WERMIEL: The LER's?

f( ) 24 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)
,

25 Q The-historical failure rate.

,
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1 .A (WITNESS WERMIEL) 'I think so much of what is in
,

2 an LER does not necessarily describe the significance of an

3 inherent system- design diff erence between a particular

4 feedwater system in one plan t and a particular f eedvater'

5 system in the other.

6 I am not -- I believe, for example, in NUREG-0611,

7'I think where there is discussion of feedwater transientr, I

8 believe it is pointed out that differences in plant desi n

9 migh t preclude transients from occurring.

10 0 But then they might invite other transients that

11 have not occurred in the other plant?

12 A ,(WITNESS WERMIEL) I don 't know th a t to be th e

13 case . But there are certain differences in design of

14 feedwater syst. ems which migh t im pose them to -- might cause

15 them to be ce susceptible to a transient than in other

16 plan ts.

17 Q But that is -- a s a theoretical statement nobody

18 could quarral with what you said. But in terms of trying to

19 apply the historical failure rate, what is the significance

20 of that?

21 A (WITNESS WER3IEL) If you go strictly by the

22 historical failure rates, and I guess attempt to develop

23 numbers f rom that, I suppose it is as applicable to one

24 plan t as ano ther.g

u)
25 Q It would certainly be at least es reliable as

,

bJ
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(')N 1 trying to project a failure rate based on hypothetical. fault
%-

,

2 trees and event trees, wouldn 't it?

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I don't know that there is

O
: 4 anything hypothetical:about a f ault tree. What maybe is

5 hypothetical are the numbers you attach to it.
4

8 0 Right. You are right.

'

.
7 A (WITNESS'WERMIEL) A fault tree identifies.a set

!

8 fault. There is nothing hypothetical about that.'

i 9 Q But you havd to --

to A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Certainly the data base for the

11 numbers is questionable.
,

'

12 0 Well, we will be talking about that at great

,

13 leng th la ter. I don't think I have any more questions of

O
q ,/ 14 you on that subject.

15 Let me just check one more piece of paper.
,

16 (Pause.)
,

17 MS. WEISS: No, I have no further questions at

18 this time.

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler, do you have questions?
,

20 MR. ROBERT ADLER: Yes, we have a few questions,

21 Mr. Chairman.

| 22 BY MR. ADLER:

23 0 Mr. Wermiel, do you consider the emergency

'(]) 24 feedwater system to be an ECCS. system within the context of

25 10 CFR Part 50.46 and Appendix K?
I
.

O
I
|
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o
-Q -1 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I do not.

2 Q Isn't the emergency feedwater system necessary to

3 mitigate the effects of small break LOCA's?'

.4' A (WITNESS.WERMIEL) I believe the discussions that

5 it was for.certain very small breaks.

6 0- Well, doesn 't the evaluation required by 50.46

7 require you 'to take into account all systems that are

8 required to mitigate loss of coolant aedidents?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I am not entirely sure how we

to apply 50.46. In the future based on these new analyses,

11 perhaps the e'mergency feedwater system would be included in
,

12 the context of that. But I really do not know that to be a

13 f a c t .

O
+ 14 0 Mr. Jensen, you have testified as to the use of

15 emergency f eedwater in the mitigation of small break

16 LOCA's. Do you agree with Mr. Wermiel's testimony?

17 A (WITNESS JENSEN) I agree with him. I don't

18 believe it is considered to be an emergency core cooling
1

19 system' at this time. It is a system that helps to mitigate

20 the effects of the small break LOCE. I am trying to think

21 of another example of a system which would do that, and that

2

22 would he the scramming of the safety rods. They would also

23 mitigate small break LOCA, and I don't believe they are

24 considered to be an ECCS system.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH. Do you take credit for emergency

O
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qf') 1 feedwater system in.50.u6 analysis?
v

2 WITNESS JENSEN -The analyses that were done after

3 the TMI-2 event showed that emergency f eedwa ter would be

O: 4 required if only_one high pressure injection train were

5 available, to ensure that the core damage limits of 10 CFR

6 50.46 were obtained.

7 MR. DORNSIFEs I have one follow-up to that.

8 BY MR. DDRNSIFE

9- Q It would be correct' to say that the reason

10 emergency feedwater is not considered to be an ECCS system

11 at this time is the fact that none of the analysis for

12 acceptance of the ECCS acceptance criteria has ever assumed

13 a break *; hat needed to use emergency feedsater; is that

A
(_) - 14 correct? And that maybe if some are done in the future,

15 then emergency feedwater might be considered an ECCS system?

16 A (WITNESS JENSEN) I just don't know the definition

17 that would be applied. Perhaps ECCS may just apply to

18 systems that provide water to the reactor core itself,

19 rather than other systems that would help to mitigate the --

20 to miticate a loss of coolant accident.

21 Q I have a couple of other questions for Mr.

22 Wermiel. In your answers to Mr. Pollard's questions

23 concerning passive f ailuret and valve misalignments, I think

.() 24 you cited the example of the suction valve being closed by

25 lack of administrative control, and that you would consider*

),

i

|
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4

1' that - to be -- 'the staff would consider that to be a pasrive. g
O 2 failure; is that correct?

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) In the current context of our

4 reviews, yes.

5 Q How would you consider, then, an operator in

6 perf orming -1 procedure, a procedural step in an emergency

7 step , taking an improper action and changing the position of

8 the valve incorrectly? How would that be viewed?

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) When we do our safety reviews,
,

'
10 we have not in the past accounted for an operator error in

11 determining the acceptability of the system design.

12 Q I understand that. Eut how would you view that?

13 In your opinion, what would that be? Would that be an

Cj) 14 active or a passive f ailure?

15 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I think it would -- are you

16 talking about a valve that is supposed to be in a normally

17 open position?

18 Q There are some emergency procedure follow-up

19 actions that require the operator to change the position of

20 valves, is that true?

21 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) To do surveillance testing,

22 yes.

23 0 Not for sctually performing emergency procedures?

24 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Ferforming an emergency
,

(
25 procedure ?

,

LO
I
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(~s 1_ Q Yes.p
's/

2' A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. I guess in certain
.

3 circumstances an operator is called upon to perform a
,_

( l'' 4 realignment of valves.

5 'Q So what if he just.makes a mistake and does not

6 align it properly? .Is that an active or passive failure?

-7 A (WITNESS WERM.!EL) I would view it as a passive

8 f ailure. I would consider an active failure a failure of a

9 motive component to move or to function as it was supposed

10 to.

11 0 In your opinion, which would be th e mo re proba b'.e ,

12 an operator not taking proper action for an energency

13 procedure or a violation of administrative procedures as far

) 14 as the first case, where you have~someone checking the

15 line-up and a system of locks and administrative controls?

16 Which in your opinion is the most likely?

17 A (WITNESS WER IEL) Again, I am not r al familiar

18 with operator errors and wha t is called for in procedures.

19 But I would'say'it is probably more likely that an

20 administrative procedure might be violated.

21 Q Even if it is done and then checked and locked

22 administratively, than someone performing an energency

23 proced ure in the heat of an emergency?
!

() 24 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I think maybe Mr. Lantz can

25 bear me out--better. But I would think that LER's tend to

-
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I) 1 show normal routine practica'within the plant shows up as a

2 more common occurrence than mistakes taken under accident

3 situations, I think. I believe that to be the case.-('')v

4 I will tell you the reason I say that is because I

5 think you would be required to do your normal routine
-

6 administrative chore more of ten than you would be in a<

7 highly stressful situation. Therefore, I think you would,

8 just by the amount of time involved ir. that condition, that

; 9 you tend to violate a more routine thing more often.

10 ~ 0 The new requirement for a man 2al independent check

11 of the lineup, would you think that that would have a
.

12 greater rate as f ar as one operator making an action?

13 \ (WITNESS WERMIEL) I have not done a check of tha

O'' 14 probability of such a thing occurrina. I don't know. We

15 don 't have LER data now on these new practices, I do not

16 think.

17 0 One more brief question. I think you said that it

'
18 is difficult to tell, in answer to Ms. Weiss' question, from

19 historical data it is difficult to tell whether TMI is

20 typical or atypical from the experience. It seems from my

21 reading of the LER's tha t were cited in the testimony that

22 probably - anywhere f rom half to three-quarters of the systems

23 that suffer failures appear to be systems where there are

() 24 two turbine-d riven f eedwater pumps and not systems where you
,

25 have diverse power sources. Is that correct?

O
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[] 1 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. 'I think inherently a
v

'2 motor-driven pump is more reliable than a turbine-driven*

e 3 pump .

_ (m
4 0 Is it more the diversity of the' power sources that

5 is more reliable?

6 A- (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. Diversity would help to

7 improve the reliability of the system.

8 0 So-wouldn't you say th a t the historical. data tends

| 9 to indicate - that maybe the TMI' system is more reliable than

10 the average?
,
;

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes.

12 M2. DOBSIFEs thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further for these

14 witnesses? * *

15 BY MB. CUTCHIN:

16 0 In the discussion a few minutes ago there was

17 concern about whether or no the emergency feedwater srstem

. 18 was an emergency core cooling system. Vould it make any
!

19 difference in the design requirements imposed upon the ,

j 20 emergency feedwater system as an accident mitigating system

21 whether it be called an ECCS system or just an emergency

22 safety feature?

23 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, it would not. We are now

!O 24 requiring the t the eyetem de e eerety grede system. 1ts

25 categorization I do not think is that significant. |
\ |

l

O' !
c
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.( ) .1 MR. CUTCHIN: Thank you. No.further questions.

2 CH AIR:! AN SMITHS The question was in the other

,

3 direction , however, wasn' t it?~

J)
4 5R. CUTCHIN's The questton was, as I understood

5 it, Mr. Chairman, is this an ECCS system.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

7 MR. CUTCHIN: In terms of what-quality goes into

8 the design of the system. I was trying to bring out whether

9 it makes any difference that it be called one thing or the

10 o t he r . It is the f unction that it must perform that is

11 important.

12 MR. ROBERT ADLER: Mr. Cutchin interpreted my

13 question correct f.

14 CH AIRil AN SMITH : Okay. -

15 Anything further?

10 MR. CU TCHIN : Nothing from the staff.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are excused, gentlemen.*

18 (Witnesses excused.)

19 MR. BAXTER: I have one matter before lunch, Mr.

20 Chairsun. Recently Ms. Weiss filed and transmitted to the

21 Board and the parties copies of IEEE Standard 279, 1968:

22 version , and IEEE 603, the 1977 trial use standard.

23 I would like the record to show I am going to

() 24 distribute now a copy of IEEE Standard 279, 1971 version.

25 And I would also like to have a short bench conference with

O
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OL 'the aoera "a verties aero=e e 1e ve the roo -

2 -CHAIRMAN-SMITH: Okay. .Do you want this off the '

3 ' record ?
.

.

4 MR. BAXTERs Yes.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Okay.

6 (Bench conference.)

7 (Whereupon, at 11:58 a.m., the hearing was
,

8 recessed, to reconvene the same day.)

9

10

11

12

13

O 14 -

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
,

'

24

'

25
!
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.

1 AFTERNCON SESSION

2 (1 05 p.m.)

.3 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, if you don't have it

O 4 with you, I would advise the Board it. vould be handy to have'

5a copy of Mr. Pollard 's testimony on UCS Contention 10.

6

7 Whereupon,
f

8 ELMER S. PATTERSON
1

9 PHILIP R. CLARK

10 MICHAEL J. RCSS,
.

11 called as witnesses by counsel for Licensee, having first

12 been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and testified

13 as follows:

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION.

15 BY MR. BAXTER:

16 Q Gentlemen, I call your attention to a document

17 which bears the caption of this proceeding. It is dated

18 September 15, 1980. It is entitled " Licensee's Testimony of

19 Ph.L11p R. Clark, Michael J. Ross, and E.S. Patterson in4

|

20 Response to UCE Contention No. 10 and Sholly Contention No.

21 3 (Eafety System Bypass and Override."

22 Pefore I go furthar with that, though, let me ask

23 each of you f rom lef t to right to give for the record your

24 name and your business affiliation and ti tle .

~25 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I am Elmer S. Patterson. I.

O.
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1 work for Babcock & Wilcox, and'my-title is advisory

2 engineer. I-operate as a technical advisor to the

3 engineering section in 3&W Lynchburg.

d 4 A -(WITNESS CLARK) I am Philip _R. Clark. I am vice

'Spresident - nuclear activities a t GPU Service Corporation.

8 A (WITNESS ROSS) My name is Michael J. Ross. I am

! - 7 employed by Metropolitan Edison. My position is supervisor,

8 unit operations, THI Unit 1.

9 0 Is the testimony ascociated with your name and the

10 document I previously identified , including the attached

11 statement of professional qualifications, testimony which

| 12 you have prepared or had prepared under your direct

13 supervision f or presenta tion at this hearing?

O 14 Mr. eettereen?

.15- A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Yes, it has.

16 Q Hr. Clark?

17 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.

18 0 dr.-Ross?

19 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yas, it is.

20 0 Mr. Patterson, do you have-any changes or

21 corrections to your testimony?

22 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) No, I do not.

23 0 Mr. Clark, do you have any changes or corrections

.

O) 24 to your testimony?
%

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I would lik e to , on page 6

O
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O ' ~ ~

2' CHAIRMAN SMITHS ..r. Ross, do you have in your"

3 possession a copy of the direct tes timon y that is going to.

4 be --
|

5 MR. BAXTER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I already

6 had Mr. Clark make the noted change before I gave it to the
a

7 reporter.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

9 WITNESS CLARK: Page 6, seventh line up. In order
.

10 to clarif y it, we should insert the word "high" before the

11 word " pressurizer."*

1

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So it would be --
,

'
13 WITNESS CLARK: That line would read: " Primary

O i evete= 1 uscoo1ea eae e aioa oree=urizer eter 1 eve 1 1e
.

i

15 indica ted ."

16 BY MR. BAYTER: (Resuming)

17 0 Does that complete your changes?

18 A (WIT $ESS CLARK) Yes.

19 Q Mr. Poss, do you have any changes to your

20 testimony? ;

21 A (WITNESS ROSS) I do not.
)

22 0 Mr. Patterson, is your testimony true to the best
4

23 of your knowledce and belief ?

O 24 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Yes, it is.'

.J
25 0 Mr. Clark, as. amended is your testimony true and

O
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O ' ecc=cete to tae "eet e ro=r *ao 1eace ad "e11er'
-

! 2 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.

3 0 Mr. Ross, the same question.

4 A (WITNFSS ROSS) Yes, it is.

1,
5 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I move the receipt into

6 evidence of the testimor.y and ask that it be physically

7 incorporated into the transcript as if read.

8 MS. WEISEs Nu objection.

9 CRAIRMAN SMITHS It is so received. ,

4

10 (The docume.it referred to follovsa)
3

!

l 11

1 1

| 12- i

"

(

1'3 ;,; ,

I .

j
'

14

15
i

16

17

18

19

20

| 21
:

22

23

O 24.

25;
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; OUTLINE

O
'

The purposes and olijectives of this testimony are to respond

O to UCS Contention 10 and Sholly Coatention 3, which assert that

i operator ability to intervene in a safety function following

automatic initiation violates standard IEEE 279 as incorporated

by NRC regulations and endangers public health and safety. The

testimony shows that operator intervention in a safety function,

following initiation of a protective system action, does not

violate applicable criteria. Further, the testimony describes

why such operator intervent' ion is desirable and may be necessary

in certain circumstances.
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INTRODUCTION

(*

|

This testimony, by Mr. Philip R. Citrk, Vice President,

Nuclear Activities, GPU; Mr. Michael J. Ross, TMI-l Supervisor of

i Operations, GPU; and Mr. E. S. Patterson, Techn17al Advisor to

Equipment Engineering Section, Nuclear Power Generation Division

of Babcock & Wilcox Company, is addressed to the following4

i

contentions:
4

,

i

UCS CONTENTION NO. 10

The design of the safety systems at TMI is
such that the operator can prevent the completion
of a safety function which is initiated automati-

; cally; to wit: the operator can (and did) shat
! off the emergency core cooling system prematurely. -
'

This violates.54.16 of IEEE 279 as incorporated in
| 10 CFR 50.55(a)(h) which states:

The protection system shall be so
"

designed that, once initiated, a protection
system action shall go to completion.

The design must be modified so that no operator
action can prevent the completion ,f a safety
function once initiated.

SHOLLY CONTENTION NO. 3
J

:

It is contended that as a result of !

Licensee's Operating Procedures, the emergency1

core cooling system can be defeated by operator4

;
actions during the course of a transient and/or4

^

accident at Unit 1, such defeat consisting of
either thre ;1ing back the high-pressure injection
pumps or z ipping these pumps. It is~further
contendeo th.st under the conditions of a loss-of-

(]) feedwater transient / loss of coolant accident at
Unit 1, defeat of the emergency core cooling,

' system high-pressure injection system by pump
throttling and/or pump trip results in significant,

|
'
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cladding metal-water reaction, causing the
production of amounts of hydrogen gas in excess of

,

(]) the amounts required by NRC regulations to be
considered in the design and accident analysis of
nuclear power plants. It is contended further
that such production of hydrogen gas results in

O the high risk of breach of containment integrity
due to the explosive combustion of the hydrogen
gas in the containment. Inasmuch _as the emergency
core cooling system is an engineered safety
feature which is relied upon to protect the public
health and safety, and because proper operation of
the emergency core cooling system is required to
previde reasonable assurance that Unit 1 can be
operated without endangering the public health and
safety, it is contended that the emergency core
cooling system operating procedures must be
modified in order to ensure compliance with the
GDC 35 requirement of negligible clad metal-water
reaction following a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). It is further contended that the
emergency core cooling system operating procedures
must be appropriately modified prior to restart in

~

order to provide for protection of the public
health and safeti .

O
RESPONSE TO CONTENTIONS

BY WITNESS PATTERSON:

UCS Contention 10 asserts that operator ability to

intervene in a safety function following automatic initiation

violates NRC regulations and that system design must be changed

to prevent such operator action. The UCS interpretation of the

cited requirement - Section 4.16 of IEEE 279, as incorporated

in 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a(h) - is not valid.

O

O
-2-
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BY WITNESSES CLARK AND ROSS: 1

|()
Contrary to the thrust of these contentions, the ability

for the operator to control a safety function following

.
initiation serves to enhance safety.

|
.,

!
I BY WITNESS PATTERSON:

Section 1 of IEEE 279-1968, from which the above portion
;

of Section 4.16 is extracted, defines the scope of the

protect ion systems addressed by that standard as follows:

Fct purposes of these Criteria, the nuclear power
plant protection system encompasses all electric
and mechanical devi:es and circuitry (from sensors
to actuation device input terminals) involved in
generating those signals associated with the
protective function. These signals include those
that actuate reactor trip and tha t , in the event

() of a serious reactor accident, actuate engineered
safeguards such as containment isolation, core
spray, safety injection, pressure reduction, and
air cleaning.

The requirement of Section 4.16 of IEEE 279 as cited by UCS is

therefore applicable only in the context of this protection

system scope. For example, for a condition requiring the

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), the protection system

shall be so designed that, once initiated, nothing within the

protection system can prevent the signal from completing its

specified action, which is actuation of the ECCS.

In support of .this position it should be noted that the!

! O4

1971 issue of IEEE 279 clarified the portion of Section 4.16

cited by UCS to read :

;

-3-
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1

;

4

^

The protection system shall be so designed that, ,

I once initiated, a protective action at the system
level shall go to completion. (Emphasis added .)

Except - for the term " plant" (1968) versus " generating station";

() (1971) both versions of IEEE 279 define " system" as follows :

f

. Where not otherwise qualified, the word " system" refers to:
.

the nuclear power plant protection system, as defined in
the scope section of the criteria.

,

1

j The definition of the protection system given in the scope ,

Section 1, of the standard as quoted above remained essentially
1

unchanged from the 1968 to the 1971 versions.
4

Clearly, the contended application of IEEE-279 is without

| a factual basis. The standard is directed at initiation of a
.i

protective action, and not at completion of the subsequent
!

safety functio,n.:.

(:)
BY WITNESS CLARK:

I Licensee absolutely disagrees with the basic philosophy

i underlying this contention. The contention implies 'that it is
1

necessary to provide automatic circuitry to prevent the
.

j operator from modifying any protective action once it has been
1 ;

initiated. Not only is this impractical, but attempts to
!

; carry out this philosophy would seriously complicate the plant

' and detract from safety. Contrary to this philosophy, the real

need is to prepare the operators to correctly diagnose the

plant condition and carry out the appropriate actions.
,

O
:
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1

From the very beginning of the nuclear power industry, the

() plant operator has been recognized as a required element in

correct plant operation. This parallels the philosophy in

() other industries, such as transportation, where the operator is4

also highly important. It has always been recognized that it

would be impossible to construct a plant which would operate

correctly under all conditions, and that a properly trained

operator in control of the plant is the best continuing

guarantee of correct operation. This is particularly true

since it is impossible to foresee every possible condition

which could arise. The operator, when properly prepared for

his task, is infinitely more flexible in responding to

unexpected situations than any possible automatic control
'

(]) mechanisms. *

The principal criteria for selecting actions assigned to

the operators is that they must be actions operators can

reasonably be expected to perform and for which they can be

adequately trained. Very rapid actions required for immed iate

response to sudden unanticipated . changes in plant conditions,

for example, do not meet these criteria. For this reason the

immediate actions of protective systems ( e.g. , reactor trip,

ECCS actuation and contaiment isolation) are automated and the

operator action is simply to verify that the automatic

(]) circuitry has functioned properly. Subsequent bypass of such

circuits, on the other hand, proceeds on a much more deliberate
,

|

O
-5-.
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basis. The operators have ample opportunity to verify that the

(]) conditions prerequisite to bypass are in fact met. They can ,

as appropriate, refer to written operating procedures and/or

(]) consult with their immediate supervisor prior to activating the

b ypass . It is fully appropriate, therefore, that this type of

action remains under operator control.

It should be noted that continued addition of automatic

circuits does not insure greater safety. Additional com-

plexities may in fact be counter-productive to safety. The

goal must be to keep the plant sufficiently simple that plant

operators can understand the plant design, its current configu-

ration, and the appropriate operator actions. Additional

complexities should be added only where the operator really

requires them to perform his job. -

Deliberate operator intervention is desirable and

necessary after appropriate conditions exist in an accident

sequence, as illustrated by the following examples. (1)

Following a small-braak loss of coolant accident, if the

hibbprimary system is subcooled and a gressurizer water level is
g

indicated , the operator may throttle ECCS flow. In this manner

the operator can properly continue the required safety func-

tion, i.e., assuring adequate core cooling, while placing the

plant into a preferred shutdown condition. Without this

action, large quantities of water containing some amount of

radioactivity would be released to the reactor containment

O
-6- |
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..

building, requiring cleanup actions and 'some degree of i

( - personnel exposure. .(2) It may also be necessary for the

operator to open containment isolation valves af ter their

f () automatic closure to take samples of the primary coolant or

containment atmosphere in order to assess post-accidenti

conditions. This may be desirable or necessary to determine

'"1 appropriate actions related to continued containment and

cleanup of radioactive products. (3) Operator intervention is
.

desirable to prevent the Emergency Feedwater System from

| feeding a damaged steam generator following a steam line break |

in the intermediate building. Stopping the steam flow from the

break serves to reduce the hazard to personnel who may be
,

located near the break. (4) It may also be necessary to

() secure emergency feedwater to prevent ' verfilling a, steamo

generator if a control valve malfunctions. This minimizes the

possibility of generating a water hammer in the main steam

lines, with possible damage to equipment. (5) Under all

conditions following inadvertant actuation, the ability to

; bypass the protective action promptly is desirable to avoid

unnecessary plant transients or to protect personnel.

BY WITNESS ROSS:
1

!

As pointed out in NUREG-05?S c..a in Sholly Contention No. |

.() 3, the concern is not with the capability for the operator

intervention, but rather with providing the operator with the

.O
~7- |

|
l
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;

correct information and procedural guidance on which to take,

() subsequent actions. Additional instrumentation added to TMI-l
,

to provide the operator better information on the primary

() system conditions is discussed in Licensee's testimony on

Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling. In addition, the

operators have been provided with specific instructions as to

when it is necessary or allowable to intervene and over-ride

the automatic operation of the ECCS systems. The procedure

covering loss of reactor coolant / loss of reactor coolant

pressure contains the following guidance:;.

CAUTION: Do not throttle HPI unless one of the
following three conditions exists:

a. The LPI system is in operation and flowing
at a rate in excess of 1000 gpm in each

O line and the situation has been stable for-

20 minutes.

b. All hot and cold leg- temperatures are at
least 50*F below the aturation temperature
for the existing RC, pressure, and the
action is necessary to prevent the
iniicated pressuizer level from going
off-scale high. If 50 *F subcooling cannot
be maintained, full HPI shall be,

reactivated.

c. Or, all indicated hot and cold leg
temperatures are at least 50'F below the
saturation temperature .for the indicated
RCS pressure and coatinued full HPI
injection will result in RCS pres-

'

sure/downcomer temperatures within the
Restricted Region of Figure 2 [which
presents the allowable pressure-temperature

f''\s) relationship for avoidance of brittle
*

fracture of the reactor vessel] .

O
-8-
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-

In short, the TMI-l emergency procedure governing ECCS ope-

() ration has been modified as recommended in Sholly Contention
,

No. 3.

() Similarly, the following guidance is given for the Con-,

tainment Isolation' System:'

i

o Containment isolation valves may be opened to

obtain samples in accordance with approved '

;

proced ures . The isolation valves shall be

reclosed after the sample is obtained.

o Other containment isolation valves automatically!

!
4 closed shall remain closed until the following

conditions are met:

a. Reactor building pressure is less that 2 psig,

j (]) b. Containment radiation levels have been assessed
,

'

based on radiation monitor readings or samples.
,

c. The integrity of the system outside the

reactor building has been assessed.

(Stable surge tank level, visual inspection

or pressure test should be considered to verify
9

integrity).
,

j d. The Shift Supervisor or Emergency Director

:

; shall give pcenission to reopen containment

j isolation valves.
|

({} e. Installed radiation nonitors or portable !,

monitors shall be available to detect any

()-

,

-9- 1
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' release that may result from opening the ;

[]} valve.

In its final specif' cation of this contention UCS included

!

[]} the emergency feedwater system along with emergency core
'

coolant system and containment isolation system. As with the

ECCS and . containment isolation system, guidar.ce is provided for

operating the emergency feedwater system in the event a

transition to natural circulation is required:

'o Take hand (manual) centrol of startup

feedwater regulatory valves and slowly

. increase steam generator level to 50% on

the operating range level indicator.

o Start the motor driven emergency

feedwater pumps, and establish control
,

'

of the steam generator level by taking

hand control and opening the emergency
,

feedwater regulating valves.

It should be noted that if emergency feedwater has automati-
,

!
cally started due to loss of main feedwater, the steps for

manual raising of steam generator level with the emergency
'

feedwater regulating valves are still applicable.

I have previously described in Licensee's testimony on the

Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling, some aspects of operator!

training at TMI-1. The training emphasizes the importance ofO
following procedures. The training and testing of operators,

'
!

|

-10-
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however, also provides assurance that operators are cognizant

(]) of procedural requirements without aid of the procedures.

; These personnel are required to demonstrate during testing that

(]) the immediate action requirements of emergency procedures are

kno wn . Subsequent portions of emergency procedures that

require signoff by operators contain requirements for

re-verification of immediate action steps.

During the Operator Accelerated Retraining Program
.

training, the importance of consultation and communication

between individuals on shift has been stressed for. significant

operations, such as the manual actions of reducing ECCS flow,
f

overriding containment isolation on specific lines and

manipulating steam generator secondary level.

F

() BY WITNESS PATTERSCN:

In summary, the interpretation of IEEE-279 contended by

UCS is not valid. Following initiation of a protection system

action, subsequent operator intervention in the safety function

does not violate applicable criteria.

BY WITNESSES CLARK AND ROSS:

Further , operator intervention in a safety system

operation is desirable and may be necessary in certain circum- I

stances. Appropriate instrumentation, procedural guidance and

training have been provided to TMI-1 operators on the

()
-11-
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situations in which they should. intervene in the automatic
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; LPHILIP R. CLARK, SR.

()
Business Address: GPU Service Corporation

4 100 Interpace Parkway
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Education: B.C.E. (Cum' Laude), Civil Engineering,
,

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, i
: 1951. Graduate courses, Civil i

; Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of i
'

Brooklyn, 1951 to 1953. Oak Ridge
School of Reactor Technology,'1953 to

' 1954.
(

Experience: Vice President, Nuclear Activities,
'

GPU Service Corporation, January 1980
to present. Responsibilities include:

,

Directing and monitoring of the opera-
tion, maintenance and testing of

| TM1-1, TMI-2 and Oyster Creek; direc-
'

! ting and monitoring of support ac-
'

( tivities for these plants including
design, manufacturing, quality con-
trol, training, and radiological and'

environmental controls; representing
the GPU Nuclear Group by way of con-
tacts, negotiations and discussions
with vendors, contractors, governmen->

tal agencies, other utilities,
industry organizations and citizens
groups; establishing policies and pro-
cedures relating to the GPU nuclear
plants; reviewing and approving
staffing and budget proposals.

i Associate Director, Reactors, Naval
; Reactors Division, U.S. Department of |

; Energy and Chief, Reactor Engineering
| Division, Nuclear Power Directorate,
; Naval Sea' Systems Command, Department

of the Navy,1964 to 1979. Responsi-() ble for the direction of a major ele-
ment of the U.S. Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program. Retired U.S.
Government August 1979.
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O
U.S. Navy, 1954 to 1964. Held various i;

positions within the Navy Nuclear l

Power Program.

Naval Architect, New York Naval
| Shipyard, 1951 to 1953.

,

! Bonors: Navy Distinguished Civilian Service
Award, 1972.

U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration Special Achievement !

,

Award, 1976. ;

;
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MICHAEL J. ROSS

(

Business Address: Metropolitan Edison Company |

(]) Three Mile Island Nuclear Station -

P.O. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Education: U.S. Navy Nuclear Power School, 1961. U.S.
Navy Nuclear Power Prototype School, 1961.

Experience: Supervisor of Operations, Three Mile Island
Unit 1, Metropolitan Edison Company, 1978
to present. Responsible for directing the
day-to-day operation of the plant to ensure
compliance with the conditions of the plant
operating license and technical spe-
cifications, including supervision of the
Radioactive Waste Processing and Shipment
Group and coordination of operations and
related maintenance activities with the
Superintendent of Maintenance.

Shift Supervisor, Three Mile Island Unit 1,

O Metropolitan Edison Company, 1972 to 1978.
Responsible for the management of all
operations and maintenance activities,
including the manipulation of any controls,
equipment or components in physical plant
systems on his shift.

Shift Foreman, Three Mile Island Unit 1,
Metropolitan Edison Company, 1970 to 1972.
Responsible for performance of various
pre-operational activities, including
preparation of procedures and start-up
equipment checks.

Reacte. Plant Technician, Saxton Nuclear
Experimental Corporation, 1968 to 1970.
Held position of reactor operator; addi-
tionally, was responsible for training ,

operations staff. :
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E.S. PATTERSON

O
Business Address: Babcock & Wilcox Company

Nuclear Power Generation Division'

P.O. Box 1260
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505

Education: B.A., Physics, University of Nebraska
at Omaha, 1956.

Experience: Technical Advisor, Babcock & Wilcox
Company Nuclear Power Generation
Division, 1973 to present. Advises
Equipment Engineering Section on!

instrumentation matters.

Instrumentation and Control Design
Engineer, Babcock and Wilcox Company,
1957 to 1973. From 1957 to 1966,

,

responsibilities included the design
of nuclear instrumentation and safety
systems for various nuclear ships,() including the N.S. Savannah and the .

Otto Hahn, design and procurement of
instrumentation and control systems
for five test reactors and for the
Babcock & Wilcox CNSG. From 1966
through 1969, was responsible for the
design of Oconee-type plant reactor
protection systems. From 1970 to.

1973, performed various assignments
relating to the design and procurement
of instrumentation and control systems
for the B&W NSSS.

Project Engineer, Materials Test
Reactor, Idaho, 1956 to 1957. |

Professional
Affiliations: Member ILEE Nuclear Science Group Standards

Committee during the preparation and() of IEEE 279-1968. Member Joint
Committee on Nuclear Power Standards
of the IEEE Group on Nuclear Science
and the IEEE Power Engineering Society
during the preparation and approval of'

IEEE 27 9-1971.'
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! Joined the IEEE Nuclear Standard
' ([) writing effort in 1967 as the founding

Chairman of what is now the,

Subcommittee on Reliability under the,

. Nuclear Power Engineering Committee.:
'

(]) Presently the Chairman of the
Editorial Subcommittee and member of
the Nuclear Power Engineering,

Committee.

Member, U.S. Delegation to the4

International Electrotechnical,

Commission Committee on Nuclear'

Instrumentation, 1970-1979.

Chaired 1976 IAEA session on Software
for Protection Systems, meeting on the
Use of Computers for Protection

,

Systems and Automatic Control. '.

|

Chaired 1979 IAEA session on
Man-Machine Communication, meeting on,

; Procedures and Systems for Assisting
'

an Operator during Normal and
Anamolous Nuclear Power Plant*

Operation Situations.

Registered Professional Engineer,
California.

Publications: "A Typical Incore Monitoring System,"
; IAEA, Ontario, May 1974.

"The Need for Criteria an?
Philosophical Development for Human
Factors Accountability in Nuclear
Power Plants," IAEA, Munich, December

i

1979.
!
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1 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, there have been
(~)N *

%
2 previous discussions among-the counsel for Licensee, Union

3 of Concernei Scientists, and the NRC staff about the

U,
4 cresentation immediately following direct examination, but

1

5 before cross-examination, of some limited oral rebuttal

6 testimony by witnesses.

7 It is my understanding that this agreement among

8 these three parties, at least, would limit the oral rebuttal

9 to the prefiled written direct testimony of the other

10 pa rties, and thct it would be so reasonably contained that

11 parties could respond to it or could be expected to respond

12 to it by cross-examination. By that I mean not. unduly

13 leng th y . And it would not raise surprise reports, studies,

.
14 data , that the other side could not have anticipated.and .

15 could not have responded to soon thereafter.

16 I put that understanding on the record because I

17 plan to ask several rebuttal questions of these witnesses

18 before cross-examination, andEto make sure that we have a

19 common understanding among the three of us.

20 MS. WEISSs Yes, that is correct.

21 NR. CUTCHIN: That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. What would have beun

23 helpful, I believe, is if we had been forewarned as to the

24 direct testimony concerning which rebuttal is addressed to,);

25 so we might have some questions on it too.

!

O)~%.

t !
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1 MR. BAXTER: It will be in all cases the direct,

2 testimony of the other party on the same con tention.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understand that. Okay. Well,
,

-'# 4 go ahead.

5 MR. EAXTER: So in this case it is Mr. Pollard's

6 testimony on UCS Contention 10.'

7 BY MR. BAXTER: (Resuming)

i

8 0 Mr. Patterson, at page 5 of his direct testimony,

9 Mr. Pollard asserts that Met Ed and the staff argue that

10 sealing in the electrical signal used to initiate operation

11 of the emergency core cooling system is all that is
1

i 12 required by IEEE Standard 279. Later in that paragraph he

13 asserts that the staff and Met Ed arguments amount to saying

Og ,j 14 that the Commission has imposed a requirement that has no

15 purpose.

16 Do you agree with this observation by Mr. Pollsrd,

17 and if not what is the purpose of the requirement in Section

18 4.16 of IEEE Standard 279?

19 A (WITNESS P ATTERSON ) I do not agree with Mr.

20 Pollard 's contention on this subjec t.

21 MS. WEISS: I cannot hear you at all.

22 WITNESS PATTERSON: Is that all right?

23 MS. WEISS: Not really.

24 WITNESS PATTERSON: Maybe I can speak a little()
25 louder this way. Does that help?

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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,

1 MS. WEISS:- I think into the microphone and

2 slowly .
.

!
'

3 CHAIRMAN SHITH These microphones are very

' (
i 4 sensitive to distance. You have to keep the microphone very

5 close to .your . mouth.

6 DR. JORDANS It will help to speak slowly.

7 WITNESS PATTERSON: I do not agree with Mr.

8 Pollard. The purpose of the paragraph Section a16 was

9 basically to require tha t protection systems, after they

10 t rip, reset, and could not be capable of going back to an

11 unset state of their own accord. It was to force the

12 operator to have to take sone action on his part. Some

13 action on his part would-then be required to reset the

-h 14 system .

15 The reason for this was that past history showed

16 that things could happen in protection systems which could
;

i 17 cause trips, and then the situation suddenly clears, and the

18 operator would be lef t with a plant in an undefined state

19 and he would not know why.

20 So the requirement was that if you ever have a'

21 trip, then the operator would have positive indication of

22 what happened to him and why the plant ended up in the state

23 that he ~ found it in. The basic purpose, then, was to force

24 the designer to in some manner incorporate a latching or(}
25 reset mechanism in a protection system.'

l /~%
i
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() 1 BY MR. BAXTERs (Resuming)

2- 0 At pages 6 through 6 of his testimony, Mr. Pollard

~g 3 asserts that the choice of words used in the standard wa s
(J

1

4 heavily influenced by the experience with reactor shutdown

5 systems, rather than with engineered safety features like

6 emergency core cooling.

7 hr. Patterson, your staten. ant of qualifica tions

8 indicates that you were involved in the preparation of both

9 the 1968 and +he 1971 editions of IEEE S tandard 279. Do you

10 agree with Mr. Pollard's description of the experience which

11 influenced the selection of the language in the standard?

12 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) No, I do not agree with Mr.

,
13 Pollard's opinion of th'e experience of the authors. The

14 people that were involved in the writing of this document

15 had experience in the -- in reactors built prior to that

16 time .

17 But it was quite common in the large test

18 reactors , typically for instance the materials test reactor,

19 to incorporated engineered safety f eatures such tha t

20 emergency power systems, emergency cooling systems -- MTB

21 had one that was very extensive, and we were familiar with

22 those systems and knew something about them.

23 Furthermore, if you will look at the scope of the

O
t ,/ 24 document, it says it specifically applies to emergencys

25 safety features, engineered safety features,-in the 1968

d(~\
'
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() 1 version. But the same words appear in.the 1971 document,

2 and no revisions in the 1971 document were incorporated,

3 indicatino that there was anything wrong in the '68 version.

4 In other words, what we did in '68 was very viable

.

5 in light of new experience with the systems that we had by

6 1971.

7 Q %nat led to the selection of the language in IEEE

8 279 which is quoted in the contention, "Once initiated, a

9 protection system action shall go- to completione"

10 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) The authoring committee was

11 quite sensitive to trying to attempt to write down

12 principles in such a way that it would not force designers

13 into doing specific mechanical things in their designs.

14 The original thought and consideration was given
;

15 to using the words that, "The system shall' seal in or lock

16 in or something of that sort." But it was considered that

17 this migh t be interpreted as forcing the designer to use

18 specific merhanical techniques, and that the better choice

19 of words would be. those that are now used in the document,

20 therefore giving the designer a wider range of f reedom in

21 accomplishing the intent of the critoria.

22 0 Mr. Patterson, are you aware of any safety system

23 which is designed to go to the completion of the protective

() 24 function without the opportunity for operator intervention

25 A (WITNESS'PATTERSON) No, I am not. Even reactor

O
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1 protection systems do not go to the completion of the

2 protective f unction, in the sense that the reactor

3 protection system will release and drop or scram rods. But

4 once the rods are in, depending upon what the initiating* '

5 event was, there is nothing that prevents an operator from

6 turning around and immediately pulling the rods back out of

7 the core.

8 So that this brings up one of the fundamental

9 problems of trying to define wha t constitutes completion,

10 because completion, a t least in many cases, is highly

11 dependent upon what the initiating event was -- is.

12 0 At page 9 of his testimony, Mr. Pollard stated

13 that the intent of developing IEEE Standard 603 was to

( 14 replace IEEE Standard 279 af ter two years of trial use.

15 That is in March 1979.

16 Did that ha ppen, and what is the status of

17 Standard 603?

18 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) At the time M r. Pollard was

19 associatedi with the authoring committee, the intention was

20 to replace IEEE 279 with the 603 document. However, the 603

21 document was somewhat defective, and that was one of the

22 reasons it went for trial use.

23 Since that time, the committee has viewed the

() 24 subject in a different light and it has reaffirmed IEEE 279

25 for another four years. It has revised and reissued IEEE

O
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f~s 1 603, in which the 279 is now a supporting document, no

b' 2 evidence of an inten';1on to replace 279. And.603~is now out

3 as an approved f ull standard. It will be, hopefully, in
A
~(/ 4 print some time by the end'of this mor.th.

5 C To your knowledge, has the-NRC adopted IEEE

6 Standard 603 as a requirement?

7 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) To my knowledge, NRC has not

8 made any -- NRC has not adopted IEEE 603 as a document, nor

9 has it said anything about its opinion on the future use of
.

10 that document.

11 0 UCS Contention 10 states in part that the design

12 of the safety systems at ThI is such that the operator can

13 prevent the completion of a safety function which is

() 14 initiated automatically,' and that the design must be

15 modified so that no operator action can prevent the

16 completion of a safety function once initiated.

17 At pace 2 and at pages 9 through 12 of his

18 testimon y , Mr. Pollard cites standards applicable to

19 oper ating bypasses.

20 Mr. Boss, I would like you to explain briefly what

21 an operating bypass is, and my question then to anyone else
3

22 on the panel is whether the cited standards have any'

23 applicability or relevance to-the issue raised in the

{) 24 contention?

25 A (WITNESS ROSS) In my opinion, an operating bypass
,

4v,
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|

(~T 1 is a bypass that the operator would intentionally install in |

V
2 a normal transition from one plant condition to another.

3 A -(WITNESS CLARK) I do not believe the operating-

C' 4 bypass requirements have any applicability to the

5 contention, in the sense of whether. operator intervention

6 should be allowed af ter a trip or an emergency has arisen.

7 The operating bypass is placed into effect before a trip

8 occurs. It is place'd into effect with the plant in a

9 stable, known condition. And it is required to provide

10 protective system function f or whatever event may thereafter

11 arise.

12 In distinction to that, where we are proposing

13 operator intervention af ter an event has occurred, the event

(')
\_/ 14 is known and the operator has available to him information

15 on exactly what situation exists. He is not dealing with a

16 wide variety of possible future events.

17 Therefore, the fact that the operating bypass is

18 required to be automatically reset or locked out has no

19 relevsnce to the entirely different situation which exists

20 af ter a trip has occurred, when the operator has information

21 on which to base a decision on whether or not to intervene.

22 DR. JCRDAN: Mr. Poss, I guess I did not I am--

23 sure I did not understand what an operating bypass is.
,

() 24 Would you inform me?'

l
!

25 WITNESS ROSS: Yes. There are certain devices in
|
|

{
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1 the plant that, due to a normal transition f rom a startup

2 mode to a shutdown mode or to a cooldown mode, that you must

O
- 3 physically bypass the engineered saf eguards system to keep

4 it inadvertently from actuating. That in my opinion is an

5 operating bypass.

6 DR. JORDAN: I see. All right.

7_ WITNESS CLARKs Could I perhaps add to that an

8 example of an opera ting by pa ss?

9 DR . JORDAN s Please.

10 WITNESS CLARK: Where the reactor trip would be

11 bypassed , I guess it is below 1800 psi reactor coolant
.

12 system pressure. The purpose of that bypass is to allow you

13 to withdraw control rods with the reactor coolant systen

14 below the 1800 pound s or wha teve r. I ferget the set point.

15 DR. JCRDAN: I see. It would not include taking

16 one channel out of operation in order to test?

17 WITNESS CLARKs I believe-that that is referred to

18 normally as a maintenance bypass, in distinction to an

19 operating bypass.

20 DR. JORDANS Thank you.

21 BY MR. BAXTER (Resuming)

22 Q Beginning at page 16 of his testimony, Mr. Pollard

23 asserts that the position of Met Ed and the staff is

() 24 unsupportable, in that it f ails to take into consideration

25 the lessons to be learned from the TMI-2 accident. I would
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r~i 1'also note as an aside a comment of Dr. Jordan yesterday
V

2 morning, perhaps indicating a preference for using automated

3 equipment, rather than relying upon operator action, the

h~'
"

4 main divergence raised by Mr. Pollard.

5 dr. Clark, do you agree? <.d if not, why do you

6 choose to place reliance on operator action in place of an

7 automatic interlock ?

8 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think perhaps first it would be

9 useful to discuss the basic reasoning which underlies the

10 pref erence for operator action as opposed to automatic

11 initiation, and this is an important underlying prin ciple

12 not only in reactor design, but in related transportation

13 and other portions of the Na vy experience and other

14 commercial endeavors as well. And it goes like this.

15 In a complex plant such as a commercial reactor

16 plan t , it is not practical to foresee all possible

17 combinations of events or sequences of events which might

18 occur. There are to be considered all of the various

19 systems, all the various failures which might occur in each

20 of those systems or components, all the various sequences in-

21 which those f ailures might occur. And it should include

22 consideration of not only those which are, quote, "alloaed,"

23 unquote, by the design basis and the safety analyses, but ;

|

c''% 24 also others which might occur, although considered i

\_)

25 impossible or not e x plici tly considered in the design basis.

()'

i
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1 Since it is not possible to' foresee all possible
,

2 sequences of events, it is necessary ultimately to rely upon j

|
' 3 the opera tor.

O
'

-

i 4 MS. WEISS: Mr. Chairman, may we approach the

i 5 bench?
,

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I beg your pardon? You are

7 asking for a bench conference?

8 MS. WEISS: Yes. I would like to talk briefly off
,

1 9 th e record.

10 (Bench conference.)
1

11

' * 12

13

; 14 -
-"

15

i 16
l

i

] 17

18
7

|

19

J 20

i 21

i 22

23-

; O- 24

!

! 25 ,
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!
'
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,

1

f-] 1 DR. JORDA3: Had you finished your reply to
V

2 counsel's ~ question?

3 WITNESS CLARK: No, I had not.

~4 'DR. JORDAN: I want to bring up something but

5 af ter you finish.

6 WITNESS CLARK: I believe I had reached the point

7 of saying that ultimately reliance must be placed on the

8 operator. Since that is the case, you must be very careful

9 to not add to the system devices which will make it more

to complex, which themselves introduce further possibility of

11 f ailure within whatever you have added, and which further

12 complicate the ability of the operator to comprehend what is

13 happening and to decide when and how he should intervene

() 14 when - tha t point. arrives.

15 It is particularly important not to introduce

16 so-called interlocks which not only complicate the ability

17 to understand what is happaning, but have the ability to

18 prevent the operator from in fact taking actions in the

19 even t of an unforeseen sequence and keep him from doing what

20 you would want him to do in that situation.

21 Therefore, as an underlying philosophy in my

22 experience I believe underlying the whole nuclear power
'

23 industry is that you only have automatic controls, or

() 24 circuits, or interlocks when you believe you cannot rely

25 upon the operator because he does act have adequate time or

O
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1 he does not have adequa te information.fg
(/

2 I believe this position is supported by the vast

3 bulk of all the investigations of the TMI-2 accident. All

4 of those speak heavily to th e need for enhanced . operator

5 training, for the need for better procedures, for the need

6 for the operator to have the basic understanding of the

7 plant and of heat transfer, and other theoretical bases.

8 And to my know. ledge, none of them speak to the need to

9 prevent the operator f rom being able to take action or

10 control in any situation where you can reasonably believe

11 that he has the time and the information which he would need

12 to exercise that control.
.

13 MR. BAXTER: The panel is available for cross

() 14 examination.

15 DR. JORDAN: Let me ju st -- I said I might have

16 one question.

17 I guess my experience has been more with

18 pr otective systems , 'nd I would surely be dismayed to see

19 the argument m :.d e tha t the number of signals that tull for a

20 scra m shoul': be greatly reduced or possibly eliminated,

21 because it is better to have the operator take the action.

22 I have no quarrel with seeing the operator have

23 the option of manually scramming a reactor when he thinks it

24 is necessary, but for him to say -- try to do wha t the scrat

25 system does would be in my mind wrong.

O
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1 I realize that you have said now when he has time,

t''' 2 and ~ so I have not ha d time to think about that.- But

3 typically then in the case of the protection system, what

() ' 4 you said does not apply to that, I presume.-

5 WITNESS CLARK: '?k, I would not imply that the

e reactor scram should be -- that you should rely on operator

7 action for a reactor scram; and the reason is, as you

i 8 iden tified yourself, the time allowed to detect the

9 situation and cause the scram is such that you would like to

10 rely on an automatic system.

11 Also, as you indicated, there are diverse signals,
,

12 any one of which would require the reactor scram and

13 therefore would not be proper to rely on the operator to.see

(}
*4 all of those signals or monitor all of those variables
.

15 within a timely enough way to rely on him to scram.

16 I think the discussion in this contention goes in
,

17 a time frame much 1 nger than that to after you have had a

18 trip,.and you have observed the plant, you know, and looked

19 at the parameters, you know, is it then proper and allowable

20 to rely upon the operator. So you are right, what I said

21 should not be interpreted to apply to reactor trip.

22 DR. JORDANS But supposing the trip was coming

23 from a signal which could not possibly be hijh radiation

24 1evel in the turbine room is a ridiculous example, but

(
25 some thing tha t was not cured. Most of the things that cause

Ov
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1 -1 a trip, of course, are automatically cured by the tripj3
l'u

2 itself, and so therefore there is nothing to stop the

3 operator from again, as you say, trying to start the

O'-- 4 reactor. And if it occurs again he will get another trip.

5 But I would be concerned about him deciding, say,
i

8 well, that high radiation level or that high temperature in'

7 some spot is a false indication.- I think we ought to remove

- 8 that f rom the trip system. That kind of an operator action

9is one I would be particularly worried about.

10 WITNESS CLARK: I am having trouble thinking aboui

11 a tie-in between a high radiation --

12 DR. JORDAN: It is a ridiculous thing. It does

13 not happen, of course.

() 14 WITNESS CLARK: Clearly you require trainedi

15 oper ators . You require that there be time for them to ,

16 think, to consult procedures for their supervision, to *

|

17 opera te, what have you. Oui ultimately you reach a point

18 where you require the operator to take correct action, and

19 the judgment that is involved is how much automatic

20 equipment you provide because it does tend to undercut the

21 operator 's a bility to understand and decide what actions

22 should be taken in those cases where he will have to act.

23 DR. JORDANS Okay. Then I guess we vill be facing

(") 25 hortly the matter that has been up in front of us for
v

25 several days, and that is automatic action on the emergency

O-
,

l
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. (" I feedvater system.

2 I believe it has been pointed out that there is

3 plenty of time for the operator to take the action of

4 turning on emergency feedwater, and there is plenty of time

5 for him to control it; . and so therefore it would be your

elposition that that .'.s better than to have automatic

7 actuation of the emergency feedwater.

8 WITNESS CLARK 4 Yes, sir.

9 DR. JORDAN 4 All right. I understand.

a C!i AIRM AN SMITH: Ms. Weiss.

11 CROSS EXAMINATICN

12 BY'MS. WEISS:

13 0 Mr. Patterson , you were asked about Mr. Pollard 's

14 testimony , in particular a statement that the choice of

15 words in IEEE 279 was heavily influenced by reactor shutdo-a

16 systems. You made some rebuttal to the effect that there

17 were engineered safety features other than reactor shutdown

18 systems in place at some reactors at the time IEEE 279 was

19 Written and also at the time its revision was issued in
20 1971, and so there was experience with engineered safety

,

21 featuros other than reactor shutdown systems.,

22 But do you disagree with the statement that the
F

23 choice of words in IEEE 279 was heavily in fl uenced by the

() 24 experience with the reactor shutdown systems?

25 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) No, I disagree. I do not

O
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(U3-
1 think they were heavily influenced, because they were

2 enunciating principles, and those principles would apply to

3 the transport system as well as they would to - nuclea r power.

()'

4 0 The vast majority of experience was with reactor

5 sh e tdown systems.

6 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Beg.Your pardon?

7 0 The vast majority of experience was with reactor

8 shutdown systems during the period of development of IEEE

9 279.

10 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I don't believe you can

11 categorize the work being done by any of us at that time as

12 being primarily with that. We were dealing primarily with

13 nuclear saf ety , and there was not a division -- the
,

() 14 departmen talization of work as is there toda y.

15 0 And it is wrong that nost of the experience of

16 these people who were concerned with reactor safety,

17 particula rly in the period 1964 to '68 when that indard

18 was under development, it is wrong that most of their

19 experience was with reactor shutdowi. systems ? That is not

20 an accurate statemen t?

21 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I am having a little trouble
1

22 hearing you. It was wrong that what?

23 Q Are you saying that it is wrong that during the
1

(} 24 period of development of IEEE 279, that is, rouchly 1964 to

25 1968, that most of the experience of the perseas on that
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1 committee was wi th reactor shutdown systems?
(%3 -

'
2 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I guess what I am trying to

3 say, it is wrong to categorize the experience as all being

O)( 4 heavily weighted on one side.

5 0 Can you -- is it possible for you to give an

6 answer to the question as I stat ed it? In - o ther words, you

7 may disagree -- are you still having trouble hearing me?

8 A _(WITNESS PATTERSON) I am having trouble hearing

9 you. That is the problem.

10 (Discussion off.the record.)

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Ms. Weiss, I think that your

12 queption could be worded better, and I think there is some

13 coaf usion in the question. It is a rather long one.

() 14 ', BY KS. WEISSs (Resuming)

15 0 Let's step back a couple of steps and see if maybe

16 we don 't diSE GC?a on everything we think we disagree on.

17 Isn't it cor1'ect that during the period of development of

~

18 IEEE 279, roughly 1964 through 1968 -- that is the period of

19 development, is that correct?

20 A (WITNESS PAITERSON) That is what?

21 0 That is the period of development of IEEE 279.

22 A (WITNESS 5 ATTERSON ) Yes, principally.

23 0 Isn't id. accurate that the general experience of

% 24 those on the conm..ttee drafting IEEE 279 during that period,
b' N'.-

25 that most of the experience was with reactor shutdown

O
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(~)- 1 systems?.

%)
2 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I am having a problem with

3 the "most" bit because it sounds exclusive, and I guess what
3

4 I am trying to point out is it is not "most" in the sense

'5'that we did not.have knowledge of other things. Certainly

6 reactor protection systems were the mal' subject we were.

7 dealing with, yes.

8- 0 By "most" I did not mean all. I meant the

9 majority.

10 A (WITNESS P ATT ER!;0N ) Yes.

11 0 Did you testify, Mr. Patterson, that IEEE -- are

12 you still having trouble?

i

13 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Yes, a little bit.

f) 14 0 Put your hand up if you carnot hear me. Was it
,

15 your testimony that IEEE 603 will be issued in final form

16 next mon th?

- 17 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) It was approved in I believe

18 it was March of this year as a full standard, and it went to

1gthe printer, and the printer has been having some trouble.

20 The 1980 issue is due out any time now, yes.

21 0 Could you tell me if there are any- significant

22 changes in the language of 603 that is quoted in Mr.

23 Pollard 's testimony or any changes a t all?

24 A (WITNESS PATTEBSON) The only thing that I have{}
25 seen , Ms. Weiss, is the draft that went to the printer; but

A
U
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1 my recollection was that none of the document that Mr.

2 Pollard had referred to, that those parer are the same in

3 the new version as they were in the draft standard.

4 The principal change in it has been the

5 de-emphasis of 279 or replacement of 279.

6 0 And the intention now is for IEEE 603 and IEEE 27

7_ to both exist , is that what your testimony was?

8 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Yes. They will co-exist in

9 the future.

to 0 Mr. Clark,-you testified that it is important for
,

11 the operator to have flexibility to deal with accidents that
4

12 go beyond th e design basis accident. That is an accurate

13 statement of your testimony, isn't it?

14 A (WIThESS CLARK) That was a part of my sta teme n t

15 on that point was that the opera tor requires flexibility to

16 deal with whatever may occur.

17 0 can you tell me -- well, strike that. However,

18 for design basis accidents I take it -- and this question is-

j 19 probably better directed to Mr. Ross -- I take it that you

20 feel You have, with ECW's help, analyzed all those plant

21 transients and accidents and developed operator procedures

22 which will enable you to cope with all of those. That is

23 correct, isnt it?
!

=O 24 a (W1rNEsS R0sS> 11 1e correct ee we knew it todey,

25 YeS*
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/~3 -1 Q And you do not expect ---and those procedures are
V

2 mandatory on the operator. They do not allow

3 improvisation. That is correct, isn't it?

O.
4 A (WITNESS ROSS) I don't understand.

5 0 We are going to get into that more in detail when

6 we get to that portion af your-testimony, but in general the

7 procedures are quite specific. In other words, do not

8 throttle high pressure injection until the following

9 specific plant conditions are met.

10 That is correct, isn't it?

te A (WITNESS ROSS) That is correct. .

'12 0 And he is instructed to follow those directions

13 and not to depart from them, isn't that accurate?
.

'' 14 A (WITNESS ROSS) That is accurate.

15 0 And that would cover design basis accidents, yes?

16 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yes, it would.

17 0 So your concern for allowing opera tor flexibility

18 has got to be limited to accidents which_go beyond the

' 19 design basis, isn't that correct, Mr. Clark?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) No, it is not correct. '

21 0 You mean you foresee certain situa tions occurring

22 covered by operator procedures where the operator would :tave

23 the authority to depart from those procedures.

() 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe it is just as

25 impossible to foresee all possible sequences of events and
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. 1 reduce them to operating procedures'as it is to foresee all'

2 possible requences of events and reduce.them to automatic

fl 3 circuitry.
V

4 0 Well, would you disagree with Mr. Ross that your

5 operator procedures cover at least all design basis
~

6 accidents?

7 A *(WITNESS CLARK) Design basis accidents are a

8 defined class, and they typically are worst case or extremes

9 rather than being all possible g radations, and they

10 explicitly do not allow.for every possible failure or

11 sequence of f ailures. That is why you have procedures which

12 tell the operator to see if this is the case, then do that,

13 that sort of thing.4

O
14 Q Okay. But in terms of defining, pa r tic ula rly

15 focusing your attention on defining the. conditions for

16 termination of safety systems, it is your opinion that those

17 conditions have been defined for all design basis

18 accidents. They are included in your operator procedures,

19 a n d the operator is told to follow them in all si tua tio n s ,

20 1s that correct?

21 A (WITNESS CLARK) All of the design basis accidents

22 have been analysed, procedures have been developed to

23 provide guidance to the operator as to what to do in the
'

24 even t of all such accidents.

25 0 And that guidance is mandatory. It does not allow

O
.
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() 1 for improvisation, p' rticula rly wi th respect to the_ a

2 conditions for terminating safety systems.

s 3 A -(WITNESS. CLARK )' The operator is to follow the
CJ

4 procedures as written.

5 0 In all cases?

6 A (WITNESS CLA;K) The operator is to. follow the

7 procedures as written.

8 0 In all cases?

. 9 A (WITNESS CLARK) I would like to develop my

10 thinking and continue to answer the question if I could,

11 please. The operator is to follow the procedures as written
4

12 with one overriding principle which is that in the event

13 tha t in his judoment safety of the public or personnel

14 requires him to do comething not in the procedure,'he should\-

15 so d o .>

18 0 Would you tell me in what part of the operater

17 training the operator is told that there are certain

18 conditions during which he may depart fron the procedures?.

19 A (WITNESS CLARK) I cannot give you a specific

20 reference to that.

21 0 Are you aware that the operator is instructed

22 specifically along the lines that you just told us? Do you

23 think this is comething that he knows, or is he told you may

() 24 depart from the procedure if certain conditions exist?

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe he is told he is to
I

()
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) 1 llow the procedures in all' cases unless he believes that
.

2 the stfety requires him in an immediate sense to depart.from
:

3 it.
v

4 Q Is he told what indications he is to rely on in

5 order to give him -the knowledge that the public safety is

6 imminently in danger such that he should depart from his
(

7 procedures?

8 A (WITNESS CLARK) We are talking about situations

9 which are unforeseen. We believe that the design basis

10 analyses cover the events which he will encounter and' that

11 the procedures cover those events. However, when you ask

12 for an absolute statement that the operator is told never to

13 do something that is not in the procedure, I cannot answer

O.

14 that affirmatively but only as I have just answered it.

15 Q Well, isn't it accurate then going -- we have gone

16 full ci cle that your desire for operator flexitility or--

17 your statement that operator flexibility is a desirable'or a

18 necessary goal applies only to accidents beyond the design

19 basis?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) ll o .

21 0 Perhaps you could give me an example of an'

22 accident --
|

23 MR. BAXTEB4 Excuse me, Mr. Chairnan. I would

24 like the witness to be able to finish his answer before the
.i

25 next question.

O
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/~%
V 1 BY MS. WEISSa (Resuming)

2 C Please continue.

- 3 A .(WITNESS. CLARK) No, because your question talks

4 about being beyond the design basis, and I believe that that

; 5 has connotations and use'elsewhere, I wou ' say, rather than-

6 your term beyond the' design basis not explicitly covered by-

| 7 the analyses or the procedures.
!

8 0 Not explicitly covered by the --

| 9 A (WITNESS CLARK) Analyses or procedures unforeseen.

10 0 !s it your understanding th a t there are some

11 design basis accidents that are not covered by the analyses

12 and procedures?

13 A (WITNESS CLARK) No.

O.

14 Q No?'

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) Ey definition, " unforeseen"'

i

16 precludes there being some that I am aware of.

17 0 Could you repeat that last answer again?

18 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.- The term " unforeseen"

1g precludes the inclusion of those things of which I am aware.

20 0 Precludes, okay. Then I am not sure I understand

i
21 t h a t , but let ne ask the question again. You do understand

22 or it is your opinion that the operator procedures cover all

23 design basis accidents.

'

24 A (W ITF ESS CLARK) Yes.

25 0 Can you cive me.an example of a design basis

en

: .

:
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- ( ; 1 accident for- which the opera tor is given flexibility in the

2 determination of emergency safety systems?-

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) Loss of coolant accident.- ~j .

xJ
4 Q And what flexibility is he given with respect to'

5 terminating the safety systems?

6 A (WITNESS CLARK) As defined in our direct

7 testimony , he is given the flexiblity to throttle high

8 pressure injection flow provided defined conditions are met.

9 0 But he is not given the flexibility to throttle

to high pressure injection flow before those specified defined

11 conditions are met, is he?

12 A (WITNESS CLARK) The procedure requires that one
;

13 of those three sets of conditions be met before he can
_

' '> 14 thro ttle the flow.

15 0 So would you define the -- define what you mean by

16 flexibility in that case?

17 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not sure what you are

18 getting at.

19 0 Well, you agree with me -that the operator is given

20 defined and specified' conditions, and he is not permitted to'

21 throttle high pressure injection until those conditions are

22 met. Would you then define f or me what is the nature of the

23 operator's flexibility in a loss if coolant accident?

() 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe that you introduced the

25 term " flexibility,"-that I did not introduce it in this

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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(m_) 1 discussion. Perhaps what you are driving at is that as-

2 compared. with a situation in which the system would'not

'
3 allow him to throttle high pressure injection flow, we

4 believe that he should have the flexibility to throttle it

'

5when-those conditions exist.

6 0 If you don't like the word " flexibility," let me

7 substitute " exercise in judgment."

8 Now, you have agreed with me that the operator is

9 under no conditions for any design basis accident permitted

to to throttle high pressure injection until specified

11 conditions are met. Would you please tell me where the room

12 is for exdreise of operator judgment ?

13 A (WITNESS CLARK) The operator -- I am worried;

O 14 about the tarm'" judgment" a'nd how you may mean it. He is

15 required to exercise judgment in 'one sense in determining

16 tha t those conditions are met. He is not allowed to
'

17 exercise judgment in the sense of deciding to take action

18 contrary to those conditions being met.

19 0 Okay. So the operator is told just to verify that

20 the conditions are v.et, and then at that point -- from that
i

21 poin t on his course of action is wholly proscribed.

22 A (WITNESS CLARK) The procedure, I believe, tells

23 him to throttle flow so as to maintain a certain degree of

24 self -cooling . For example, it is proscribed to throttle-

25 flow. It is his experience and judgment to determine how to
,

i

h)N/
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(<_s(
,

j 1 do that so as to maintain the required conditions.

2. O Did you say.it his experience and judgment how to

r%~ 3 throttle high pressure injection?
U

4 A. ' WITNESS CLARK) The extent to which to throttle

5 it so as to-maintain the required conditions.
,

6 0 But these -- this judgment, this area of' judgment

7 which you hsve described is an area of judgment which does

8 not come into play until the specified conditions are met,

9 correct?

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. The judgment of how to

11 throttle flow does not a pply until you start throttling the'

_

12 ficw.

13 0 And what is -- would you describe for me what the

14 exercise of judqEen t is, if there is any, in verifying that'

15 the conditions are met?

16 A (WITNFSS CLARK) I think in a real sense it is

17 very limited in the sense that it is proscribed for him

18 which parameters to look at and what values they should be,,

19 greater or less than some value.

20 0 For these unforeseen events for which you think it

;is desirable to have operator flexibility or room for the

22 exercise of judgment I take it that these are events which
-

23 have not been identified or analyzed by the Babcock and

24 Wilcox Company, the General Public Utilities Company, the

25 Metropol.4. tan Edison Ca 7pany.

O
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r
i 1 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. As I said earlier, by

2 definition " unforeseen" means that.

3 0 Do you have any idea-what the probability is that
}

4 such an event would occur?

5 A (WITNESS CLARK) No. I am not a statistician. I

6 believe, however, tha t .the probability of an unf oreseen

7 event occurring is greater if you had more systems and more

8 complication and more things which can go wrong.

9 Q Well, with Three Mile Island Unit 1 as currently

10 designed, do you have any opinion or did you consider when

11 you were writing your testimony what th e probability is that

12 this unforeseen event, unforeseen by Babcock and Wilcox,

13 GPU, and Met Ed, will occur?

()'
14 A (WITNESS' CLARK) I personally did not consider it

15 in a numerical sense, the probability. In a generalized

16 sense, based on experience, I considered it to be not'

17 insignificant, and therefore deserving of consideration

18 before. deciding to add automatic features.

19 Q When you say "not insignificant" do you have any

20 qualitative notion of probability in mind? Do you mean

21 greater or less probable, for example , than one in a million

22 per reactor year?

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) I have no number.in mind, only a

-(A_) 24 relativa probability between the situation in which you
,

25 would have automatic circuitry and that in which you would

n-m
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(]) 1 not haveLit.

2 0 I am sorry. We did not hear the automatic. What

3 was that?

4 A (W.TINESS CLARK) I said I have no numeric value in

5 mind for probability, but only a relative probability

6 between the two cases, one where you -would have the system

7 as at present, and the other where you would have the system

8 with added' complication.

9 Q I am just asking you about TMI-1 a s it exists now.

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) I had already answered.that I had

11 no numeric value in mind.

12 0 Let me ask you this. Presumably the probability

13 that this event which has as yet been unforeseen by

- 14 everybody is far lower than th6 probability of a design

15 basis event which has been foreseen. Wouldn't you agree

16 with that?

17 A (WITNESS CLARK) Well, for any given unforeseen

18 even t I would agree. For the generic class of unforeseen

19 events I would not agree. I would reserve judgment.-

20 0 Do you have any idea of how many man-hours of

21 technical effort was spent b y Babcock C Wilcox analyzino

22 what they consider all possible accidents and transients?

23 A' (WITNESS CLARK) In a general sense, la rge .

O
(/ 24 0 And do you believe that if Babcock & Wilcox has

25 not been able with that large number of highly technical

O
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() 1 man-hours to. foresee this event that the operator in the
t

2 midst' of Lit. can be expected to take appropriate action?

? A (WITNFSS CLARK) Yes, I do.

t 4 Q Do you have any evidence of that?
4

5 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I think experience, and my
1
4

; 6 own personal experience derives from the Navy procram.

'

7 Experience shows that with tine, previously unforeseen

8 events occur, and properly trained operators have properly
,

'

9 dealt with them.

10 -0 Your experience from the milita ry, did you ever"

11 become aware of studies of subjecting highly trained

12 military recruits to simulated emergencies for the purpose

13 of comparing their response to their training?'

(')s
'

\-
14 A (WITNEh5 CLARK) I am not aware of those specific

15 studies?-

4

16 0 Would it surprise you to know that one-third of

17 all such trained persons fled in panic from sirulated

18 emergencies?
i

'

19 MR. EAXTER Objection, Mr. Chairman. If the

20 witness is not aware of the studies, he does not know what

21 kinds of simulations they were, what kinds of emergencies
I
'

22 there were. I don't see how he can form a judgment.

23 WITNESS CLARKs I was about to make a similar

() 24 commen t, tha t I would have to know what the simulated

25 emergencies were in order to form an opinion whether I was

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 surprised or not.
)

,

2 . CHAIRMAN SMITH: Sustained. |
~

3. (Lauchter.)

4 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

S_ 0 Mr. Clark, looking at your sta tement of;

6 qu' lifications -- just one second, please.a
.

7 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

8 0 Looking at your statement of qualifications I note
,

9 that you have been with GPU for I guecs a little less than a

10 year , nine months or so, is that correct?

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.

12 0 And would it be accurate to describe your,
;

13 responsibility for all three GPU reactors as a managerial

O 14 one?

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) The term " manager" is used by

16 many people in widely different senses. I am and consider

17 myself , and always have, primarily an engineer who is in

18 management as opposed to some other definitions of

19 " man agement. "

20 Q Okay. Did you ever work, prior to this job with

21 General Public Utilities, with any comnercial nuclear

22 facility or commercial nuclear utility?

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) Naval Reactors, as you may be

() 24 a ware , is responsible f or the Shipping Port Pressurized

25 Water Reaction Plant. While that is owned and operated by
'

emL)
,
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( )/ 1 the Department of. Energy -- it is owned by the Department of

2 Energy rather ; it is operated by Duquesne Light Company as a

3 commercial reactor plant.-

4 My responsibilities within Naval Reactors included

5 responsibility f or the Shipping Port plant for the past 15

6 years or so.

7 0 Exactly what was your day-to-day contact with the

.
8 Shipping Port facility?

9 A. (WITNESS CLARK) I guass it could be perhaps best

10 described as visiting a number of times a year, reviewing

11 technical ma tters having to do with it, and you know, this

12 is obviously a judgment, I did not, you know, keep a book on

13 it , perhaps every week or two weeks. ,It also included, and

O 14 I think perhaps pertinent to this discussion, cubsequent to

15 th e accident at Three Mile Island I was in charge for Naval

16 Reactors for reviewing the implications to the Naval

17 Reactors program of the Three Mile Island accident.

18 0 Would you say -- were yo u involved in th e design

19 of Shipping Port or any_othar commercial facility?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) I was not involved in the

21 original design of the Shipping Port plant, some of which

22 predated my joining Naval Reactors, and I was not involved

23 in the early days. I was involved in the design of the

O(/ 24 modifications made to the Shipping Port plant, primarily in
,

i

| 25 safety systems in conjunction with the insertion three or

A.
()

|
|
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O 1 four years ago of a new core; and that involved upgrading of
a

2 the emergency core cooling systems -- for example, remote

3 shutdown stations, things of that kind.

O-
4 0 What is the size -- did I interrupt your answer?

5 What is the size of the Shipping Fort p la'n t ?

6 A (WITNESS CLAPK) It is rated -- the original

7 rating was 50 megawatts electrical with capacity to allow it

8 to go to 150 megawatts electricals and it is has been

9 operated up to 150 megawatts electrical. And sometimes it

10 has been operated lower.

11 0 And that has been in operation since when?

12 A (WITFESS CLARK) 1*957.'

13 0 Is that a boiling water reactor, pressurized water

14 reactor? - -

15 A' (MITNESS CLARK) Pressurized.

16 0 And whc were the builders of that reactor then?

17 A (WITNESS CLARK) The reactor was designed by a

18 government laboratory operated for us by Westinghouse. I r

19 make that as a distinction from the commercial Westinghouse

20 re a c to r g ro u p .<

21 0 And is the Shipping Port -- your experience with

22 Shipping Port your only direct job-related experience with a

23 commercial nuclear f acility until you came to GPU? -

24 A ('JITNESS CL ARK) In the sense of direct j

25 responsibility, yes. In the sen se of f aniliarity and

1

i
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j 1 awareness with requirements of commercial reactors, no,

2 because we made it a practice to be aware of.the
:

I 3 requirements of commercial reactors in order to determine

LO
j 4 any applicability.to our own plants.

.

| 5 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)
,

I

j 6

i

i 8
1
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| () 1 0 Are the design criteria used by th e Division of

2 Naval Beactors identical to those used -- I'm sorry, you

3 cannot year?
,

4 DR. JORDAN You slipped up on my, kind of.

5 MS. WEISS: I am sorry.

6 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

7 0 The question is whether the design criteria used

,

8 by Naval Reactors are identical to those used on civilian'
i

9 plants?

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) No.

i 11 0 Have you ever performed a safety review or part of

12 a sa f e ty review for any commercial' facility, for any safety

13 system?

O
14 A (WITNESS CLARK) For Shippingport, yes. In a very

15 limited sense, since coming to GPU, in the sense of

16 modifications being made to the plant, yes.
P

17 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

18 C Are the criteria used lar Shippingport identical

19 to those used for Three Mile Islanc?

20 A (WITNESS' CLARK) No. Shippingport, the basic'

21 plan t predates Three Mile Island by many years and the

22 criteria have been evolving.

23 Q In fact, I think that Shippingport may have

() 24 predated the general -- promulgation of the general design'

i 25 crit eria ; is that correct?

O
i
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() 1 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do not know the date of the

2 general design criteria.

3 0 Do you know, Mr. Patterson?

4 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Yes, you are right. It

5 predates that. The general design criteria came out just

i
6 prior to -- 2/29/68.

7 A (WITNESS CLARK) The modifications made to

8 Shippingport in '67 '68 postdate the general design criteria

9 and much of what we did was reviewed by the NRC and by the

10 ACES before we installed the new core, and I am sure were

11 judged by us and by them in light of the then existing

12 gene ral design criteria.

13 C Did you have personal responsibility in an
'

14 engine'ering sense for the design of these modifications to

15 Shippingport?

16 A (WITNESS CLARK) I had personal responsibility for

17 the reactor, which includes the core, pressure vessel head,

18 and control drive mechanisms ; and had responsibility to
,

19 concur in the adequacies the safety systems which were
d

20 installed.

| 21 0 Did Shippingport have an emergency core cooling

22 system a t the time it began to operate?
,

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. |

() 24 0. What was the exact nature of the modification?

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think in the sense you ask it

O
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O i **e aeture or tae =oaiticetioa we= to 1=arove the
i

2 reliability of the power supply and to provide increaseda

3 redundancy for some portions of the fluid system. And if I

4 recall properly -- this may have been a prior modification.

! 5 That is the reason I hesitate. It was not all done at once

s -- to provide for improvements in the control of the boron

i 7 concentration in the fill wa ter.

8 I guess the other one was the remote operating

9 station or equivalen t.

I 10 0 Were your duties for the Navy primarily concerned

11 with the reactors f or the nuclea r submarines and nuclear

12 surf ace vessels?

13 A (WITNESS CLARK) I had responsibility for all the

;i O 14 reactors for the Navy. Numerically, the Navy reactors, you
1

15 know , were far greater in number than Shippingport. Because

.

16 of its uniqueness, the fact that different criteria did
,

17 apply and other factors, why, I would say that Shippinoport

18 proportionally got a greater share of attention than one out

19 of so many.

20 0 Can you give me an estimate of what percentage of

21 your working time when you were associate director f or the

22 Naval Reactor Division was spent on Shippingport and how

23 much was rpent on the other reactors?

O 24 x carrNsSS Ctiax) 1 ouess 1 wou1d civiee it into

25 three parts.- Let's say up to about eight years ago, 5

O
,
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h 1 percent.- From eight years ago until about two years ago,

2 where we were heavily involved in designing a new reactor,,

. 3 which was a breeder reactor, why, that 5 percent perhaps -

4 went to 15. And if I take the time af ter the TMI-2 accident

5 until I lef t the Navy, why, probably half of my time was
1
'

6 devoted to understanding the TMI-2 accident and the lessons

7 from it and attempting to apply them to the naval program,
,

<

'8 including Shippingport.

9 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

10 C These are the percentages of time spent on
.

11 Shippi.'oport?

12 A (WIT.'!ESS CLARK) Yes, ma'am. I believe that was

13 the question s was it not?

~

14 Q Yes, it was.

15 Can you tell me what the differences in design are
i

16 between the naval reactors -- and for simplicity 's sake,

17 exclude Shippingport from those, for the next series of
i

18 questions until I tell you otherwise. '4 hat are the

19 differences in design between the naval reactors and

20 commercial reactors?

21 A (WITNESS CLARK) I will necessariy have to be

22 general to avoid a classification problem.

23 0 Yes.

O 2. A (e1TutSS CtAEx) seve1 reectors e=e eeeigned for

25 -- I think the differences can be seen test, perhaps, ty

O
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(s's 1 thinking about the design requirements. Naval reactors are

2 designed for underwater shocks. So where a commercial

3 reactor is -- seismic requirements of perhaps 1.25,.1.50 g,

41.50 times the weight of it, the Navy would typically be

5 grea ter than 20 g.
1

6 Where the requirements'for maneuvering of civilian

: _
7 plants are typically to come to full power perhaps over a

4

8 couple of hours or something of that sort, the requirements

9 for the Navy are to maneuver much more rapidly.

10 I think the differences arise largely from those

11 more stringent requirements on the naval plants.

12 0 Is it also true, in the same general vein in which

13 you ha ve - been talking, th a t since the wellbeing of the crew

O
,

14 of the ship depends on the operation, continued operation of

15 th e reactor, that that continued operation is an overriding

16 goal in desion and operation of the naval reactors?

17 A -(WITNESS CLARK) I do not believe that is a

18 correct characterization . Naval reactors are required to

19 operate in port. The public health and safety -- if you

20 were to pick an overriding consideration, I think it would

21 have to be the public health and safety.

22 0 I am sorry. I am having a hard time hearing you.
|

| 23 A (WITNECS CLAFK). If you were to pick an overriding

() 24 considera tion, I think it would be public haalth and safety. .

25 :O This is for the naval reactors?
|

()
l
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-( ) 1 A (WITNESS CLAEK) Yes, ma'am. Is that what you

2 asked me?

3 0 Yes. But at least during the times when the ship

4 is a t sea , there really is no corresponding public to

5 consider, as there is with a commercial' reactor?

6 A (WITNESS CLARK) In a general sense, the way that

7 was dealt with was to allow modified requirements to apply

8 at sea , compared with the operation in port.

9 0 Then with the qualification that this applies

10 primarily when the ship is at sea, isn't it true that th e

11 overriding consideration becomes keeping that reactor in

12 operation? .

13 A (WITNESS CLARK) You have to say the overriding
(m .

~

\- 14 consideration in what? The overriding concideration in -

j 15 devising the procedures and requirements for operation at
l

16 sea, would be correct to say what you did. In the sense that

17 the design of the plant and the procedures f or operation in
|

18 p a t , it would not be correct to say what you did.

19 0 Would it be generally accurate tha t the naval

20 reactors are both smaller and less complex than the

21 commercial, typical commercial reactor?

22 A (WITNESS CLARK) They certainly are smaller, and

23 there are -- in terms of being more complex, there are pros

A) 24 and cons to that. If for a commercial plant, you take the(-
25 normal commercial -- the normal power operation and for a
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() 't minute exclude auxiliary facilities such as disposinq of |
2 radioactive wastes and' things of tha* kind, which perhaps

3 could be viewed dif ferently, I think if anything *he

4 commercial plants would be more complex.

5 But there are systems and components in the naval

6 plants whica do not exist in commercial plants, 2o it is

7 not all one way.

8 0 Could- you directly compare, without getting us

9 into classified inf ormation, the complexity of the emergency

10 core cooling systems for naval reactors on the one hand and

11 ';ommercial plants on the other?

12 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not sure in what sense you

13 want me to compare t'. tem. They clearly are different in

$
1'4 size . I think pernaps it would be more difficult to compare'

!
15 the emergency core cooling of Shippingport, and I would say

l 16 that that is quite comparable.

j Iy 0 Well, is it true that the ECOS systemc on

18 submarines are quite a bit less complex than the ECCS

19 systems on TMI-1?
f

20 A (WITNESS CLARY) On submarines, yes. Surface

21 units, yes, but to a much lester degree. And at

22 Shippingport, as I said, I think they are basically

23 comparable.

() 24 0 Mr. Ross, .a couple of questions on your
.

25 qualifications statement. You note that you graduated in

O
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1 1951 from the.U.S. Navy Nuclear Prototype School. Which

2 prototype school was that?'

i 3 A (WITNESS ROSS) Bainbridge, Maryland.

4 0 What sort of reactor?
i

5 A (WITNESS BOSS) Pardon me?
.

6 Q What sort of reactor?

7 A (WITNESS ROSS) S S W .. They really taught a basic

i 8 nuclear power plant system, is what they really taught.

'

g Q Do the letters and number "S5%" stand for anything

i
10 in particular?

| 11 .A (WIT"ESS ROSS) I think it would suffice to say it

12 would be standard naval nuclear plant.

13 Q Designed by Westinghouse?

14 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yes.

15 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

16 Q dr. Patterson, I would like to direct your-

17 attention to page 3 of your testimony, please. In the last

18 line'of that page, quote: "In support of this position, it

19 should be noted thst the 1971 issue of IEEE 279 clarified

j 20 the portion of Section 4.16 cited by UCS to read."

21 And then on the next page you give the new
i
I

~

22 language or the language with the addition.

I 23 Could you tell me first precisely what position

24 you were saying this change in language supports?

25 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) "he paragraph above that,'?.s.

O.

+
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() 1 Weiss, is - the one tha t that refers to , where I say that
,

2 Section 4.16 of 279 as cited by UCS is therefore applicable

3 only in the context of'this protection system's scope.
)

4 Q Would you tell me exactly -- Well, can you tell me

5 - 9o on to page 4 Can you tell me what the language of.

6 Section 4.16' looks like before the change ?

7 A (WITNESS P ATTERSON ) Yes. The language Tf 4.16

j 8 before the change essentially said that a protection system

9 action shall go to completion. And a f ter the change it said

10 a protection system action a t the system level shall go to

11 completion. That was the major change, the inclusion of the

12 words "at the system level."

13 0 It was my understanding that the purpose of that

O 14 change was to clarify thht if only one signal out of four on

15 a protection system indicated a need to actuate the ystem,

16 that that signal did not have to be locked in, that it was

17 -- that the change was intended to say you do not need to
i

18 lock in the signal until you gat two out of four. Is that

19 correct?

20 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I think that was what brought

21 on the -- there was some confusion in the original criteria

22 as to how it would apply to a multiple channel system.

23 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

) Q So the purpose of the change was to clarify that a24

25 spurious signal did not have to be locked in. That is

O
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()I 1 correct, isn't it, a one-channel signal?

! 2. A (WITNESS P ATTERSON ) Yes, except there ir an

3 exception to that, again. As I said, as long as there is

4 redundancy in the' system, which means that a single channel

5can trip and that does not go anywhere, that does not have

6to be locked in.

7 0 Would you tell me, then, how the change in
>

8 language supports your position that the section is

1 9 applicable only in the context of your definition of

$ 10 protection system?
.J

11 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) The difference between what

12 happens in the IEEE 279 '68 version and the IEEE 279 '71

13 version is slightly changed, but there is no change in scope.

O
14 0 Then would it be accurate that the change in

15 1anguage has no effect whatever on the scope?

16 A ('iITNESS P ATTERSON ) The change of language did
<

17 not have a change -- an ef fect on the change in scope. But

18 1t was also during that revision period, the authors did not

19 feel that there _ should be a change, either.
1

a 20 0 Ate You saying that you infer from the fact that

21 certain sections of the standard were changed, that certain
1

! 22 sections tha t ware not changed were_ reaffirmed?
,

23 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) Easically, yes.

() 24 0 Are you aware of whether Metropolitan Edison

|
25 committed at the operating license stage for Three Mile

|

4

|
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- * Island Unit 1 to comp.ly with IEEE 279 19667

a A (WITNESS PATTERSO'i) An I personally aware of

- 3 that? I have beard that statement. I have no personal
s

4 firsthand knowledge of that.

5 0 You have heard tha t that is correct?

6 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) I have heard that that is

7 correct, but'I have no personal firsthand knowledge.

8 0 Does anybody else on the panel have anything to

9 contribute on that question? You don 't know, Mr. Clark?

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) No.

11 A (WIT _YESS RCSS) I don' t know.

12 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

13 Q B&W supplied a portion of the plant, obviously,

O 14 for TMI. Do you know whether B&W committed to meet IEEE 279

15 for Three Mile Island Unit 1?

16 A (WITNESS PATTERSON) The only portion of the

17 protection system that I as aware of or would know about on

18 THI-1 was the reactor protection system. That was designed

isand built to IEEE 279 1968.

20 0 May I direct your attention, Mr. Clark, to page c

21 of your testimony, the fif th line after your testinony

22 starts on that paga. You state that: "Providing automatic

23 circuitry to prevent the operator from modifying a

24 particular action once it has been initiated is impractical

25 and would seriously complicate the plant and detract from

O,
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1 safety."

2 Before I begin, do you understand che UCS--

3 Contention was intended to ' apply only to protective actions

4 which are automatically initiated? Did you understand

5that? Is that how you understood the contention?

6 MR. BAXTEPs The contention says " safety

7 f unctions."

8 MS. WEISSs Can the witness answer the question?

9 WITNESS CLAEKs Ve read it -- and we will reread

10 it -- as being ceneral. I do not believe it says
i

] 11 automatically initiated. I don't recall it as saying that.

12 BY MS. WEISSs (Resuming)
J

13 0 And Sau are net aware --

O
14 A (WITNESS CLA'RK) Excuse me. I reread it. My,

15 recollection was incorrect. The contention does say

16 "initia ted a utoma tically. "

17 0 ty question was, is that what you understcod at

18 the time you wrote your testimony? Would it have any

19 bearing whatever on your testimony?
i

7.0 A (WITNESS CLARK) I wrote the testimony directly
;

21 af ter reading the contention. That is what I understood at

22 the time of writing my testimony.

i CHAIRMAN SMITHS I think you pointed out the need23

( for some clarification on your contention. It is true that24

25 the basis refers to a safety function which is initiated,

*
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1 automatically. But your final sentence, your conclusion,

2 does not limit that to an automatic safety f unction.

3 MS. WEISS: Well, but the section --' {}
4 CHAIRMAN SMITH I think a fair inference is you

5 may have intended it.

6 MS. WEISS: This section of IEEE referenced refers

7 only to automatically initiated safety systems.

8 CHAIR. TAN SMITH: In any event, that is what you

I

9 intended with the contention?

10 MS. WEISS: Yes. There has been quite a bit of

11 discovery on it. I just do not want to -- I wanted to make

12 sura there was no misunderstanding when the testimony was *

13 written.

O' 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you object if we inserted

15 the words "a utomatically initirted safety function"?

16 MS. WEISS: You could, on the last line of the
,

17 con tention, that could be changed to reada "The design must

18 be modified so that no operator action can prevent the

19 completion of 3 safety systE m once automatically initiated."

20 MR. POLLARD: Could we come back to you with the

21 lang uage?

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good thinking.

23 MR. BAXTER: We are going to get a new contention

( 24 at t.e r the recess? Is that what I understand?

25 MS. WEISS: Did you misunderstand it, Mr. Baxter? !
!
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() 1 3R. BAXTER I don't believe I did.:

2 MS. WEISS: I don't believe you did, either.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It will be a narrower contention,>

}!
* - 4 and that is almost an absolute right.
,

5 BY MS. WEISS (Resuming)

!

6 0 Would you define, please -- back on this general

7 section of your testimony -- define what you mean by

8 " impractical"?

9 A (WITNESS CLARK) There are at least two elements
a

10 to that. One is the one we discussed earlier, in terms of

itthe inability to foresee all possible situations. The other

12 has to do with the number of original circuits or what-not

13 which would be involved in trying to do that, even for those

14 th a t could be. foreseen.

15 0 We aave talked enough about No. 1. Let's talk

16 about No. 2. There are indications in the control room

17 already, the circuitry in the control room, covaring all the

]
18 parameters which comprise the conditions necessary for

19 termina ting safety systems; isn't tha t correct?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I will qualify that to my

21 personal -- to the three systems cited in the conten tion

22 which I have reviewed. I have not presently reviewed the
9

23 other systems.
~

() 24 Q So you already have signals driving meters in the

25 cont rol room . '4h e r e is the additional complexity involved

Oi

,

J
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(} 1 in using the same signals, in wiring them in to the control

2 circuits for the equipmant used to throttle, for example,

3 high pressure injection ?

O
4 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think it might be useful and

5 directly responsive to that question to take one of these

6and start to think, what is involved in the word

7 " interlock ." The signals involved in the determination of

8 emergency core cooling are on the order of eight

9 temperature indications from the plant, several flow

10 indications, and several pressure indications. And the

11 criteria given to the operator to terminate the emergency

12 core cooling or to throttle are three, A, B, or C, each of'

! 13 which involves comparing several of those signals.
,

14 In order to prevent the operator f rom taking

15 action to throttle, you have to take the signale which
;

!

16 already exist at the meter, run them somewhere e:Ise, provide

17 logic, equipment to compare them for each of the three

18 cases, and to compare the three cases to see that you meet

19 one of the th ree , and then take that signal to some position

20 and some device which, if the logic is not satisfied, would
1

21 defeat any operator attempt to take an action.

22 (Counse) for UCS conferring.)

23 On reflection, to add to that, failure of any of
1

(_,) 24 tt w o wires or interlocks or devices would now add an |,

25 additional possible factor to be considered 'y the
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1 operator. Since you want the operator to m5fiitor and see{} .

; 2 that the systems are working properly, you would then likely

3 require indication to him of the proper performance of the

( '

4 devices I just described. So that you would be adding

5 f urther indication or alarm or ability to determine what was

6 going on to that with which the operator already has to

7 deal.

8 BY MR. POLLARD:

9 0 Mr. Clark, just so it is less time-consuming in

10 the hearino, I will just take over for Ms. Weiss and~ follow

11 up on wha t you started here.

12 Are you referring when you talk about the--

13 conditions for throttling high pressure injection, am I

i 14 correct tha t you are referring to the conditions which are
l

15 set forth in Emergency Procedure 1202-6B on page 8, which is

16 UCS Exhibit 6.
.

! 17 A (WIVNESS CLARK) I was referring in the first

18 instance to tho.e filed by Kr. Foss. I am not sure that
.

!

19 that is the right number or not that you gave me.

20 MR. EAXTER: Mr. Pollard, when you said page 8 you

21 meant page 8 of the testimon y, didn 't you?

22 MR. POLLARD: Page 3 of the procedure.

!

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH:- Are we going to need this to I

(]) 24 follow this, Mr. Pollard? Our copies are back in the file.

25 WITNE2S CLARK: I believe they are the same as in
.,

*

-s

w
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([) I the testimony on page 8.;

2 MR. POLLARD: I will work from th a conditions that

3 are in the prefiled testimony on page 8.

4 BY MR. POLLARD 4 (Basuming)

5 0 If you take condition A, which sta tes the LPI

6 system is in operation and flowing at a rate in excess of

1 71,000 gallons per minute in each line, and the situation has
:

8 been stable for 20 minutes. Mr. Clark, what informa tion

9 does the operator have to verify that the flow rate is ind

10 excess of 1,000 gallons per minute in each line?
i

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do not remember the exact

12 indication, but he does have indication, a meter, a dial, a

13 ceadout of some kind, which shows him flow rate in the low

14 pressure injection lines.

15 0 And what information does he have to determine

16 that the situation has been stable?

17 A. (WITNESS CLARK) He has available to him all the
,

18 indication in the control room. I would expect that the

19 operator Vould ref er primarily to temperatures and pressures !

20 in the prima ry and secondary plant.

21 I think perhaps that is illustrative of another

22 element of what is practical to define for an cutomatic

23 system. The word " stable" I think you can define for an

() 24 oper ator and he can exercise a judgment as to whether it is
,

25 - s t a b le . And .that is a lot harder to build into a circuit.

.

:
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b'~%
1 So perhaps that is a third element to my answer to Ms.

2 Weiss' earlier question.

3 0 Is it not possible that the operator could

O 4 interpret that sentence to mean that the 1,000 gallons flow

5 per minute has been stable?
,

6 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do not like to deal with the

7 word "possible," because in one tense anything is possible.

8 So in that sense, yes, it is possible. I do not think it is'

9 likely.

10 I think that if the in ten t, and if the operator

11 were to interpret it that way, it would say that the flow
,

12 has been stable for 20 ninutes.

'

13 0 In other words, you are saying that this procedure

14 leaves it up to the operator to decide how to determine

15 whether tb9 plant whether the situation has been stable?--

16 A (WIT 5ESS CL ARK ) Yes.

17 0 And I assume for the 20-minute part of tha t ,

18 instruction he has some sort of a clock?

19 A ('4IThESS CLASK) Yes.

20 0 Now, for instruction B, is it not correct tha t the

21 operator would have saturation meters to determine whether

22 the temperature is at 50 decrees below the saturation

23 temperature?

() 24 A (WITNFSS CLARK) The operator would have a'

25 saturation meter available to him. His instructions in this

O
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'

1 and other emergency' procedures are to not rely on the

2 single indica tion where multiple indica tions are available,

; 3 and therefore he is trained ~and instructed to look at all
: O 4 available indica tion , which would include the saturation

i

j 5 meter or meters, the hot and tho cold leg temperatures in
j

| 6 each of 'the loops, which I think in the control room there

7 are four from each loop, four from each hot leg in the

8 control room and two from each cold leg in the control room,'

j 9 something like th'at.
'

;

| 10 And we would expect him to look at those as well
!
'

11 as the saturation meter.

| 12 0 You are aware, are you, that the saturation meters

13 use those temperatures and . pressures as inputs?
'

'

14 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes, I am. I am also aware of
'

i

15 the f act that the saturation meter is no more infallible

16 than any other device. And we consider it proper for the

17 operator to consider all the information available to him in"

18 making a determination such as intervening in a safety

19 system such as with this. And he.is so instructed
;

20 explicitly.
1

21 Q So it is possible,-if we had.a failure on a

22 temperature instrument which indicated a lover temperature

i

1 23 than actually-existed, and that temperature. instruecnt

- 24 supplied input to'the saturation meter, the saturation meter

25 would also indicate more of a saturation margin tl an
r

O.-

r .
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(} 1 actually exists, and therefore the operator would have two

2 wrong indications?

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) For the failure you describe --

4 vell, first, he would have one wrong indication in the

5 temperature detector which you have postulated to have
,

6 f ailed . He would also have available and be relying on the

' 7 order of seven or eight other ' temperature indications, all'

8 of which presumably have not failed at the same instant.
1

9 In terms of the saturation meter, I do not recall

10 whether it relies on a single temperature indication or

11 no t. I am inclined to believe that it does not, but I am

12 not certain of that. If it relied on a single one and that
.

13 was the one which had f ailed , then it would be an error. If

14 it relied on multiple indications and all had not failed,

15 then it would not be in error.
.

16 I just am not certain on the facts on that.

17 C Do you know whether all of the temperature

18 indications and pressure indications, flow indications,

19 which are available to the opera tor, which you have

20 testified he has available to consult, are all safetr grade?

21 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not personally certain of

22 that fact. I would expect they are, but I have not

23 personally verified that.

() 24 0 For item C or instruction C, would you agree that

25 a device which has to compute the allowable

O

|
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1 pressure-temperature region would be'at about the same

2 complexity as a device which has to compute the saturation

3 margin? -

O
4 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not certain. They both

5 involve monitoring and comparing pressures and

6 temperatures '. However, I believe the allowable

7 pressure-temperature region definition, or a calculation

8 thereof, would likely involve some allowance for thermal lag

9 or for temperature difference between the point at which you

10 are measuring it and the point of interest, which is the

11 reactor vessel wall.

12 So I believe there may well be an additional

13 f actor or factors in the pressure vessel temperature

14 comparison which would not exist in the saturation meter

15 device.

16 0 Perhaps I phrased my question incorrectly. Have

17 You examined floure 2, and you are generally familiar with

18 what it looks like? .

19 A (WITNESS CLAEK) Yes.

20 0 Do you think that curve is roughly the same as you

21 migh t see if you looked at the steam table curve of

22 saturation versus temperature?

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) .Yes.
,

24 0 Then you would agree, if you had to design a

( 25 device to simulate that curve, it would be of about the same

I

|O
h
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(~ ') 1 order of complexity as the saturation meter?
\._,/

2 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. My ea rlier comment was

3 aimed more at devising this curve than at monitoring it,_s()'~
4 once devised.

5 0 Now, considering the information that is available

6 to the operator and on which he is coing to base his

7 decision as to whether or not the plant is in a condition

8 which permits throttling of the high pressure injection, why

9 do you believe tha t the situation is less desirable if you

10 t h en take that same information and physically incorporate

11 it into the circuit such that the operator cannot throttle

12 high pressure injection until those very instruments tell

13 him that ,it is permissible to throttle high pressure
/m

k-) 14 injection ?

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) As I discussed earlier, it is

16 impossible to foresee all sequences of events. So that is a

17 general concern about doing what you said.

18 We also talked about the definition of " stable,"

toand in order to meet criterion A you would have to devise a
|

20 definition of " stable" which you are satisfied covored all |

21 conditions and could be reduced to elements introduced |
|

22 within an automatic circuit. I tnink those are perhaps two

23 main elements of the concern.

() 24 Q In other words, you believe the ha rdware needea to

25 define " stable" is a complex set of equipment?

V
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{} 1 A ('41TNESS CLARK) I believe that for any definition.

2 of " stable," it might be relatively complex or less

.

a complex. I believe that the ability to define in advance,

O- 4 for all possible circumstances and sequences of even ts what

5 stable is, such tha t it could be understood by a device, is

6 im practical.
,

7 0 But fou nevertheless believe that the operator

8 would be able to figure this out?

9 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I think inherent in this

10 whoie argument is that a trained operator, a properly

11 educated an$ trained opera tor with the guidance and the

12 practice on the simulator and everything else that goes with

13 it -- and we really ought to think of operator as the

14 opera ting staff, and the operating staff today includes so

15 many RO's, CRO, shift technical adviser, what have you, that

16 the operating staff has a greater capability to deal with

17 the unforeseen, the unimagined, the unusual, than'any

18 preprogrammad device.

19 And I believe that that is inherent, because they
i

20 have available to them all the information of what is :

21 actually showinc up, whereas in order to preprogram it you*

22 have to conceive all possible calculations of what may be

23 showing up, and that is at the heart of the impracticality.

() 24 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to

25 interrupt. I would like to propose at a convenient point
,

.
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() Ithat we taka our mid-afternoon break. I ' don 't want to

2 in terrupt if there is a line Mr. Pollard wants to conclude.

3 CH AIRM AN SMITils Okay, let's take --,,

4 MR. POLLARD I don't have many more questions on
,

5 this line. If I could just complete this. Probably less
,

6 than five minutes.

7 CHAIE5AN SMITHS All right.

8 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

9 BY MR. POLLARD (Resuming)
,

to 0 Am I correct in interpreting sort of your bottom

11 line conclusion of your testimony, on the one hand you are

12 balancing having the availability for the operator t'o make

13 judgments for unforseen sequences of events as an advantage

14 -- you are balancing that against the disadvantage -- excuseN-

15 m e .

16 You are balancing that against a system which

17 would have the advantage that he could not terminate high
;

'

18 pressure injection f or all foreseen events?

I ig A (WITFESS CLARK) I have a'little trouble following

20 thst.

21 0 I had a.little trouble asking it.

22 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe the answer is yes, that

23 1t is better to rely on the operator where there is time

() 24 available and proper inf orma tion available to him than it is.

25 to attempt to' provide automatic means which would prevent

f'N -,

V."
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() I hia from acting. And I believe that is the same as what you

2 said , in a little dif ferent words.

3 EY MS. WEISSs (Resuming)'

'

4 4 Q I think you probably a re answering the question

5 right, -but just so the record is clear, let me.try to
i

6 restate it. On the one hand, you have a system where the

7 operator is prevented from prematurely terminating a safety
i

8 system f o r all design basis e' vents. On the other hand, you I

I

9 have a system where the operator is not prevented from

10 terminating the safety system for all design basis events,
;

11 and he is permitted the flexibility of dealing with ;

12 unforeseen events.

13 Those are mutually exclusive systems. In your4

14 view , balan:ing the advantages of one against the other, it'

15 is better to have a system which permits you in unforeseen

16 events to have operator flexibility than to have a system

17 which prevents you from having operator error for foreseen

18 even ts.

19 A (XITNESS CLARK) I believe the answer to that is

20 ye s , that is what I believe. There is one clarification I

21 would _suggest to what you said at the beginning, though.

22 You said, to heve a system which prevents the operator from

23 intarvening f or all design basic even ts, and I am not aware

() 24 of any such system.

25 It would be a system which prevented the opera tor

O.
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|; O -i eco 1aterveaiaa <=r 11 eveat - ae12ade1 1e-

? 2 foreseen and ' unforeseen, and the system would be unable to |

3 discriminate between those two classes of events.

} 4 0 Yes, you are correct.

5 MS. '4EISS This is a_ break point.
lY

l- 6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, we'll take a
.

;

7 ten-minute break.
:

! 8 (Recess.)

9.

10

.

i 11
,

j 12.

13

i O
-

-

t 14
j

15

1 16

i 17
1-

| 18

19

; 20

) 21

| 22
|
.

'
23

O u.

25j

O

; :
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/")N
1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Are we ready to begin?

\.

2 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

3 0 Mr. Clark, on the top of page 5 of your testimony

)i
4 you say. that "From the very beginning of the nuclear power

5 industry the plant operator has been recognized as a

6 required element to correct plan t operation. It has always

7 been recognized that*it would be impossible to construct a

8 plan t which would opera te correctly under all conditions,

9 and that a properly trained operator control of the plant is

10 the be st continuing guarantee of correct operation."

11 What is the source of your inf ort a tion on the very

12 beginnino of the nuclear power industry?

13 A (WITNESS CLARF) I think that that goes to the

() 14 original design of the Shipping Port plant, and while I was'

15 n o t di rec tly involved personally in the original design of

16 the Shipping Port plant, I was involved for many, many yea s

17 with the people who did do that design, including the man

18 who was in charge of it. And they were very free with the

19 fact that tha t underlay their approach from the very

20 beginning. It also underlay, al th o ug h I think perhaps less

21 pertinen tly, the Navy approach.

22 I think if you take the old ways, it cones on up

23 through things like the 603 document which has been

() 24 introduced in the testimony of 3311ari, where I believe..;

25 1t is in Section 310, desi; Jc- 5 -- it requires in the

k'
1
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() 1 design basis that you define the following, and 310 is the

2 critical points in time'or the plant conditions after the

3 onset of a design basis event. And then it goes to itemize 23
J

4 and I would like to refer to item D first.

5 Item D says, "The point in time or plant

6 condi'.lons which define the proper completion of the

7 protective action at the system level," so you have to

8 predefine the conditions or the time that that is the

; 9 completion of the protective action.

10 Item C, a distinct item, requires you to define

11 the conditions after which a deliberate operator

12 intervention m ay prevent the completion of protective action

13 a t the system level. So that 603 clearly recognizes a

14 distinction between those conditions which define completion

15 of protective action and those conditions which should allow

16 operator intervention.

17 Q Does 603 allow-operator intervention before the

e cocpletion of the safety function?

19 A (WITN2SS CLARK) 603 requires the designer to

20 define both sets of conditions incependently of one

21 another. I think there is a fairly clear inference that if

22 the opera tor were not to be allowed to intervene before the

23 completion of the safety function, it serves no purpose to

() 24 define those conditions separately.

25 You coull merely state that once the safety
,

l

i

|
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'/^% 1 function is complete, he is allowed to intervene. So I
\s)

2 think there is a very strong sug g e s tio n that because they

3 are defined separately, the operator intervention can
'

4 precede the other set of conditions.

5 I am not sure whether.I should continue to finish

6 the answer to that.

7 Q Please feel free.

8 A (WITNESS CL.hK ) Okay. I think a third element in

9 that is the studies af ter TMI-2 -- and I refer specifically

10 to Kemeny , Rogovin studies as two of the major studies --

11 have a heavy emphasis.on the requirement to educate the

12 operator, the requirement to give him well-defined

13 procedures , the requirement for training, and do not have

('

14 any such emphasis or, to my recollection, an y recommendation

15 that steps should be taken to prevent operator intervention.

16 So I would suggest and believe tha t those studies

17 support the statement that, you know, this has been an

18 underlying approach from the beginning up until the present

19 time .

20 Q Do you know it' anything in any of those studies

21 supports the proposition that an operator can compensate for

22 poor design or ought to be used for roor design?

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) There are two different questions.

() 24 Q I would like you to answe'r the second one, please.

25 .A (WITNESS CLARK) I certainly don't rocall anything

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(~) 1 in the studies -- and if there were, I would not endorse it
v

2 -- which says that you should use the operator to com pen sa te

3 - 3 for poor design in the sense of intentional. I believe that

G
4 if there.were a poor design that a good operator in fact in

5 prac tice could attem pt to compensate for it. However, that

i

6 is not something that one should rely upon in developing or
,

7 accepting a design.

8 0 In preparing your testimony did you refer anywhere

i 9 to IEEE 603 -- your prefiled w ri tten direct testimony?

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) To the best of my recollection I
!

11 did not. 603 was brought to my atten tion by review of Mr.

12 Pollard 's direct testimony which, as I recall, were filed

13 subsequent to my filing my own.
(D
\/ 14 Q Let me direc't your a ttention to page 6 of your

15 testimony at.the very top. Actually, I should probably

16 begin at the last sentence on page 5 when you say that

t 17 " Subsequent bypass of such circuits, on the other hand,

18 proceeds on a much more deliberate basis. The operators

19 have ample opportunity to verify that the conditions

20 prerequisite to bypass are in fact met. They can, as
~

21 appropria te, refer to written operating procedures and/or

22 consult with their immediate supervisor prior to activating

23 the bypass."

() 24 Isn't it correct that the reference to written

25 procedure and the consultation with supervisors would be

(2)-

j

1
i
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{} 1 solely: for the purpose of verifying that the conditions

2 prerequisite to bypass are met?

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) I would be hesitant to say that

.O"''

4 an operator in an emergency would consult solely on any

5 narrowly defined things. I think he would consult with his

6 supervisor on the situation, certainly including wha t you

7 said . Bu t to, you know , state that he would not consult on

8 anything else, I would be unwilling to so state.

9 Q Bat at least with respect to all design basis

10 acciden ts, this consultation would not include consulting

11 about modifying or waiving emers ~.cy procedures in any way.

12 A (WITNESS CLARK) The p;imary basis for the

13 co n s ul ta tion should be, and I believe would be, with regard

() 14 to whether the requirements of the procedure are met.

15 Again , to sa y that something would not ha ppe n, you know, I

16 do not think really I should be expected to say that nothing

17 else would be discussed.

18 0 Let's go on to the examples that you discuss en
.

19 page 6. Is it your testimony -- you list fix examples on

20 pages 6 and 7. Is i t your testimony that these are all
,

21 examples of cases where the operator has to intervene before

22 the specified plant conditions have been met for termination

23 of saf ety systems?

() 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) No, it is not.

25 0 Which of the examples are situations where the

.
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(} 1 operator must intervene before the plant conditions for

2 termination of safety systems have been met?

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) None of them.i

!

4 0- In that case didn't you understand tha t the UCS

5 contention would permit the operator to terminate the saf ety

6 function af ter the plant conditions are met?

7 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes, I did understand tha t.

8 0 And t hese ' examples are no t inconsistent in any way

9 with the UCS contention.

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) They are inconsistent in a nense

11 that your contention is autonatic circuitry ought to be

12 provided to prevent them from intervening before that. And

13 wh a t we are saying is that to add such circuitry is

14 unnecessary and has the disadvantage of further complicating

15 th e plant, introducing the possibility of additional errors,

16 failures, or unforeseen sequences and aking it impractical

17 for the operator or tending to make it inpractical for the

18 operator to understand and diagnose the situation and take

19 proper action.

20 0 Have you listed any case at all, given any example
i.

21 at all where adding the circuitry that UCS suggests would

22 prevent the operator from taking an action necessary for
!

23 public health and saf ety, on the assumption that the

() 24 circuitry operates as designed?

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) ';o
1
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/~T 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: When you were rc~ 'g-to plant(.)
2 condition , M s. Weiss, could you give me a better

3 explanation, both of what you meant and what the witness
O

' 4 understood you to mean?
.

5 MS. WEISS: I referred to the plant conditions

6 listed in this testimony by Mr. Ross on pages 8 through 10s

7 that is, the conditions necessary for termination of ECCS,

8 the conditions nec'essary for termination of emergency

9 f eedwater, the conditions necessary for termination of

10 containment isolation.

11 CHAIEMAN SMITH: So you would not disagree then

12 with Mr. Clark that the operator could throttle, for

13 ex am ple , HPI when condition A'was met, on prge 8, for

^ 14 example?

15 MS. WEISS: We take no exception with the

16 definition of the conditions which would permit the operator

17 to terminate the safety system.

18 DR. JORDAN: I am really having a little bit of a

19 problem, I must admit, understanding where there is a

20 difference between Mr. Clark and, sa y , Mr. Follard. I

21 suppose it .is understanding what is meant by " completion."

22 The IEEE 279 as quoted in the contentions rays that the

i 23 protection systems shall be so designed that once initiated

() 24 the protection sy; tem action shall go to completion.

25 Nell, I think that Mr. Clark did have some further

O
V

4
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~h 1' definitions of what he meant by " completion," but he never,
(V .

2 I do not believe, said tha t the operator should stop the

3 action before arriving- at his point, what he meant byg-
V

4 completion .

5 Now, if that -- is there a difference of opinice

6between Mr. Pollard and Mr. Clark as to what " completion" is?

7 WITNESS CLARKs Could I attempt to clarify that?

8 DR.-JORDAN: I would invite both you and Mr.

9 Pollard to help, and Mr. Sholly I also saw shaking his head.

10 WITNESS CLARKs I believe there are two distinct

11 bases for judging the appropriateness of what we propose,

12 and that there is a great tendency to mix them, and that

13 that does not contribute to understanding.

14 I refer to the first basis as the standards, 279,
,

15 603, the regulations as explicitly defined. It is our

16 position that the standards as written quite clearly define

17 completion of protective action as getting the signal to the

18 pu m p or the motor and do not bear on the further operation.
;

19 DR. JORDANS Okay. Then there is a genuine

20 difference. You would say getting the signal to the control

21 rods to drop is enough, whether they drop --

22 WITNESS CLARK: No, no, no. All I am saying is

23 that 279 very explicitly does not carry the argument beyond

() 24 that point, so where an argument is to be based on the

25 standard I believe it is quite clear that the standard

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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4

(} 1 limits itself'to the scope I just described.

2 There is sn entirely separate argument as to what

3 is proper for safety, and that is covered by a lot of other

4 standards, by judgment,. by practice, but the standard itself

,

5 is quite limited.

6 DR. JORDANS I don't see how you say that. Are

7 you looking at that one statement in the con tention ,

8 " Protection systems shall be se designed. Once initiated

9 prot ective" -- do you disagree with that as a standard?

10 WITNESS CLARKs I agree with that statement.which

'

111s extracted f rom 279.

12 DR. JORDANS All right.

13 WITNEE5 CLARK: And I agree that when.you read all
,

.

. 14 of 279 it says, "The prote'ctive system goes from the sensor

15 to the terminal on the pump or valve," and that it says,

16 " Completion of protective action as discussed in 279 is for

17 th e signal to get f rom the detector to th e terminal."
i

18 279 literally does not itself address anything

19 thereafter.

20' DR. J0RDANs Are you saying 279 therefore is

21 deficient?

22 WITNESS CLARK I am saying 279 had a limited
,

23 s cop e , that there see other standards and requirements which

( ))_ 24 apply. There are general design criteria. There are other
,

25 things. But that an arcument which says tak e 279,
,

|

O
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(') l' intentionally' written and limited by the authors to this
%

2 part of it, and say it appites to more,-that that is an

3 i+ proper argument. That tha argument based on the standard

.

4 is invalid because the-standard limits itself. to a very
,

5 smsll part of the whole problem; that the remaining argument

6 then is what is proper, needed, right you know, whatever--

or is covered by things other than7 term 'you want to use --

8 279.

9 DR. JORDANS So it is not so much the conten tion

10 itself as written that your problem is but rather it was Mr..

11 Pollard 's testimony concerning that contention.

12 WITNESS CLARK: The statement that 279 prohibits

13 w h at we are saying should be allowed, we believe that
_

'

14 statemen t is incorrect and t ha t 279 does no cover the ground.

15 DR. JORDAN: All right. I think I am beginning tc

16 understand it.

17 Yr. Pollard, do you have disagreement now?

18 MR. POLLARD: Dr. Jordan, I will take my

19 opportunity when I am on the stand.

20 DR. JORDAN: All right. Okay.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If we want to know now, I think

22 we can find out now. It is okay.

23 MS. WEISS: Let me say something and then if you

()' 24 va nt to --,

25 DR. JORDAN: I don't want to prejudice Mr. Pollard.,

(

,
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1 CHAIREAN SMITH I don't think we have to worry-

).
2 about it. 1 would like to know'what the positions are now.

3 MS. WEISS: I will tell you.

(Z)
'

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If he needs relief he can ask for

5 it.

6 MS. WEISS: Our position.is -- and I think that

7 Mr. Clark has accura tely broken the question into twC

; 8 parts. Our position is not -- strike that.

9 Let-me state it in the positive sense. Our

10 position is that IEEE 279 both has been interpreted beyond

' 11 -- to apply beyond the point where he says it is stopped,

12 and we give examples in our direct bestimony of ways in

13 which it has been applied beyond the narrow scope that the

14 licensee and the staf f limited it to. 5ut more impor-tantly

15 that one -- what we believe one of the primary Lessons

16 Learned for Three Mile Island accident is that it should be

17 so interpreted, and we have given you a piece of testimony

18 that goes over the history of the development of the

19 standard , plus what we believe to be some appropriate

20 insights drawn from the accident to support that general

21 argument.

22 DR. JORDAN: That sounds reasonable to me, what

23 you are sa yin g , but then aren't you saying IEEE 279 should

('S 24 be reinterpreted or rewritten?
%)

25 MS. WEISS: I think our position is IEEE 279 as

(
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h 1 properly interpreted would call for what we have called for.
,

2 DR. JORDANS All right.

. 3 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Now, to get back to my earlier

4 question, my question was what'was meant by -- what did you

5 mean by " plant condition," and tha t has never cotten

6 answered.

7 MS. WEISS: The plant conditions are all of the

8 conditions listed in their ter.timony which permit

9 termination of the safety systems.

10 CHAIRBAN SMITH: Okay, then' So you would agree.

11 that once initiated, the HPI could be terminated by the

12 operator when the three conditions on page 8 are satisfied.

13 That is your position.

14 MS. WEISS: Exactly.

15 MR. POLLARD: Any one of th er .

16 CHAIRMAN S5ITH: Any one of them.

17 MS. WEISS: The contention is the plant should be

18 designed so the operator can terminate it before the

19 conditions are . net, but he is perfectly free to terminate it

20 af ter those conditions are met.

21 DR. JORDAN: That helps m> to understand. I was'

22 puzzled by that. It was a contradiction I could not

23 understand.

24 3r. Sholly, did you have something you wanted to'

25 add to that?

O1
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(~)) 1 WITNESS CLARK: Could I comment on one thing that
%

2 was' just said with regard to the fact tha t 279 has been

3 interpreted as applying more' broadly than I said, and I

O
4 suggest that that is not a proper characteriza tion . There

s are a lot' of standards an sources of requirements of which

3 279 is one. It very clearly limits itself to the scope I

7 have described.

8 It is true that some of the things, the
i

9 principles, if you will, in 279 have been applied

10 elsewhere. I believe that is different than saying that 279

11 itself has been applied elsewhere.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: ?.r. Clark, what is your position

13 '' excuse me for not picking it up, but what is your
-

k- 14 ptsi tion f or the example of throttling of HPI? Do you

15 believe that the operator should bs given th e power to

16 thro ttle the HPI before any one of those conditions on page

17 8 are met?

18 WITNFSS CLAEK So. It is our position that the

19 operator should throttle HPI after one of those conditionu

20 1s met. That is the way our procedurec are written. The

21 poin t in controversy is whether you provide automatic means

22 to prevent him f rom intervening earlier, or whether you rely

23 on him to not intervene earlier.

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, I understood that to be the

25 controversy. But my question was do you think that he i

'
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f~) 1 should, under any circumstances, throttle the HPI before any :

2 one of those three conditions are met?

3 WITNESS CLARK I think that he should have the)
s /

4 flexibility to so do for some unforeseen event which would

5 make that a proper th.ag to do.

8 Now, the question came earlier, and perhaps I

7 could address it now, where does it say the operator is

a required to do whatever he thinks is necessary for health

9 and safety. And it is in our administrative specifications

10 for the station which say that in the event the plant is in
|

11 a condition or state' of parameters outside of those defined

12 or foreseen, that it is not only allowable but required of

13 the opera tor to take those actions which it considers

1
14 necessary for health and saf ety. So that where he faces a

15 situation which has not been foreseen and the actions

1 16 proscribed f or him, he is in fact required to do what he

17 believes is necessary. And it is in the admin spec.

18 CHAIRMAN SHITHa Yes. I understood all that part

19 of your testimony. I was trying to understand your

20 testimony in the context of specific examplas.

21 WITNESS CLARK: It is in our administration

22 specifica tions.

23 DR. J0P. DAN: I' guess then that the question that I

(/) 24 asked the other day, almost inadvertently, with respect to
u

25 another contention is really one that applies here, and that

O
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() 1 is ,_should the saturation meter be hooked up in such a way
l

2 as to prevent the operator from withdrawing -- turning off

() 3 the high pressure-injection system. So I think that perhaps
%J

4 the line is kind of drawn there. All right.

5 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

6 0 Let me ask you this, Mr. Clark, just to follow up-

7 on wha t M r. Smith asked you. You said you found some place

8 in your procedures where the operator is told he is supposed

9is do wha is right for health and safety. But I think the

to more . pertinen t question is when he is in a situation which

11 is unforeseen by any of the precedures and which is not

12 covered by his training, how does he know what is the

13 appropriate thing to do to protect public hecith a.d safety?

#
14 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think you are correct in-

15 characterizing this as a situation which is not covered by

16 the procedures. I de not believe it is correct to

17 characterize it as one which is not covered by his training.

18 O r. o f the main lessons from TFI and one that is

19 being put into effect is to substantially broaden the

20 training of the opera tors to provide th em training in heat
:

21 transfer and thermal hydrartics and understanding of the

22 plan t systems for interaction and response.

23 Additional act2on has been to provide to the

(G 24_ opera tor additional expertise in the form of the shift_)

25 technical adviser who is there as a resource on whom the

(~h
N,) |
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1 operator ca.1 call, just as h e co uld go t'o th e procedures or

2 what .not. So the operator is trained to deal with these

fs 3 situations, even if they are not covered by the explicit -

()'

4 procedure.

5' 0 He is trained to deal with unforeseen events?

6 A (''ITNESS CLARK) Yes. He is trained with the
!

7 f undamentals, t.se understanding of heat transfer, of system

8 interactions , etcetera. And that is the only training that

9 you can give and th a t does provide proper basis for him to

10 evaluate what is happening and decide what to do.

i

L 11 C Now, these operators are still high school

12 grad uates or equivalent. I take it this is training that

13 Met Ed or GPU qives them.

pd
14 A (WITNESS CLARK) It is training for our operators

15 we give. The training itself is based on reviews we have

16 had made by I believe it is Penn State and a committee of
'i

17 educators and engineers from other universities. And it
4

18 includes input from the Babcock C Wilcox Company with regard

19 to what do you have to understand. It includes looking at

20 the program of training provided to naval operators with

21 which many people in the nuclear program are familiar.

:

22

23

24

25

;
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(~) 1 And while not e x plicitly training, I think
\_-

-

2 appropriate to the question of will he be able to decide

3 wh at to 'do , there has been added tre shift technical

4 adviser, who is a graduate engineer, is available to-the
.

5' shift crew to provide advice in any situation they wish.

6 0 How many --

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS You also depend, don't you, upon

8 the fundamental difference between men and machines, the

9 ability of man to assert his ability to reason and think,

10 and a machine can only do what it is programmed to do.

11 WITNESS CLARK: Yes, sir. I think that is

12 fundamental for the whole discussion, that for the

13 unforseen , the unpredicted, the human being with a proper
.

\ 14 background iIs clearly superior to a machine.

15 DR. JORDAN: For some things, but for some things

16 machines are very clearly superior to men.

17 WITNESS CLARK: Yes, sir. I intended to say "for

18 the. unforseen ," and I think that is a key element. The
;

-19other two key elements we talked about earlier were time and

20 information.

21 DR. JORDAN: Yes, you did emphasize that, and you

22 did-say that it is difficult to design equipment that will

23 take are of unforseen situations. It is also, however,

() , 2<4
difficult to write procedures and train operators to handle

25 unforseen situations, too. And to that extent, I guess I

/~T |
'%) |

|

l
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( )' 1 think your additional comment that they have the technical .

2 competence now, in addition to the ordinary operator

3 training, is probably a significant advance.

4 WITNESS CLARK: Yes, sir. We think the shift

5 technical adviser is, you kno a significant improvement,

6 today as cospared wiu. the pre-accident situation.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: May I amend my guestion to refer.

8 to the dif f erence between persons and machines.

3 (Laughter.)

10 WITNESS CLARK: .X a y I so amend my answer.

11 (Laughter.)

12 (Discussion off the record. ) -

'

13 BY MS. WEISS (Eesuming)

O
N- 14 Q How many hours of training in thermal dynamics do

15 Your operators get now?

16 A (WITNESS CLAEK) I am not certain of that. I

.

17 would prefer to have Mr. Ross address it. I have reviewed

i
18 it, but I do not remember the number.4

19 0 Fine.

l 20 A (WITNESS ROSS) The number I don't have right on
i

21 the tip of my tongue. It is in our other transcript we will

22 be pre sen tin g on operator training.

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) My recollection, subject to .

() 24 verification , is 60 hours of basic th'eory, if you will, of

25 thermal hydraulics. I am not absolutely certain of that,-

O
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(]) 1 whicn is why I tried to defer. It is not~6 hours or 10

2 hours.

s 3 DR . JOR D A N : Is it in the restart report?

s_)
4 WITNESS CLARKs I would think so. It is part of

5 the operator accelerated retraining program. I would think

6it certainly is in there.

7 BY MS. WEISS s (Resuming)
,

8 0 I would just like to pursue this point about the

9 diff erence between persons ana machines. With the

10 understanding that we are talking here only about unforeseen

11 events , it is also people, very highly trained people like

12 Mr. Jones who testified here the week before last, who has

13 spen t what you described as a large amount of time

14 attempting to identify all possible accident transients --

15 plant accidents and transien ts -- is it correct that your

16 testimony is that the operator and his shift technical

17 ad viser, with their 60 hours of training --and the shift

18 technical adviser has more -- are going to be in a better

19 position to diagnose a plant condition and prescribe

20 corrective action than all those highly trained personnel at

21 Babcock & Wilcox?
|

22 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not suq esting hat the

23 operator and the STA are more highly qualified te diagnose

(') 24 and develop corrective action for a specific condition.

25_ Wh a t I am saying is that it is a very different problem to

k) '

2
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(} 1 attempt to foresee and predict all possible conditions .than

2 it is to deal with a specific existing condition on which

3 you are receiving information.

O
4 And so it is not proper to say I believe the

5 on-shif t people are more qualified. But it is more proper

6 to say that they face a much reduced problem with dealing

7 with one specific situation on which they' have a lot of

8 information. And that is far different from trying to

eforesee and predict everything that could possibly happen.

10 0 And it 'is also people like Mr. Jones -- I assume

11 Mr. Jones is one of them -- who have decided what goes into

12 the operator training and procedures, or have done the work

13 f undamental to that.
.

I

14 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not certain whom you mean by

15 " M r . Jones."
,

16 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Jones, for your information, was

17 the 96W witness who presented their small break. analyses and

18 operator guidelines developed from thic analysis.

19 WITNESS CLARK: I don't not know whether Mr. Jones

20 or o ther , what I will describe a t .perhaps some risk of being

21 too narrow on them a s analysts, whether he or people like

22 him were involved.

23 Tne training program was developed with input, I

() 24 do know,.from people like Penn State professors in terms-of,I

25 you know, how to scope it, how to present it, how to make it

O
I

I
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-( ) 1an effective program with input from operators, both our own

2 operators and engineering people in our company and

- {/g
3 elsewhere who have been operators. For example, people who,

s_
4 with an engineering degree, then went through the naval

5 program and were operators.

6 BY MS. WEISS: (Eesuming)

7 0 You don't know that the work done by Babcock C

8 Wilcox was analyzing small break LOCA's -- was primarily

9 done for the purpose of writing the new operator procedures

10 a n d training ?

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do know that that work was

12 considered very thoroughly in writing the procedures. I was

13 not here when it was started, so I would not care to comment
s~s-

- - 14 as to whether it was done primarily for that purpose or not.

15 Q That at least was the source of the defini tion of

16 plan t conditions permitting termination of safety systems,

17 wasn 't it?t

|

18 MR. BAXTER: Are you speaking of the emergency

19 core cooling system now or all safety systems?

20 MS. WEISS: -Emergency core cooling system.

21 WITNESS CLARK: In developing our definition and

22 the procedures, we certainly relied on those analyses done

23 by BCW of the loss of coolant situations.

24 (Counsel f or UCS conf erring. )

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss, there is another
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()' 1 aspect to this controversy that I want to see it I could get-

2 some explana tion 1on. Is it UCS's position that automatic

3 saf ety systems as they exist now should r.ot be inte ruptible}
4 by ^ opera tors?. Or is it that. safety systems should be

,
,

5 desi0ned ' with the thought in mind that opera tors will not

6 interrupt them?

7 MS. W EISS 4 Well, I guess the contention is the
4 6

8 former. I think the latter would be a better situation,
.

9 probably,' in . terms of engineering. But the contention is

to the former.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Does anybody's testimony address

12 th e problem that I would assume would be faced, that safety

13 systems are, I would assume, designed with the idea in mind

14 that operator action may be depended upon in unforeseen

15 circumstances?

16 Am 1 making my point clear?
,

17 MS. WEISS: I think I understand what you are

18 saying. That's what we were trying to get at.today with-the'

19 questions establishing the fact that all of the

20 instrumentation and the circuits are already available on
i

21 the control room to indicate to the operator when the

22 conditions are met. We were discussing what the complexity

23 would be to wire those circuits directly into the safetyt'

/'
(,,)g 24 system, so they would prevent the safety system from being.

'

25 terminated before those conditions were met. Tha t was the

O
4
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. f ]) 1 purpose of those questions.(
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH Eut what I mean, going back to

4

g 3 the fundamental concept that the designer had in mind when
f

\_)
4 he was doing the different things that designers do, didn't

5he having lacking someplace in the back of his mind, or she,

6as the case may be, the thought-that,' well, if this doesn't

7 wo rk , there is always an operator around tha t will interrupt

8 i't and -- you don't know?
|

9 MS. WEISS: I really don 't know.

10 WITNESS CLARK: I think what I was suggesting in

11 my testimony and some of the cross-examination is very

12 clea rly people have always had that in mind, and it is

13 implicitly recognized in the standa rds, such as 279 and 603.

j 14 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

15 0 Can you tell me, Mr. Clark, if wha t the Chairman

16 just mentioned may have affected the design in any way?

17 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. For example, we do not have

18 an interlock such as is being suggested.

19 0 I think the question was, is there something --

20 interrupt me if I stat' it correctly. I understood your

21 question to be, is there something inherent in th e design ,

22 f or exam ple, of the emergency core cooling syctem which

23 requires oper or intervention?

( )' 24 CHAIRFAN SMITH: Not requires nor prohibits, but

25 uses as a desion boundary the ultimate reliance upon
i

O
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/~T 1 operator interruption -if - thir ;.s go wrong.
V

2 MS. WEISS: I hope you will ask us that question

3 tomorrow.

O'
4 CHAIRM AN SMITH: Well, yes.

5 WITNESS CLARK 4 Do you desire that I respond to

6 that?

7 . CHAIRMAN SMITH Yes, please, anybody.

8 WITNESS CLARKs I would say yes, in a broad

9 sense. And I will try to illustrate it, that it would be

10 possible to design a reactor plant which would be smaller,

11 more compact, would have less mass and fluid volume in it,

12 and would therefore respond much more quickly and would

13 require the provision, therefore, of more automatic

14 circuitry ; and that inherent in the kinds of designs we have

15 is a recognition or a belief or a desire that you ought to

16 provide in _ the basic design suf ficient inherent capability

17 or give or margin to allow f or a limited amount of automatic

18 circuitry and recognize that the operator was available

19 thereafter.

20 Specifically on these plants, on the TPI plant, I

21 can describe this in words. The temperature at which the

22 plan t operates is_ lower at zero power than it is above 15

23 percent power. One reason for that is to allow for the

f3 24 retention in the steam generator of a volume of water at loww)
25 power, which will serve as an initial heat sink, cooling

O
V
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( }- 1 mode ,- et cetera.

2 So that instead of ' designing the plant to operate

3 and probably make it a little smaller, to operate ~ with, youy,
Go

i 4 know, essentially no water left in the steam generator a t

5 zero power, it ir designed and built and operated to have

6'some water in t ae steam generator, .even at zero power. That

7 may not be the best example, but I think it is an example,

8 and the general concept is proper.

9 And for example, that is why, if you go to look at

; 10 something like aircraft nuclear propulsion, it would never

11 really get off the ground, if you will excuse the pun,

12 because it required taking all the margin out of it.

13 CHAIRMAN SM ITE : Sorry to interrupt.

D)(_ 14 DR. JORDAN Off the record.'

15 (Discussion off the record.)

16 BY MS. WEISS (Eesuming)

17. O That example that you just gave was an example of,

18 as I understand it, an aspect of the design which assumes

19' t h a t there will be an operator?

20 A (WITNESS CLAPK) Yes.

21 0 Rut it does not it does not -- it is not an--

22 example of an instance where operator action is needed

23 during an accident before the stabilization of the plant?

() 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) The question was, I thought or

25 understood, a re there examples in the design where you know
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|

(} 1 the design is based on assuming there will be an operator,'

2 and that is what I tried to answer. I think it is not

3 unrelated to the question, however, of allowing operator
O
V

.tintervention in the case of an accident or allowino the

5 operator to do something in the case of an accident.

6Because you have the water in tha't steam generator, the pace

7 of the action is moderated such that there is sufficient

8 time for the operator to take required actions, and

'

9 therefore you are not required to introduce the

10 q uicker-responding automatic circuitry.

11 O But the fact that the water is in the steam

12 generator in no way prevents the operator from making an

13 error. In your viewpoint, it may mitigate the consequences

A)(. 14 of making an error, but it does not prevent him from making

15 an error?

16 A (WITNESS CLARK) It provides the operator with
i .

17 suf ficient time to be able to understand wha t is happening

18 and take proper action, and therefore it tends to keep him
.

19 from making an error. I would not argue thut it absolutely

20 prevents him from doing so.

21 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

22 0 But the fact that that water is in the stean
,

23 generator does not of itself -- does not really have any

() 24 bearing on the question of whether termination of safety

25 systems ought to be automatic or ought to be controlled by

'

4
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1

'T 1 the operator? In other words, that fact does not affect the[J .
,

2 question one way or another, does it?

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think it does, in the sense

4 that the Chairman asked the question, are we dealing with
,

5 plants which fundamentally and overall were designed with

f 6 the assumption that there would be operators and that they

7 would be relied upon?

8 0 But you -- I mean, you are dealing with a specific
i

9 plan t. But the fact is you have not pointed out any aspect

10 of the design which would make it necessary for the operator

11 to intervene to terminate a safet_y function before the plant

12 is s table , h a ve you?

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am trying to recall all we have

14 discussed , and I am not sure whether we have introduced a

15 specific or not. I believe that it may have been introduced

I 16 in testimony I read by perhaps the NRC witness on the

17 failure of --

18 0 No, no, pleare.

19 A (WITNESS CLARK) I don't think I h ave introduced a

20 specific example today.

21 Q My question was just -- that also extends to your

22 example about the wa ter in the steam generators?

23 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.

(') 24 0 That shor' as my questions some.
7

25 (Counsel for UTC conferring.)

~()
|
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1 ~Q Your example, your first example on-page 6, you
k'Tl

2 state tha t without the opera tor action to terminate ECCS
-

.

3 flow, large quantities of water containing some arount of

'

4 radioactivity would be released into the outer containment

5 building, requiring cleanup actions and some degree of

6 personnel exposure.,

,

7 That dessription is a description of a bleed and

i 8 feed mode of cooling, correct?
!

9 A (MITNESS CLAEK) The distinction between the case

10 1 am discussing here and the bleed and feed mode of cooling

11 is that in this case it would be unnecessarily so.

12 0 But in termslof the operator of the system, the*
3

; 13 wa ter needed to be cleaned up and the personnel exposure, it

()I 14 is precisely the same as bleed and feed, correct? ~-

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) In terms of the elements you

16 mentioned , it is the same. There is another distinction,

17 and that is that if you did not throttle flow for a small

18 brea k LOC A, not only would the water get out, but it could

19 well get out by lifting the safety valves, and any challenge#

i 20 to a safety piece of equipment which is unnecessary is a
.!

' 21 detriment to safety.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am sorry to interrupt again,
4

23 but it was this very mple which prompted me to interfere
;

() 24 before. When I saw this example, I wondered how youI

25 disagreed'with page 8, the items on page 8, which would

)
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/'s 1 allow, according to the Union of Concerned Scientists,
V

2 throttling when one of three concitions are met, safe

3 shutdown , not to the point where you dumped water all over

O
4 the containment floor.

5 MS. WEISS: That is correct, and that is why I say

6 the questions are shortened. This is really a different

I 7 sort of a point.

8 The next question was whether the testimony --

# 9 whether it is his judgment that there is some safety
|

10 disadvantage associa ted with bleed and feed.
I

11 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

12 O You can answer that question.

13 A (WITNESS CLARM) I am sorry. Would you restate

C)
U 14 the question? -

15 0 Is thore some safety disadvantage associated with

|- 16 the cleanup actions and the personnel exposure and the

17 amount of -- the liftup of the safety valves which you

18 describ,d, which is associated with bleed and feed?

19 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think " disadvantage" by and

.

20 large implies a comparison. Disadvantage relative to what?
.

21 I think in the sense of your question I would respond that I

22 consider the bleed and f eed to be a satisfactory means of

23 cooling the core. It is not the preferred means.
,

() 24 The preferred means is, you know, to have the

25 syst em intact, and then you go from there to others. But I

O
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(} 'I think it is a perfectly satisfactory method.

2 0 And your second example, which is the opening of

3 containment isolation valves after their automatic closure

O
.4 to take samples of the prima ry coolant. It was my

i 5 understanding that one of the requirements from the lessons

6 learned f rom TY.I was that you be able to take samples

7 without opening any main containment isolation valves; isn 't

8 that correct?
i

s A ('4ITNESS CLARK) There are lessons learned'

,

10 requirements f or taking samples after an accident. I do not

11 recall this minute whether it covers both primary coolant

12 and containment. And I would have to be refreshed on that.

13 I think it is also, however, pertinent to note

14 that whenever you take a sample, there is always a question

15 as t o how representative that sample is. And it is

16 certainly conceivable, and I guess in my opinion fairly

17 11kely, that it would be desirable to take samples, perhaps

18 once you know wnat the situation is, f rom another location,

19 or that there would be some failure which would preclude

20 your ability to take it where you had intended.

21 I think what we are saying is that you do not want

22 to create a situation in which it is impossible to take a

23 sample if the occasion arose.

() 24 0 Would you tell me specifically what containment

25 isolation valve in TFI-1 which automatically closes during

() '
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- 1 an accident must necessarily be reopened to take a sample?

2 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not familiar enough to

i 3 identif y the specific valve. I would believe that there

O
4 might well be more than one, and that it would depend on

5what kind of sample, you know, where you had best access to

6 it and thingr of'that kind.

7 I think that in a way illustrates the difficulty

8 of ' imposing automatic means, because that would require you

9 to define which of those you wanted to do when, and I am

10 suggesting that you cannot do that.'

11 Q Did you have in mind when you wrote the testimony,

12 or do you know if there are at Three Mile Island Unit 1, any

13 containment isolation valves which automatically close

14 during an accident, which must be reopened to take a sample?
>

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do know there are containment

16 isolation valves which do automatically close which, if

17 open ed , would allow you to take a sam pl e . That is the basis

18 for the testimony.

19 0 No, no, that is not the question. Do you know

20 whether there are any such valves that must be opened to

21 take a sample?

|
22 A (WITNESS CLAEK) I guess that mean s, is there any

23 w ay to take a sample from containment without opening a

O 2 ve1ve.

25 0 Aren't you required to have means of sampling

O.

,
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(~/)
I without opening the containment isolation valves?

x_ |

2 A (WITNESS CL7RK) I am not certain of the facts. '

~

3 My instinct is that you cannot'-- well, I think almost by

O 4 definition you cannot take a sample without opening a valve,

5 else you would have an open path from the containment to

6outside.

7 So I think on that basis I would say I would have

8 to co look at all the diagrams to know, or perhaps Mr. Eoss

9 could answer that question.

10 0 Before you go to Mr. Ross, I want to make it clear

11 that I am talking only about valves which are automatically

12 isolated on containment isolation. You had no particular

13 valves in mind when you read the testimony. That is what I

I () 14 gather f rom what you are saying.

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) When I wrote the testimony, I

16 reviewed with the engineering people working for me what the

17 cases were. I do not recall at this point what the specific

18 one was.,

19 0 But there- was one at the time?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) That is my recollection.

21 0 Do you know what.that might be, Mr . Ross?

22 A (WIINESS ROSS) Yes, I do. I don' t know fron what

23 regulation you quote the fact that you must not be able to

- (d'
24 open a containment isolation valve to take a sample.

25 0 I am talking only about valves which are

O
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1 automatically closed.

'

2 A (WITNESS ROSS) ! don't know what regulation you

3 quote from when you say that. Valves at Three Mile Island

' ()-

4 that are automatically closed on the containment do isolate

5 some primary coolant.

6 Again, I say I don 't know wha t regulation you

7 specify that requires not being able to open an automatic

8 valve to take a sample of the reactor coolant system. I

9 further go on to say that I think the requirement is more

10 that diverse isolation signals be required to isolate those

11 valves.
,

12 0 Can you tell me which valves you had in mind?

i

13 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yes, to draw a sample in the

( 14 primary coolant system there are three isola tion valves

15 involved . They are coolant sampling valves 1, 2 and 3. To

16 draw a sample in the steam generator, there are a total of

17 four valves involved. To draw a sample in the core flood

18 tank, there are two valves per tank involved tha t have an ES

19 signal to them.

20 0 These are valves which receive automatic signals

21 O n --

22 A (WITNESS ROSS) They are. They receive diverse

23 signals on containment isolation.
'

() 24 Q And those are -- those are valves which you

25 envision being opened during the accident.before the plant
i

O'
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,

/~T 1 is stable, to take those samples ?
V,

2 A (WITNESS ROSS) We never did say that we

3 envisioned them being opened before the plant is stable. We

(
4 further said , the requirements based or. reopening them.

5 That is all we ctated.

6 0 The requirements are stated on reopening them

7 af ter the conditions are met for termination of the

8 containment isolation system.

9 A (WITNESS ROSS) The requiremen ts a re that you be

10 able to open them to take a sample with an approved

11 procedure that those valves initially isolate on a diverse

12 isolation signal, which in our plant will be a reactor trip

13 signal.
,.

i 14 0 And the situation you are envisiening is one where
i

15 they reopen af ter the accident is over, or af ter the plant

161s stable?

17 A (WITNESS ROSS) Or perhaps some time during the

idaccident when the information is of need to us, and we

19 specif y that they should be opened in accordance with

20 approved procedure.

21 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)'

22 0 There was a review which w;s done of post-accident

23 sampling after the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2.

() 24 And some of the conclusions of at least the preliminary1

25 review are contained in NUREG-0578, the short-term lessons

O
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1 learned. Is that your understanding?
-( }

2 Are you aware that generally post-accident

3 sampling was one of the issues raised by the Three Mile
,

~ _h
4 Island accident?

5 A (WITNESS ROSS ) Yas, specifically chielding of it.

6 0 And you were directed that if personnel could not

' 7 promptly and safely obtain samples when necessary,
,

8 additional design f eatures or shielding should be provided.

9 Do you recall that?
,

10 A (WITNESS ROSS) I do.

11 0 What is the instrumentation in the control room to

12 tell the operator that these samples can be safely obtained?

13 A (WITNESS RCSS) In our change mods that are being

() 14 installed on* the plants, there is a number of new radiation

15 monitors being installed. Thesc radiation monitors will

16 monitor various lines to have samples and/or sump lines.

17 Also, those same lines, the isolation valves in

18 th em , will give a diverse isolation signal, one of them

19 being rasctor trip.

20 0 So in no case would you send somebody to take a

.

21 sample un til that radiation monitor showed that it eas safe

22 to do so.

23 A (WITNESS ROSS) Again, we would by our procedures

() 24 only obtain a sample in accordance with an approved

| 25 procedure . That approved' procedure would state the
.

[~\-.

U.
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i 1'necessary radiati.on requirements.

O
2 0 Right.

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) I would suggest that in terms of
.

4 safety of personnel going to tak e a sample, that there woulds

5 be local radiation monitoring as the sampling station was

6 appproached, and that reliance woild not be placed solely

7 and perhaps not even primarily on installed radiation

8 monitors reading in the control room.

9 Q But it would be placed on some radiation monitors?

10 A (WITNESS ROSS) Consideration would definitely

11 have to be given to the radiation levels in the area.

12 0 Right.
,

13 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Ross, just for the record, you

() 14 used the term " mod." What is that an abbreviation for?

15 WITNESS ROSS: I am sorry. " Mod" is

16 nodification. When I refer to a mod, I am referring to a

17 change modifica tion being installed in TMI Unit 1.

18 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

19 0 Your example number 4 on overfilling, I just have
,

c

20 one clarifying question. I take it from what you said today

21 that it is not your opinion that operations at the 95

22 percent level on the steam generator operating range is a

23 dangerous condition? You don't believe that, do you?

) 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not sure I understand your
(~/\_

25 reference to 95 percent operating range of the stear

O
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("T 1 generator.
U

2 Q Let me, backtrack a little.

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) If you mean at 95 percent power,

) 4 no, I don't believe that.'

5 Q No, no. 95 percent steam generator level on the

6 operating range.

7 A (WITNESS CLARK) I would not believe that

8 operating the steam generator level within the allowed

9 operating range is unsafe.

10 0 So if the circuitry were designed so the operator

11 could terminate emergency feedwa ter af ter the 95 percent

12 level, but he could not terminate it bef ore the 95 percent

13 level, there would be no danger of overfilling?

r
14 MR. BAXTER: Do you mean above and below?

15 MS, WEISSs I am sorry. Did I say that backwards?

16 MR. BAXTER: You said "before" and "after."

17 MS. WEISS I will try it again, then.

18 BY MS. WEISS: (Fesuming)

19 Q If the circuitry were designed so that the

20 operator could terminate emergency feedwater above the 95

21 percent level in the operating range, but he could not
,.

22 terminate it below the 95 percent level on the operatina

23 rang e, wouldn't that address your concern with overcooling?

24 There would be no overcooling -- overfilling -- assuming the^ ()
25 circuits work as designed?

(
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,

{} 1 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe as you described it, it

2 would prevent overfilling, provided it worked properly.

3 0 Right.-

)
'

4 A -(WITNESS CLARK) I do not believe it would address

5 the question of dealing with a valve failure. I have to

6 think through that sequence.

7 And example 4, what that talks about is a control

1~ 8 valve milfunction. And the circuit you describe , I just
,

9 would have to understand that circuit and think through any"

10 interaction with the valve before I would agree with that.

11 Q Okay. But it is your understanding that the

12 company has committod to removing this independence between

13 the integrated control system and the emergency feedwater,
,

14 so that at least in the lonc term this particular single

15 failure will not be possible.

16 A (WITNESS CLARK) I am not certain that that is

17 committed to. Otners here may be.

18 0 Well, assume with me that that is the case. Then

19 that would address that concern, wouldn't it?

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) Would you say again? What is the

21 ca se ?

22 0 Assume it is the case that the company, your

23 company, is committed to remove the dependence between the

() -24 integrated control system and the emergency feedwater, so

25 that that single failure mode is not --

C)
.
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1 A (WITNESS CLARK) The control valve malfunction ---

2 0 Is no longer a possible failure mode.

3 A (WITNESS CLARK) I still don't understand exactly l

4 what circuit you have which would prevent ossrfilling. I

5 suspect that what the company is separating is the
<

6 electrical circuitry, and I do not know whether we are

7 providing an additional valve. If we are not providing an

8 additional valve, then the 'ndependence of the circuitry

9 would not preclude a valve feilure of the kind discussed.

10 0 But if they are providing that valve, it would

11 preclude a f ailure/

12 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think in a general sense it

13 would be possible to go provide additional circuitry or

() 14 separation which would obviate this particular exanple.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss, certainly you are
,

16 going to be permitted to cross-examine thoroughly on these

17 examples, becausE they are part of the direc t testimony.

18 But haven't we come to the point in this contention where

19 you have expressed what UCS's position is and the witnesses

20 have expressed what the Licensee's position is?
,

21 It is the type of contention that is going to be

22 very difficult to litiaate on a finite number of examples.

23 MS. WEISS: Excuse me?'

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I mean, we could add many more
[}

pq exam ples, perhaps, and still not ever litigate completely

O
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($ 1 the contention. l
.V

2 MS. WEISS: I don't understand, Mr. Chairman

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's assume that 704 prevail in

CE) i
4 every one of these example. Have you really reached the

5 contention?

6 MS. WEISS: Oh, yes. I think if they cannot find

7 an example of a saf ety disad vantage associa ted with our

i 8 proposal, then their speculations that there is such an

9 exam ple, they are speculations and they are no t en titled to

10 weight . There is a lot of other evidence on the subject.

11 That is certainly not the whole ball of wax.

12 WITNESS CLAEK I would suggest that that does not

13 result, that we would have a diametrically opposed

/~T
(_) 14 position. And in particular, since as I understand it it is

15 maintained by UCS that the three systems in question are

16 111ustL*tive only, and that the principle underlies all

17 saf ety systems.

18 MS. WEISS: The. contention is limited to. the three

19 systems stated.

20 WITNESS CLARK: Do I remember improperly reading a

21 UCS position that once these three were determined, that you

22 would move or some such term to have it applicable to all

23 safety systems?

/~T 24 MS. WEISS: It is fairly irregular to have the-
\) ,

25 witness interrogating the witness.
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1 WITNESS CLARK: I am out of order. Excuse me.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I did not think it was

3 inappropriate. I introduced the idea of where we are on the

O 4 dif f erent positions. I am not going to interfere any more.
;

5 You certainly havc a right to make a full record. I just

6 wanted to tell you what the Board's problem was. Your

7 position does go f ar beyond the exam ples, and as a matter of

8 f act an essential part of the position is the unforeseen,

9 the examples that they cannot come up with.

10 MS. WEISS: That is an extremely interesting

11 poin t.

12 C.; AIRMAN SMITH: Isn't it? -

13 MS. WEISS: And I think we have crossed on that

'( ) 14 toda y. Part of it is in Mr. Pollard's testimony. He will

15 be rebutting. Put let me tell you what our position is.

16 Babcock & Wilcox Company, in fact the entire nuclear

17 industry, has spent thousands of man-hours of highly trained

18 technical time trying to foresee all potential accidents and

19 transients.

20 It seems to us they cannot have.it both ways.

21 They cannot come in here and say that, because of the
,

22 unforeseen event to which they can attach no probability,

23 that the operator is expected to be able to diagnose and

() 24 correct that event.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Your position is cuite obvious.
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(} 1 I am just suggesting that there is pnly so much you can make

2 on your examples.

3 MS. WEISS: We can at least establish -- and Is

4 think we can -- that none of them are examples that support
,

5 the Licensee 's position, until they come up with some other

: 6 ones. We will shoot down the ones they have given us.

7 WITNESS CLARK Could I say that I disagree.

8 "S. WEISS: Mr. Clark, your attorne; will ha7e an
<

9 opportunity to voice disagreement.
s

10 MR. BAXTER: We also have a position that UCS has

11 not established that all contingencies can be covered by*

12. design , and that is the other side of the coin.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And you will notice that the

14 Board sits here with studied indifference to all of the

15 remarks. We do not know if-you have or not.

16 MS. WEISS: You have not made your minds up yet.
;

17 I am sure you are not indifferent.

ja CHAIRMAN SMITH: Eight. When you say you

19 supported , we take on blind expressions, moreso than normal.

20 (Laughter.)

,

21 MS, WEISS: If you could give mus, M r. Chairman,

22 about seven or eight minutes, I think we may be just about
a
'

finished with this witness. But I would like to confer23

() 24 before I let them go.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you mean a break of that long?

!
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,

..

!. 1 MS.. WEISS: Yes.

I 2 .CHAIEMAN SMITHS All right.
;

| 3 MR. BAXTER Mr. Sholly has conten tions?

! O'

4 MS. WEISS: Yes.

5 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Is that satisfactory? They are;

6 working together on it. It may be that Ms. Weiss --

7 MS. WEISS: I think we would like to talk to Mr.'

i

| 8 Sholly, too.

i

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH All right. Take a break.

! 10 (Eecess.)
:

! 11

i
! 12

:

i 13 !

14

.

i. '5

f 16
i

< 17
1
(

; 18

!
^

19

!

; 20

! 21
i

; 22

.

1 23

!:o 24

i 25. .

|*

| O 1

:
1
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/~N 1 BY ME. POLLARD: (Resuming)
t)'

2 Q Mr. Clark, assuming that our contention.is

3 limited, as the Board has limited it, to high pressure

O 4 injection -- to emergency core cooling, containment

5 isolation, and emergency feedwater, I would like to use the

6 exam ple of the Three Mile Island Unit 1 emergency core
f

7 cooling systems, specifically determination criteria or the

C throttling criteria for high pressure injection as a base

9 f or my question.
a

10 Do you understand that?

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. If I understand it

12 correctly , those are the criteria on Page 8 of the testimony.

13 0 Yes, sir. Now, as I understand your testimony,

() 14 you testified that you thought if we took those signals and

15 wired them into the circuit such that the operator could not

16 terminate high pressure injection until one of those three

17 conditions were met, that this would somehow interfere with

18 the opera tor understanding what was happening in the plant.

19 Am I correct that that was your testimony

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes, that was an element of it.

21 0 Okay. This very specific example, would you

22 please explain how wiring those circuits, those signals into

23 the high pressure injection circuits would interfere with

24 the operator understanding what is coing on in the plant?()
25 A (WITNESS CLARK) I will attempt to . To really do

O
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1 it , you would have to design the interlock -- I mean, in{}!

2 order to do that, you would have to have in mind exactly

I 3 what is the interlock, so I will try to suggest what might

O 4 be involved in the interlock, and then, you know, if that is
,

,

5 the way the interlock came out, suggest how it might confuse

6the operator. All right?

| 7 0 Fine.

8 A (WITNESS CLARK) There may be a better interlock,

|

! 9 I guess, is what I am saying. In order to make th e
|

|
10 in te rlock fit those conditions, you would have to take in

| 11 the case of a -- either two or four bow indications and a
|

| 12 clock and a definition or something which would say when the

13 condition sta rted , and something which would in effect

14 determine that the situation was stable.

| 15 Now, to do tha t last, it seems to me you would be

16 dealing with primary coolant temperatures and pressures,

17 perh aps, and again, with some sort of timer or rate of

18 ch ange , you know, change as a function of time. And so for

19 Part A you would have to take those signals with the logic,

.

20 and you would have to take the output of the logic, which
!
! determines that'the criteria is met, and run it to come, I21

22 guess, a uctioneering cevice relative to the other two

| 23 crit eria , B and C, and then run it to a device which would
!

() 24 interfere with a signal from the operator to throttle each'

25 of the valves or to throttle the pumps. I guess you would

O
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(} 1 need all of those elements.

2 Now, what I am saying is that if you had that

3 situation, and you had a loss of coolant and the emergency

4 core cooling system came into operation, you would still

5 want the operator to see whether the systems were performing

6 properly, so that if they were not performing properly, he

7 could take action.

8 So, the operator would need some way to know what
,

9 was happening in that system, for example, whether the

10 defeat relay had failed or not. You would need a
,

11 surveillanca perhaps of that system to periodically'

12 determine that in f act it was operating properly or would

13 operate properly when called upon. If I go from Part A down

14 to P a rt B --

15 0 If you can answer the rest of the question without

16 going through the circuitry for B and C, that is sufficient-

17 for my needs.

18 A (WITNESS CLARK) I can only do it in the general

19 sense tha t both B and C would require taking additional

20 signals, additional logic, and leading the output of the

21 logic to_the auctioneering device, and then the output of

22 the auctioneering device to a relay, a switch, some device

23 which would - preclude the operator signal from getting

() 24 through, and you would have to have either one common one of

25 those or, for redu,2dancy, more than one. And then you would

3)
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T') 1 have to face whether you would have the two for each piece
U

2 of equipment , or whether you would have one pair which would

3 serve for all pieces of equipment whose actuation you are

O
4 trying to prevent.

5 So,.in a general sense, I think that answers your
,

6 question. Or not. I --

7 0 The part I am still missing is, how does that

8 interfere with the operator understanding the condition of

9 the plant?

10 A (HITNESS CLARK) If the -- If he determines that

11 1n fact ECCS is not operating pro pe rl y -- all right. For

12 example, he is looking at the flow meters. He has to,

13 consider not only the failures which the present plant

14 configuratian could cause but possible failures in this

15 additional circuitry as to whether they could cause it.
,

16 In addition, when you start taking a signal, let's

17 say an RTD signal, and leading it more than one place, there

18 is always concern about being able to in fact completely

19 isolate any feedback --

20 0 I would like to also -- Assuming everything works

21 as it is supposed to.

22 A (WITNESS-CLARK) I think that if averything worked

23 as it is supposed to, then it is not a problem.

() 24 0 okay.

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) The problem is that we do not

;

i

l
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/'T 1 assume that everything now in the plant works as it is
; C'
'

2 supposed to. And equivalently, I think it would be improper

3 to assume that everything we would add to the plant would

4 work properly.

5 0 Yes, I understand. You would agree, however, thTt
,

,

6 it might be possible to design an interlock which would in

.7 no way af fect the starting of the system, but would only

8 affect the ability of the operator to terminate the system.

9 A (WITNESS CLARK) I don't have a very detailed
:

10 knowledge of that system, but I think, yes, what you say is

11 so, or almost certainly so.

'

12 0 Now I would like to ask you a series of questions

13 about a circuit which actually exists at Three Mile Island

- 14 Unit 1. If you are unable to answer, perhaps Mr. Ross csn

15 assist you.

16 'ihat is the normal operating pressure at Three

17 Mile Island Unit I?

18 A (WITNESS CLARK) I believe, depending on where you

19 measure it, 2155.

20 0 And at what pressure does the high pressure

21 injection system signal to turn on?

22 A (WITNESS CLARK) I will ask Mr. Ross.

.23 A (WITXESS ROSS) The new set point will be 1600

0 24a=ic-

25 0 As you take the plant from a normal operating

O
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() 1 condition to a cold shutdown condition, am I correct that

2 the pressure would be reduced below 1600 pounds?

3 A (WITNESS ROSS) That is correct.

4 0 Therefore there must be some way to bypass this

5 initiation signal. Is that correct?

6 A (WITNESS ROSS) That is correct.

7 0 Is there a limitation on what pressure above which

8 the operator cannot bypass the high pressure injection
.

9 signal?

10 A (WITNESS ROSS) There is.

11 0 What is that pressure, please?

12 A (WITNESS ROSS) That pressure would be

13 approximately 1600 -- in this case, 1640 pounds.

14 0 Okay. Would you agree, then, Mr. Clark, th a t at

15 Three Mile Island Unit 1 it is designed and will be designed

16at the time of restart such that the operator cannot bypass

17 the initiation signal for high pressure injection above 1640

18 pounds?

19 A (WITVESS CLARK) You said initiating signal, and

20 you are -ight. That is the case. What you are discussing

21 1s the operating bypass we discussed earlier today.

22 0 I know what we are discussing, since I wrote the

23 conten tion. So, then, you would agree that even for

() 24 unforeseen circumstances, the operator would be unable to

25 bypa ss the initia ting signal for high pressure injection

O
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(~}_
1 above 1640 pounds?

2 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes.

3 MR. POLLARD: We have no further questions for

O
4 these witnesses at this time.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly?

6 BY MR. SHOLLY

7 0 Mr. Clark, I have a very few questions about your

8 qualifications, and these relate mainly to specifics at TMI

g 1. Have you personally participted in establishing any

10 procedures related to ECCS operation, containment isolation,

11 or emergency feedwater system operation?

12 A (WITNESS CLARK) I have not participated in

13 establishing . I have reviewed the procedures.

14 0 Which procedures have you reviewed?

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) To varying degrees, I believe,

16 all three tha t you mentioned.'

17 0 Have you reviewed the procedures to the extent

i 18 that they provide for a bypass or override of those systems?
r
*

19 A (WITNFSS CLARK) Certainly, in terms of the

20 criteria which are in the testimony and which are extracted

21 from the procedures, which I believe is what you are

22 addressina. Yes, I have reviewed that.

23 0 Have you reviewed the training which the operators

() 24 have received on the operation of these three systems?

25 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. In a general sense of the

O
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1 scope of the training, you know, how many hours, who gives
(~)

2 it, and the question of what sorts of things are done at the

3 simulator, which deals with some transients, and in the.

4 sense of what I consider a couple of key elements of the

5 procedures, namely, the instruction to the operator to

6 consider all of the indications available to him, and things

7 of that kind.

8 So, I have reviewed those elements of the training

9 program to assure that they are included.
l

10 0 Okay. At Page 3 of the testimony, at the top of

11 the page, Mr. Clark and Mr. Ross jointly sta ted, "The
a

12 ability f or the operator to control a safety function

13 following initiation serves to enhance safety."
.

(s_sI Other than other than general beliefs or14 --

15 personally held opinions, which I think have been expressed

16 earlier, are there any statistics or studies or records of

17 any type which support your position that you know of?

18 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I would be hard put to give

19 you a reference , but there are studies that are reviewed in

20 the Navy, studies of the question of further automating the

21 plan ts.

22 There is experience. You referred to opinion, but

23 1t is based largely on experience. There is experience in

() 24 my background of removing interlocks or automatic features

25 from plants, because they were concluded to be detracting

O
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(} 1 from safety. .

2 0 I want to read you a set of conditions which I

!

3 think will serve to scope that statement somewhat and see if2

O
4 you agree with them. Would you agree that that statement is

Sutrue only under the following circumstances?

6 A (WITNESS CLARK) Do you mean by tha t sta tement the

7 sentence in our testimony?

4 8 0 The sentence I read a few minutes ago, Would you

9 agree that that is true only under the following

10 circumstances, that the operators have correctly diagnosed

11 the reason why the safety function was initiated? Would you

'

12 agree tha t that would be truet

13 A (WITFESS CLARK) Nc. I do not believe that you

14 can address this question in such discrete steps. What we

15 are really addressing is, is it safer to have it this way

16 than to have it that way, and therefore, to be able to

17 answer the question, you would have to postulate an

18 equivalent assumption f or the automatic circuit, and so, I

19 do not believe that it is possible to answer with regard to

20 assumptions about operator behavior and say whether allowing

21 him to operate enhances safety unless you are willing.to at

22 the same time postulate assumptions about circuit behavior.

23 0 For the purposes of this question, I am concerned

() 24 mainly about the operator intervention, not I am assuming--

25 that when the operator calls upon a system, it is going to

O
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1 function properly, or when they intervene in a system, what{)
2 they do in terms of calling on a piece of equipment, that

3 that equipment is going to function properly.

4 Let me rado the entire set.

5 A (WITNESS CLARK) If I am to answer questions in

6 that guise, I think the answers all have to be qualified by,

7 you know, a statement to the effect, I think, that it is

8 'ir rele va n t, because what is being fTced is a choice between

9 whether you rely on an operator and you rely on a circuit,
i

10 and to postula te going in that the circuit will always

11 behave properly, and then discuss the possibility that the

12 operator will not, is to prejudge the argument.

13 0 I am not in any sense trying to prejudge the

( 14 argu ment. I am trying t explore the general subject of
,

15 reliance upon operators, because it seems to be so heavily

16 involved in.your testimony and also responses to questions

17 toda y. Let me read this entire set to you, and we will take

18 1t from there, rather than taking it' an individual item a t a

19 time .

20 You have testified that the ability for the

21 operator to control a safety function following initiation

22 serves to enhance saf ety. Would you agree that that is true

23 only under the following circumstancess A, that the

() - 24 operators have correctly diagnosed the rearon why the safety

25 function was initiated; B, that the operators refer to'the

O
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/"% 1 correct procedure which governs operator control of the
(_)

2 safety function; C, tha t operators correctly follow the

3 procedure; and D, that the procedures themceives are

# 4 technically accurate. In other words, they have correctly

5 anticipa ted this scenario and provide operators with proper

6 guidance to handle it.
t

7 Would you agree that that is the case, that that

8 set of conditions must be met before operator intervention

9 can serve to enhance safety?

10 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do not agree, because as read

11 they implicitly assume that the circuit will perform

12 correctly. In addition, they assume that in all cases the

13 operator needs to refer to a procedure, and thereby excludes

()- 14 the unforeseen events for which a procedure would not exist,

15 and perhaps if I had a little more time, you know, there nay

16 he some other qualifications I wish to put on that.

17 Q Would you agree that if an operator prematurely4

18 bypasses or overrides a safety function, that that can serve

19 to degrade saf ety rather than enhance it?
1

20 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes, I would agree that that
i

21 would be possible.

! 22 0 So in other words if an operator finds itself in a
|

| 23 particular situation where a saf ety function has been

~ (} 24 automatically initiated, and they take a look at the

25 readings on their instruments, and determine that they are

|
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() 1 satisfied that conditions are met for bypassing this system:

i 2 do you agree that.if they are mistaken in that judgment,

3 that this can degrade safety, in other words , tha t they can

O
4 prematurely --

- 5 A (WITNESS CLARK) Regardless of the reason why, if
!

6 the operator takes an improper action with regard to a

7 saf ety f unction, it is possible for him to degrade saf ety.

8 0 If you refer to Page 5 of the testimony, and this

gcontinues on to Page 6, you discuss criteria for selecting

10 particular actions which you would see as needing automatic

11 control versus actions that would need operator control.

12 You make th e point that subsequent bypass of automatic

13 initiating circuits proceeds in a much more deliberate4

f\
' 14 basis, and the operators have ample opportunity to verify

15 that conditions prerequisite to bypass are in f act met.

16 Talking specifically now about the emergency core

17 cooling system , is t'here any minimum time period during

18 which ECCS should not be bypassed following initiation?

19 A (WITNFSS CLARK) I don't think that is the sort of

20 thing on which you can put an absolute limit. For example,

21 let us suppose that you had an inadvertent actuation of ECCS

22 and every indication available to the operator showed that

23 there was no loss of coolant. In fact, he had indication

() 24 and somebody happened to be standing beside the instrument

! 25 which initiated the signal and informs the control room that
!

l
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() 1 there is a fire in the widge t. I would think that however

2 f ast that happaned, the operator would be warranted in

3 throttling or bypassing or taking whatever actioa, because

4 in the case of postulated, he clearly knows by then that it

5 is okay.

6 There are rules of thumb which people have used,

7 and, you know, some people use a rule of thumb of several

8 minutes and others use longer. It depends on the plant and,

9 you know, which safety system, e t cetera. So I would not

10 vant to suggest an absolute limit.

11 0 Let me qualify the question a little bit and see

12 if this helps you at all. What I am concerned about is that

13 there are finite number of things an operator must do

14 f ollowing the initiation of HPI, for instance. There are

15 certain parameters that the operator must check according to

16 the procedure- on Page 8 of the testimony before HPI can be

17 terminated or throttled.

18 Has there been any determination made of how long

19 that takes? Tho operator is concentrating on verifying that

20 the conditions are met so that he can throttle or

21 terminate. How much time passes between initiation and when

22 the operator can reasonably be expected to reach that

23 dete rmina tio n ?

() 24 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think Mr. Ross is perha ps

25 better able to respond to that than I, that strict
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f') 1 clarification. Is the question after the condition is
v.

2 reached which would meet the criteria how long does it take
1

3 the cperator to make that determination?

O
4 0 Once the safety function is initiated, HPI comes'

5 on for whatever reason. How long does it take from that

6 poin t once the operator realizes that HPI is on. You are

ygoing to be looking at some point to either throttling or

8 terminating HPI once conditions appropriate are met. How<

91ong physically, ht. Long does it take to go through the

10 processes to examine the instruments, examine whatever else

11 the operator is going to take a look at to reach that

12 conclusion that in fact. conditions have been met that he can

13 throttle or terminate ?

O)i

\- 14 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think you need to think about'

15 two time elements. One is how long before the conditions

16 would in fact reach the point, and that, of course, depends

17 on , you know, how severe is the accident and a variety of

18 other things. So, there is some time increment af ter the

19 accident before the conditions in fact are satisfied, and

20 then there is an additional increment of time for the
21 operatoa to satisfy himself that they are met.

22 Is your question aimed -- the first one is a

i

23 variable depending on the accident. Is your question aimed j

() 24 a t the second, that once all the temperature -- once you

25 have 50 degrees saturation margin, how long would it take

G
U
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:

1 the operator to go read _ all the instruments and satisf y

'

2 himself. that you have it?

3 0 Let me move on to something related,-and we vill

4 come back ' tC that. I think it will help illustrate what I

5 am driving at.

6 The other day, there were,.I think, two staff

7 witnesses on , and I questioned Mr. Martin, and this is

8 beginning at Page 5441'of the transcript --

:

9 A (WITNESS CLARK) I do not have a copy of that

10 transcrip t.

11 Q In brief, we were discussing the sequence of
'T

12 events during the accident referring to NUREG-0600. The

13 da te is November 12.

() 14 (WITNESS CLARK) It is possible I do not need it

'!,

15 in f ront of me if you want to ask the question, but I don't

16 have it at this point.

17 0 In the sequence of events, there were a number of

18 instances where safety f ea tu res we re actua ted a".; <ery

19 rapidly bypassed, and in questioning Mr. Martin we were able

?O to establish that in fact there were two instances, and you

21 may want to refer to NUEEG-0600 to answer this, but there

22 were two instances.

23 In one case, the operator bypassed the reactor

24 building isolation and safeguards initiation 13 seconds

25 af ter it occurred, and in another instance I believe it was

1 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC, j
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1 18 seconds.
- (3'''

2 'A (WITNESS CLARK) I remember looking at the

3 sequence, and you know, I presume you are reading them out
;

() 4 righ t, but it was seconds. Less than e minute passed
,

5 between actuation and bypassing of some of the things during

6the accident.

7 Q Those are the instances which lead me to my

8 concern about how long it takes for the operator -- Is there,

9 an alarm that signals to the operator that HPI has been

10 initia ted ?

11 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I would say.
4

12 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yes, there are a number of alarms

13 th a t will signal that it has been initiated.

() 14 Q So the operator would know that HPI is on?

15 A (WITNESS ROSS) Not only from alarms, from changes

16 in plant conditions and their resulting alarms.

'

17 Q Okay. Now, once the operator realizes that HPI is

18 on , he is going to want to find out why. Presumably, that

19 will take a certain amount of time.

20 A (WITNESS BGSS) That is correct.

21 Q Would you agree with that?

22 A (WITNESS ROSS) Yes, sir.

23 -Q It will also take a certain amount of time, then,

24 I presume, for the operator to examine the instruments which'

. u_ ) ~

25 are necessary to determine whether or not the operator can

u.),
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1 throttle or terninate HPI. That is also correct, is it not?- s

)
'

_'
2 A (WITNESS ROSS) That is correct. I might point

3 out the example you gave, the Unit 2 accident, that

4 throttling criteria did not exist then, so you should not

5 compare the two.

6 0 I realize that. What I am trying to get a t is how

7 long might this reasonably be expected to take? In other

8 words, let me ask you a very direct question. Do you feel

9 it was appropriate f or the operator to have bypassed those

10 systems in 13 or 18 seconds?

11 A (WITNESS ROSS) That is a judgment call on my

12 part . .Under the guidelines that existed at that, tim e , there

13 would be nothing that would really prohibit him from doing

() 14 that . He thought he had an inadvertent actuation. There was
,

15 no defined throttling criteria.

16 0 Given the criteria that the operator is presented

17 with now, would it be conceivable that an operator could

18 bypass that HPI within 13 or 18 seconds?

19 A (WITNESS ROSS) I think it would-be safe to say it

20 would take some time longer, depending on the plant

21 conditions that you started from. That time would vary.

22 0 Gatting back to the original question, is there

23 some minimum time during which the operator could not

,G - 24 possibly know why HPI came on, he could not possibly know
%.)

25 whether the conditions are met to enable him to throttle or
|

/^% !

%-) |
|

i

!
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1 terminate. Is there a certain amount of time there, I would-s

k..)
2 assume, that it is physically' impossible for the operator to

3 figure out why he is in the condition he is in, and whether

*O
(/ 4 or not he can-throttle or terminate HPI?

5 Have you any judgment as to how long that time

6 period is?

7 A (WITNESS ROSS) I do have a judgment. That is

8 just what it would be. It would vary on, as Mr. Clark

9 pointed out, a known inadvertent actuation. You would a t

10 that point look up and see that you are subcooled. You

11 would also look up and see a rising pressurizer level. You

12 would bypass it. That would be a matter of seconds. '

13 Ano'ther condition, nobody knows why. It is

I'J
'
i 14 initated and pressure is decreasing. That would take

| %-

15 some wha t longer to justify bypassing.

t 16 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think it is also fair to say
,

17 that with the emphasis that was and is and will continue to

18 be in the training program, tha t there is going to be a

19 tendency for the operators to be very, very sure before they

20 bypass an energency system, and would only move quickly in

21 the event they felt they were approaching another situation

22 which would involve some safety implication such as driving

1 23 the plant solid or driving it out to the safety valves, or

j g-} 24 something like that..
\-'

,

25 I do not think any operator training program or I
'l

1

,
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1 event _that I can' foresee would do anything but cause these

2 people to be considerably .mo re hesitant about how promptly+

3 they respond to that kind of thing.

4 0 Would you foresee any safety disadvantage in a

5 system, be it an interlock or whatever, that would prevent

6 an operator f rom bypassing a safety system once it is

.7 initia ted for a certain period of time, in other words, to

O ensure that the operator goes about determining whether he

9 can bypass or throttle HPI, for instance, in a considered

10 manner, in other words, that would not permit him to do it
'

11 in 13 seconds or 1A seconds, but would require him --

12 phyiscally give him enough time to check the procedures or

13 check the instruments.

() 14 Do you foresee any disadvantage to that?

15 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes, I do. It is, you know, the

16 general disadvantage we have discussed. I think the amount

17 of the disadvantags is, you know, in a sense related to how

18 complex the system is that you add. And as you reduce that

19 complexity, then you know the possibility of overlooking

20 something or finding it interferes with some thing you need

21 to do happens less.

22 But I think the underlying criteria in my judgment

23 is_that you only provide those automatic things which are

{} 24 required because you do not believe you can rely on the

#
25 operator , and I do not believe that such a thing is

O
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- 1 required , and therefore my judgment is that there would be'a

2 net disadvantage to providing'it.

3 0 In other words, you would rely on the operator's

4 trainina and knowledge of procedures to prevent him from

5 prematurely terminating a safety function?

6 A (WITNESS CLARK) Yes. I think there is also an

7 element of this that perhaps has not come out. Once you get

8 through the very quick response time of an automatic trip

9 and things where we would all agree you should have

10 automatic action, you cannot rely on the operator. If an

11 operator does turn something off or throttle it or change

12 it, it is by and large, and I think almost without

13 exception, not irreversible.

N
, 14' So, if he did go'too quickly, he can turn it back

4

15 on again. And you know, I think we should not lose site of

16 th at fact, that operator actions are not irreversible in the

17 sense an interlock is. If you set it up so you cannot do
i

| 18 somo thing , you cannot do it.

19 0 Would you not also agree that if the opera tor

20 prema turely terminates a safety function, that it is not

21 inconceivable, and I think THI 2 accident is an example of

22 where conditions become conf using to the point'where it is a4

:

i 23 self-reinforcing condition where the operator continues to
|

24 believe that he has done the correct thing in throttling or()
25 teriinatina HPI and continues to do that in defia nce of
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(V~g
1 actual plant conditions.

'

2 A (WITNESS CLARK) I think the fact that the

3 operator terminated something prematurely is less likely to
fO
\~' 4 conf use the situation than if there were a system which

5 prevented him from acting. And I believe in the case of the

6 THI 2 accident, the operators terminating some of the safety

7 systems was not the cause of the confusion.

8 The cause of the confusion was the prior training,

9 which did not allow him or blaced him against properly

10 determiningnthat accident and had him focused on keeping the

11 pressurizer f rom going solid, and I think it was that

12 training and background which caused the confusion.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly, we have gone beyond

() - 14 our normal adjourning time. We will abide by your

15 pleasure. If you would like to break and take it up
,

18 tomo rrow, we will. If you think you can reasonably finish

17 tonigh t , we will do whatever you wish.

18 MR. SHOLLYs I think I,perhaps have another half

19 hour or 40 ninutes.

20 CHAIEMAN SMITH All right. We will break and
1

21 resume in the morning.

22 MR. SHOLLY Fine with me.

23 CHAIRcAN SHITH: Tomorrow -- Let's adjourn until

(]) 24 -- Let's discuss what we have to do tomorrow. Will we try

25 to accomplish anything more than this panel tomorrow?

(~)
%> |

I
i
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1 MR. BAXTER: I would hope so.

2 CHAIEMAN SMITH: So we will get to staff's panel.

3 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Pollard would be next.

4 CHAIRMAN' SMITH: Would there be any advantage in

5 starting at 8:30 tomorrow? We can go to 12:30.

6 MS. WEISS: I think it is outweighed by the

7 disadvantages.

8 MR. POLLARD: I have commitments that will prevent

9 me f rom being -here.

10 MR. BAXTER: What time would your commitments
,

11 require you leaving?

12 MR. SHOLLY Twelve-fifteen.

13 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

O 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Eight-thirty. We will meet

15 tomorrow at 8:30.

,' 16 (Whereupon, at 5:22 p. m., the Boa rd was recessed,

17 to reconvene at 8:30 a. m. of the following day.)

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

i

O
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